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PREFACE 

While enrolled in a course of Nineteenth Century 

Prose under J. W. Linn, at the University of Chicago in 

the spring of 1913, I "became interested in John Henry 

Newman and the Oxford Movement. During the following win

ter, while taking a Novel Course at the same Institution, 

The Influence Of The Oxford Movement On Fiction was sug

gested to me, by the instructor, Mr. R. M. Lovett, for a 

term-paper subject. The following thesis is an outgrowth 

of that interest and that suggestion. 

The novels selected for purposes of this work have 

been chosen for the material which they contain, regard

less of the rank of the authors - though an effort has 

been mad© to use as many standard works as possible. Baker1s 

Guide to Fiction and chance remarks by critics of fiction 

have been utilized in compiling the list employed. That 

there are other works that would Illustrate the topics 

equally well, the writer has no doubt; but they were not 

available at the time the present examination of novels 

was being made. 

This paper is not, therefore, presented as a complete 

survey - but only as a suggestion - a beginning of study 

on the"subject. So far as I know, this is a field in the 

study of fiction which has never before been investigated. 

I especially feel myself to be upon new and untried ground 

in endeavoring th establish the opinion that the origin of 
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the religious-historical novel can he traced to the in

fluence of the Oxford Movement • *  ̂ . —-

From the fact that many of the novels employed have not 

been of high rank, ancl-from the religious and controversial 

character of much of the historical background of the per

iod - it has not been easy to secure material. I am in

debted to the Library of the University of Chicago, the 

Lawrence Public Library, and the Library of the Univer

sity of Kansas for material* 

I wish to thank the following persons for their help 

and for their kindness: Mr. R. M. Lovett, who suggested 

my subject, and under whose direction this thesis was first 

undertaken; the Librarians (including the cataloguers) of 

the University of Kansas, who have been exceedingly ac

commodating and helpful; Dr* C. G. Dunlap, who has assisted 

me in securing books and by his interest; and Professor 

cl*. L. Whit comb in whose Seminar and under whose direction 

this paper has been largely prepared, and who has given 

the writer many helpful suggestions concerning it* 
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THE EFFECT OF THE CATHOLIC REVIVAL ON ENGLISH FICTION 

(1850-1900) 

INTRODUCTION 

The life and spirit of an age are reflected in its fiction* 

All great questions - social, political or religious -

find expression in the novels of their period# It is the 

purpose of this thesis to trace the influence of the re

ligious controversy known as the Oxford or Tractarian 

Movement - often, and properly, called the Catholic Re

vival - on English fiction during the latter half of the 

nineteenth century. Even a casual reader of the novels of 

the period feels the disturbing influence of a religious 

agitation. The controversy resultant from the Movement be

came a more or less controlling motif. The novels affected 

by it may be grouped into several classes according to the 

ways in which they made use of the Movement. Some merely 

mentioned it; others were inspired by it; a few were written 

in favor of itj many were bitterly opposed to It; several 

represented a liberal reaction against it; and a number 

utilized its reverence for the Church of the past in re

ligious historical novels. 
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THE OXFORD MOVEMENT 
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CHAPTER I 

THE OXFORD MOVEMENT 

It is impossible to trace intelligently or to compre

hend fully the influence of a movement on fiction.without 

a clear understanding of what that movement really was. 

It seems well, therefore, to begin this study with a brief 

survey of the Oxford Movement, The Movement was so ©ailed 

because it centred at Oxford and its leaders were mainly 

Oxford men. The name Tractarian was derived from the fact 

that its doctrines were set forth in Tracts for the Times. 

And it was aptly termed the Catholic Revival because the 

resultant controversy convinced many of the truth of Cath

olic doctrines, and led them to enter the Roman communion. 

It took its rise in the attempt of a certain Church 

party to strengthen the Anglican Church, so that it might 

withstand the liberalism of the day, by proving for it 
1 

direct apostolic Succession. 

The causes of the Movement were political as well as 

religious. Paul Elmer More suggested that two influences, 
2 

which were in reality one, were at the origin of it. 

1. John Henry Newman, Apologia Pro Vita Sua, p. 104. 

2. Paul Elmer More, Shelburne Essays, p. 223. 
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3 
These were romanticism and liberalism# The immediate 

cause was the alarm produced in the Church by various lib

eral Parliamentary Acts. The repeal of the Test and Con

formation Acts in 1828, the Catholic Emancipation Act in 

v 1829, and the Reform Act of 1832 were regarded by many as 
4 

anti-Church measures There was a growing fear lest pol

itical change should do for the Church in that century 
5 

what it had done for the Monarchy in the previous century. 
% 

But the most terrifying causey of all was the Church Tem

poralities Act for Ireland In 1833, which did away with 
6 

ten Irish Bishoprics. The Church was thoroughly aroused. 

If Parliament could disestablish Bishoprics, without the 

consent of church officials, it could also disestablish tbe 

State Church if It should choose. The Church leaders did 

not fully comprehend the difficulties of the government in 

repressing rebellion among the Irish, whose hostility to 
7 

the enforced support of the Anglican Church was Increasing, 

It seemed to some of the divines that the Church was losing 

3. See App., Note I. • . . 

4. J. H. Overton, The Anglican Revival, p. 1# 

5. A. M. Fairbairn, Catholicism, Roman and Anglican, p. 448. 

6. A. B. Donaldsen, Five Great Oxford Leaders, p. 9} R# W# 

Church, The Oxford Movement, pp. 92, 93; H. D. Traill, 

Social England, Vol. VI, p. 133; F. W. Cicrnish, The Eng

lish Church in the Nineteenth Century, pp. 143, 144 , 

7. Overton, p. 28; Cornish, pp. 227, 228. 
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temporal power, which to them appeardd synonymous with 

loss of spiritual power. They resolved that something 

must he done and that quickly. The result was the Tract-

arian Movement, and the consequent Catholic Revival. The 

first Tract clearly stated the purpose of the Movement; 

and revealed both the panic into which liberalism had 

driven those good men, and the romantic appeal of the re

mote past.; 

"Should the Government and the Country so far forget 

their God as to cast off the Church, to deprive it of its 

temporal honors and substance, on what wil^ou rest the 

claim of respect and attention which you make upon your 

flocks? Hitherto you have been supported by your birth, 

your education, your wealth, your connections; should these 

secular advantages cease, on what must Christs ministers 
8 

depend? I fear we have neglected the real ground on 
9 

which our faith is built - Our Apostolic Descent" 

It was not a mere accident that the leaders chose 

Apostolic Succession as the weapon with which to beat down 

8. This frantic appeal recalls the aptness of Lancelot 

Smith's remark - "Perhaps if my uncle believed it really 

to be the cause of God Himself, he would not be in such 

extreme fear for it# - Chas. Kingsley, Yeast, p. 218. 

9. More, Sherburne Essays, p. 225. 
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liberalism and uphold the prestige and authority of the Es

tablished Church# The fear of liberalism was not enough 

in itself to produce such a Movement# Hugh Walker had the 

right idea of the forces behind it# He said that we should 

not regard the Movement !,as the effedt of any single cause, 

but as one manifestation of a change in the human spirit 

so wide in its range that we might well ask where its in-
it 

fluehce is not to be found# We callAromance, and for the 
10 

last hundred years romance has been everywhere# Roman

ticism was highly imaginative; had a love and a profound re

verence for antiquity and the remote past; rested on a 

sense of the mystery surrounding human life; and rejected 
31 

all attempts to explain the universe according to reason. 

It had other traits, but these were the chief ones that 

were appropriated by Tractarianism# It was reverence for 

antiquity that led its followers back through the Angli

can divines and the Church Fathers to the time of Christ 

in order to prove the Episcopalian bishops in direct line 
12 

of succession from the apostles. Could such a thing have 

been conclusively proved, its romantic appeal would have 

Increased the number of adherents to the Church of England, 

and would have kept many communicants who wavered and fell 

10# Hugh Walker, Literature of the Victorian Era# p# 20. 

11# Ibid., p. 21; Shelburne Essays, p. 223# 

12. Apologia, p. 104; Cornish, pp. 233, 234# 
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away. 

The remote causes of the Movement were varied. In the 
13 

first place it was not exclusively English. According 

to Fairbairn: 11 The Catholic Revival ought not to be con

sidered as a mere English or insular movement; so far as 

English it was rather like a wave which reached our shores 

from a larger continental flood. It took indeed, here, a 

form and character of its own; but it would be a great 

mistake to regard it as isolated, or as simply the creation 
14 

of a few able and resolute men" It was an echo of the Great 
•f 

Transcendental movement - the philosophy^ Kant and Hegel in 

Germany, taken up by Carlyle and Coleridge in England, and 

by Emerson in America — which swept Europe and America in 

the middle of the nineteenth century. It sounds strange 

to say that German philosophy influenced the Tractarian 

Movement; for its leaders both feared and hated "Germanism?*; 

and to a great extent the movement was a reaction against 

it. Yet, none the less - unconscious as they themselves 

were of the fact - so saturated was the atmosphere of the 

age with this philosophy that even the Tractarians did not. 

13. James A. Froude, Short Studies On Great Subjects, p. 

312; Walker, p. 111. 

14. Fairbairn, p. 94. 
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15 
escape its influence. The philosophy of Kant, especial

ly as interpreted by Coleridge, appealed alike to the im

agination and to the reason. Thus both the High and the 

Broad church were influenced by it. It is Hugh Walker's 

opinion that "Germanism11 in theology reached out one 

hand towards the Tractarians, and the other towards the 

Broad Churchmen; that, while the Tractarians were usually 

innocent of all knowledge of the meaning of " German! sn',' 

yet the mystic element - that in it which appealed to 

feeling rather than understanding, that which might be call

ed the romanticism of philosophy - was akin to their 
16 

spirit. Thus, though the movement may have been more 

vigorous in England than on the Continent, it was yet a 
17 

part of the greater movement. 

The occasion for the Movement, in England, sprang up 

suddenly; yet there was no lack of system in meeting the 

danger. The response had its origin in earlier convictions 
18 

and was already outlined in the minds of the leaders. 

For the church was not as dead as some have thought. With-

15. Oman^£fhe Problem of Faith and Freedom, pp. 259, 260. 

16. Walker, pp. 98,99. 

17. See also Josiah Royce, The Spirit of Modern Philosophy, 

esp. ch. 3, The Rediscovery of the Inner Life; ch. 4, 

Kant; and ch# 7, Hegel. 

18# Church -, p. 20. 
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in the past hundred years it had tried to rid its^elf of 

some of its worst abuses, and had taken on new spiritual 

life; but it was still unprepared to meet-the exigencies 
19 

of the time. 

The Movement started in one of the church parties of 

which there were many# As some knowledge of these parties 

is essential to an understanding of the church history of 

the period, it might not be amiss to digress at this point 

for a brief discussion of a few of them. The three chief 

parties were designated as the High, the Low, and the Broad 

Church. Hugh Walker would add a fourth - 11 the followers 
20 

of Coleridge" as this party included among its adherents 

such men as Frederick Denison Maurice and Charles Kingsley 

it may be well to mention it# The High Church party is 

sometimes called the Orthodox party. In it the Oxford Move-
20L 

ment started# C.TheoHigh Church of today is essentially a 
22 

continuation of the Oxford Movement. But as not all High 

Churchmen became Tractarians, for a time there was a des

tination made in order to distinguish men like Bishop 

Wilberforce, who retained the principles of the High Church 

19# Overton p. 101; Church pp. 1-5. 

20. Walker p. 81. 

21 • Overton p. 13. 

22. More, Shelburne Essays, p. 226. 
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party before the rise of the Oxford Movement, from rit

ualistic High Churchmen like Pusey and Keble• When the rest 

of the Church began to condemn the Ritualists, their lead

ers proclaimed to the world the so called Six Points with

out which there could be no worship, if indeed there could 

be salvation: (1) The eastern position, (2) the eucharis-

tic vestments, (3) altar candles, (4) water mingled with 

the wine in the chalice, (5) unleavened bread, (6) in-
23 

cense. These Points suffice to show wfjy many called the 

new High Churchmen "papists* The Low Church or Evangel

ical party was loudly Protestant, often confusing religion 

with the dogmas of the Reformation. It opposed everything 

Roman, and was friendly toward Dissenters. This party 

practically died out in the generation after the Oxford 
24 

Movement. The Broad Church party was what its nfcune in

dicated. Yet It was not altogether intelligently btfoad. 

It did not keep in touch with scholarship, and knew noth

ing of German philosophy, except what It absorbed from 

the general spirit and atmosphere of the time. It was the 

first'to advocate reason as against authority at Oxford. 

Its members were liberals; and fear of them by the High 

Church party had much to do with precipitating the Oxford 

23. More, Sherburne Essays, p. 226. 

24. Walker, pp. 84, 85; More, Shelbume Essays, p. 226. 
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Movement. But the Broad Church founded no school as the 

High Church did. Pusey and Keble had a following of the 

masses instead of Copleston, Arnold, and Jowett. Walker 

said r,The fact is not surprising. It is easier to think the 

thoughts (or at any rate repeat the formulae) of ten cent

uries ago than to think the thoughts of ten years in ad-
26 

vance'.' 

The followers of Coleridge were those who accepted Ger

man philosophy, which the Broad Church party neglected -

though unconsciously influenced by it - and the High Church 

feared. Yet, as interpreted by Coleridge, this philosophy 
27. 

became a friend to faith rather than an enemy• 

A knowledge of the widely diverging views of the Church 

parties aids in an understanding of the bitter controver

sies that went on within the Church during the third quart

er of the nineteenth century• The parties seem more like 

different secta than like different parties in the same 

Body. Overton thought that none of them had been very ef

fective, however, before the Tractarian Movement began; 

for before that time there had been wanting a definiteness 
28 

of doctrine and purpose among the members of each. 

25. Walker, p. 94; More Shelburne Essays, p. 227. 

26. Walker, p. 95. 

27. Walker, p. 99. 

28. Overton, pp. 13, 14. 
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The way for the Movement had been prepared both by lit

erary men and by churchmen. Perhaps none of the literary 

men did more toward paving the way for a Movement that was 

backed by romanticism than did Sir Walter Scott. He help

ed to revive a love for beauty in nature and art, and - a-
29 

bove all - he awakened an interest in antiquity. 

Rev/man said - Scott turned men's minds in the direction 

of the middle ages; offered them something deeper and more 

attractive than they had; stimulated thAlr mental thirst, 

fed their hopes, set before them visions, and idoctrinated 

them with noble ideas, 51 which might afterwards be appealed 
30 

to as first principles" Hugh Walker assented to this, 

adding that although Scott himself was innocent enough of 

Popery, he yet gave a most powerful and vivid expression 

to this imaginative sympathy with the Middle Ages. George 

Barrow thought that the movement originated In the Waverley 
31 

Novels. Carlyle, on account of his Transcendental incli

nations, was thought by some, said Walker, to have had a 

hand in bringing about the Movement. He, as were the Tract-

arians, was In revolt against the reign of the logical un

derstanding. And although he expressed his opinions far 

29 • Overton, p. 16. 

30. Apologia, pp. 96, 97. 

31. Walker, pp. 19, 20. 
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differently from the Ritualists, he was in principle akin 

to them# "Scornful as he was of Puseylsm", declared 

Walker, "when he insists that we go from mystery to mys

tery, that the age of mira&le is not past, but that on the 

contrary there is miracle all around us, he is just giving 

expression in his own language, to what Puseyites were try 
32 

ing to express in theirs" But the Movement began rather 

too early for him to have had much influence in bringing 

it about. Carlyle, himself traced the origin of the move** 

ment to Coleridge. As has previously been stated, Coler

idge and his philosophy affected the mystics as well as 

the rationalists. Even Newman recognized the influence of 

Coleridge, though he knew so little of the philosophy of 

his own time that he thought Coleridgeian philosophy at 

variance with Christianity. He spoke of him as an orig

inal thinker, whose conclusions no Christian could accept) 

but who yet"instilled a higher philosophy into inquiring 

minds" than they had been accustomed to accept, and in 

that way made trial of his age, "and succeeded in inter-
33 

esting its genius in the cause of Catholic truth" 

Newman also attributed something of the spirit of the age 

to the influence of the philisophical meditations in 

32. Walker, p. 20. 

33. Apologia, p. 97) see also Walker, p. 99. 
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34 
Wordsworth's poetry and Southey1s prose. Doubtless he 

was right in so doing. All of these and more lent their 

contribution toward shaping the intellectual conditions;, 

which made such a Movement as the Oxford possible# No 

one great leader or small groups of leaders could have 

stirred up such a movement if the minds of the people had 

not been prepared by the spirit of the age to receive it. 

What was true of the literary men was also true of the 

churchmen - they both influenced their age and were in 

turn influenced by it. James Hugh Rose, a leader at Cam

bridge, was a man of liberal tendencies. Another liber

al and independent thinker was Charles Lloyd of Oxford, 

who in his youth had come under the influence of French 

Catholics# He presented a new view of the Book of Common 

Prayer. Newman^ Pusey, Hurrel Froude, Isaac Williams and 

Frederick Oakley were influenced by him. Bishop Kaye, 

who gave lectures at Cambridge on early church history, is 

said to have been the first to recall theological students 

to the study of the Fathers; and for that reason may be 
35 

classed with the forerunners of the Movement. 

The real beginning of the Movement however, was the 

meeting at Rose's parsonage, - the Hadleigh rectory - July 

34. Apologia, p. 97. 

35. Overton, pp. 21-23. 
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25-28, 1833. At that meeting, held for the purpose of dis

cussing the situation of the Church, an Association of the 

Friends of the Church was organized to prevent any change 

in church doctrine; and a series of Tracts, which develop

ed into the Tracts for tfaajimes, was proposed to propa-
36 

gate and explain true doctrine. Newman attributed the be

ginning of the Movement to Keble's Assize Sermon on The 

National Apostacy preached at Oxford on July the fourteenth -
37 

a few days before the meeting at the Hadleigh rectory. 

Of it, he recorded in the Apologia that much quoted state

ment; tfI have ever considered and kept the day, as the start 
38 

of the religious movement of 1833. 

Something should be said at this point concerning the 

Tracts and the Tractarians• The chief leaders of the move

ment were: John Henry Newiman, Edward Bouverie Pusey, 

Hurrel Froude, Hugh Rose, William Palmer, and, perhaps, 
39 

Charles Marriott• 

36. Overton, pp. 20, 29, 31; Church, pp. 44. 45, 49, 110. 

37. Ibid', pp. 29, 30; Church, pp. 92-94 Apologia p. 13, 

15. 

38. Ibid., p. 35. 

39. Ibid., pp. 36, 37; Overton, p. 56; Fairbairn, pp. 4, 

5. 
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The tracts themselves were papers, generally short, on sub

jects that had suddenly become of great interest. For a 

brief summary in regard to the nature of the Tracts I can

not do better than to qu&te Dean Church1s statement that 

they were mostly short papers on "the true and essential 

nature of the Christian Church, its relation to the prim

itive ages, its authority and its polity and government, 

the current objection to its claims in England, to its doc

trines and its services, the length of the prayers, the 

Burial Service, the proposed alterations in the Liturgy, the 

neglect of discipline, the sins and corruptions of each 
40 

branch of Christendom" Not all of the Tracts, however, 

were short. Some were volumes in themselves. The key

note of the early ones was Apostolic Succession. In ex

plaining these Tracts for the Times. Newman's St. Mary's 
~~ 41 

Sermons were of great aid. 

The cry of Romanism was inevitable, although Dean 

Church said that there was absolutely nothing in the Tracts 

but had the indisputable sanction of the Prayer Book, and 
42 

of the most authoritative Anglican divines. But custom, 

the prevalence of other systems, interest in later specu-

40. Church, p. 118; cf. also - Overton, p. 54. 

41. Ibid., p. 58; Church, pp. 128, 130. 

42. Ibid., p. 120. 
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lations, and lack of scholarship in the Church had caused 

obvious facts in Church History and principles to be forgot 

ten; and the doctrines of the apostolic succession and of 

the Holy Catholic Church had become obsolete# So that when 

attention was suddenly called to them - men were startled; 

did not recognize them for Church of England doctrines; anl 
43 

made and outcry against the Tractarians. 

Various elements entered into the condemnation and fall 

of the Movement. Pusey1s tracts on Baptism in 1835 caused 

much commotion. The Library of the ̂Fathers1, translated 

and edited by Eeble, Pusey, and Newman in 1836, furthered 
44 

the Roman controversy. Newman1s Via Media showed how 
£5 

little hold the Church really had upon him Froude1s 

Remains caused much opposition, the more so because his 
46 

friends looked upon his remarks as prophecies. Newman's 

Tract Number Ninety, which explained the Thirty Nine Art

icles in a Catholic sense, awakened violent opposition -

though the views expressed in it are the ones generally ac-
47 

cepted by the Anglican Church today. Pusey1s sermon on 

43. Ibid., pp. 120, 122, 151. 

44. Overton, p. 68. 

45. Ibid., p. 76. 

46. Ibid., pp. 81, 83. 

47. Ibid., pp. 98, 101; Church, pp. 225, 135; Donaldson, 

p. 174. 
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the Hofty Eucharist as a Comfort to the Penitent was hastily 

brought to trial, condemned for containing Roman Catholic 

doctrine, and its author suspended from preaching at Oxford 
48 

for two years. Ward!s Ideal of the Christian Church was 
——— —33 

also hastily and harshly condemed as Romish. But the 

fatal blow to the Movement was the conversion of its great 

leader, John Henry Newman to Catholicism. He entered the 

Catholic Communion in October of 1845. For over six years, 

some say ten, his controversial studies had been inclining 
50 

him more and more toward Catholic beliefsWith his go

ing, the Movement so far as Oxford was concerned, was broken 
51 

up, and a reaction set in. 

And this brings us to a consideration of the Movement 

at Cambridge, where there was no reaction. The movement 

is seldom thought of In connection with Cambridge, yet it 

went on there, also. But conditions there were different. 

The instructors were mainly Evangelical, and the leaders 

of the movement were not quite of the Oxford pattern. In 

fact, Cambridge had no great leaders. Neither did it have 

48. Ibid., p. 179; Overton, pp. 107, 108; Cornish, pp. 245 , 

246. 

49• Overton, pp.114-116. 

50. Ibid., pp. 90,91; Church, pp. 225, 226, 135; Donaldson, 

p. 99; Newman, Apologia, pp. 115, 116. 

51. See App., Note 2. 
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a sedfton with decidedly Roman tendencies. Some Cambridge 

men went over to Rome, to be sure, but they went as indiv

iduals - not as members of a party; and the tendency to

ward Rome was not strong. Even Dr. Neale, who held very 

advanced High Church views, never evinced any desire to be

come a Catholic. The influence of the Cambridge felement. 

was an advantage to the Movement. Its difference in edu

cational surroundings, and the absence of great leaders 

caused its men to look at the movement from a different 

view point from Oxford men. This difference lent variety 

and strength, and was a help in several ways. In the first 

place, the religious element was stronger at Cambridge. 

Men left there strengthened in faith rather than shaken, as 

was too often the case at Oxford. In consequence, Cambridge, 

as has been said, escaped the reaction which was so dis

tressing to Oxford. As a result, it was enabled to keep up 

the scholarly and literary traditions of the Church during 
52 

the period when Oxford was being torn by party strife. 

This sketch of the Oxford Movement would not be com

plete without a word concerning its results both as they 

affected the Church and as the^Stffected literature. The 

Catholic Revival, as the Movement came to be called, was 

far-reaching in its effects. One of the most notable ef

52. Overton, Ch. VI, pp. 135-145. 
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fects was an increase of ritualism and symbolism in the 

Anglican Church. The protests and breaking away of the 

Dissenters had resulted in the dropping of many forms and 

ceremonies. The Catholic Revival created a desire for the 

restoration of earlier practices. As it is sometimes 

phrased - the High Church became higher• According to 7/allah 

it became very high indeed in some churches. Confession, 

which had been abolished at the time of the Reformation, 

was again introduced. Pusey is given credit for reviving 

it. And we know that he and a great many other High Church 

clergymen did, and do, hear confession. By 1873 its prac

tice had become so widespread in the Anglican Church that 

four hundred and lighty three ritualistic clergymen peti-
53 

tioned the Convocation for Licensed Confession. Along 

with confession, naturally, came penance. The Discipline, 

or flogging ones self with a cat-of-nine-tails, was one pro

scribed penance during thd early days of its restoration; 

the hair cloth was another. Instruments of piety or fcather 

of torture used for penance were graphically described by 

Walsh, who added that a shopkeeper affirmed that he sold 

three times as many of these instruments to Church of Eng-
54 

land people as he did to Catholics. Even the Mass was 

53. Walter Walsh, Secret Hist, of Oxford Movement, pp.36, 

41, 54, 55, 70, 80, 85. 

54. Ibid., pp. 15, 36,38,39,40,41. See 4pp., Note 3, 
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55 
secretly reinstated in certain Church societies, One 

lh 
society organized itself with-^the Church for the spread 

of the doctrine of purgatory, and another for the adora-
56 

tion of relics. And many sisterhoods, which were pract

ically convents and nunneries, were established under rules 
57 

copied from similar Catholic institutions. For a time 

there was difficulty in making such changes. It seems fc. 

scarcely possible to us that only sixty five years ago the 

wearing of a surplice sometimes raised riots, and the in-
58 

troduction of a choral service a mob. 

Another effect of the Revival was a cleaning up and a 

beautifying of the churches. In this it connected itself 

with the Pre-Raphaelite phase of the romantic movement. 

The love of art, paintingtand music took fArm hold on the 

ritualists. Stained glass windows were put into the church

es , pictures were reinstated, and many old churches were 

replaced by beautiful modern ones. This aestheticisra of 

the Church kept man^from Rome. Pusey, Keble and Newman 

were early advocates of it. To this Revival the Episco-

55. Ibid., pp. 204, 389. 

56. Ibid., pp. 227, 248. 

57. Ibid., pp. 40, 46, 47, 162, 163, 171. 

58. cf. Overton, pp. 199-201; Donaldson, pp. 187, 214; and 

Froude, p. 303. 
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palian Church of today owes much that is beautiful# It 

made the church more interesting to many# It has been char

acterized as "a revival of the poetry of religion. —- It 

caught the imagination1', said Overton, "it supplied a re

fuge for many who revolted from the prosaic spirit of the 
59 

age# 

A further result of the Movement was a revival of the 

study of church history# From that time on. interest in 

the subject has increased, until today many laymen as well 

as clergymen know the history of their own and otheri1 be

liefs and creeds. This study in Overton's opinion taught 

those of the Tractarians who were not led to Rome by it -

to realize the continuity of the English Church and dis

pelled the theory that a new parliamentary church was in

vented in the reign of Henry the eighth. Students of Eng

lish Church History also came to make a distinction between* 
60 

what was merely mediaeval and what was primitive. 

But the never to be forgotten result of the Movement 

was that it drove many Anglicans into the Catholic Church 

by bringing on the Roman Controversy# This controversy was 

the beginning of the Catholic Revival in England# Walsh 

said that Pusey favored the Controversy as a means of teach-

59. Overton, pp# 212-221# 

60. See Overton, p. 212. 
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ing people Catholic doctrine before they were aware. But 

this accusation seems as unjust as his many implications 

that Newman was a Catholic from the beginning and knew him

self to be, only remaining in the English Church to create 
61 

Catholic sympathy and converts. All unprejudiced stu

dents of the Movement seem agreed that the leaders went in

to it sincerely enough, and that the Roman controversy was 

a later development which they did not foresee* As pre

viously indicated - it could never have been if the spirit 

of the age had not been right for it. Science, philosophy, 

religion were all contending with each other. People were 

called upon to think; and having thought they diverged 

from formerly accepted opinions and tradition in all direct

ions - some, like Cardinal Newman5s younger brother, going 

to extreme liberalism, others like the great Cardinal him

self, having grown weary of thinking for themselves, swung 

entirely round, coming back at last to a certain authority 

in the Catholic Church. Thus it was that Catholicism ; 

attracted some and repelled others. Judging from the num

ber who went over to Rome during this controversy - the 

class of those who desired to shift the responsibility of 

thinking for themselves onto the Church must have been a 

large one. The testimony of those who went was unani-

61. Walshg Secret Hist, of 0« M., pp. 10, 12, 14, 266, 267, 

. 283. 
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mously that they had found rest - as if they thought rest, 

not exercise and growth, the chief end of religion. Even 

Newman with all his greatness of soul expressed the same 

idea, and in expressing it - unconsciously revealed what 

his coveted "rest11 had done for him. "From the time that 

I became a Catholic of course I have no further history 

of my religious opinions to narrate, it (his becoming 
62 

a Catholic]) was like coming into port after a rough sea" 

Yes, he had found rest, but at what price? He had ceased 

to think for himself, he had surrendered his intellect, 

his soul, and his will to Mother Church, and henceforth he 

had "no further history" of his"religious opinions to re

late" - He might just as will have said - no opinions of 

his own to relate, for he was bound to think what the Church 

thought• Such men make an excuse for the rabidness of 

Kingsley when he exclaimed over the Tractarian vicar in 

Yeast who contemplated going to Rome: "Certainly vicar• 

If peace of mind be the summum bonum, and religion is mere

ly the science of self-satisfaction, they (those who se-

ceede<f) are right; and your wisest plan will ̂ e to follow 

them at once, or failing that, to apply to the next best 

substitute that can be discovered - alcohol and opium? or 

again when Lanceolat Smith turned away ,from a convert who 

62. Apologia, p. 238. 
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was undoubtedly intended for Newman, with the words: 
63 

"What a man I or rather the wreck of what a man 111 Yet 

scores of people sought this rest, from the controversies 

of the age, in the Catholic Church. 

The effect of the Movement on Literature was in undue 

proportion to its importance. This fact may be accounted 

for by the able manner in which it was written upon by its 

adherents. It started among scholars and worked from the 
64 

top downward. The Tracts for the Times were intended fcr 

the few, not for the many. They were distributed in the 
65 

parsonages and reached only the reading class• The Move

ment proper was checked long before it had time to reach 

the masses. It was through the impression made upon the 

cultured, reading and writing class that it found its way 

into fiction. 

The Established Church had started the Movement with 

the hope of making her own position more secure; and had 

ended by proving to many the very thing she was anxious to 

disprove - that the Catholic Church is the one and only 

true Church. Since the time of the Reformation, Catholics 

had been hated and suspected by Protestants. Their signal 

63. Chas. Kingsley, Yeast, pp. 176, 221. 

64. Overton, p. 215. 

65• Church, pp. 127, 119. 
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victory in this controversy, and the subsequent revival 

of Catholicism, throughly vexed and excited not only the 

Church of England but the entire Protestant world. Many 

books and tracts were written to expose objectionable feat

ures of Catholicism and to warn people against coming under 

the influence of such a Body. And the Catholics on their 

side were never failing with a rejoinder. A few titles 

from the great list of works on the subjest will suffice 

t6 illustrate the nature of the controversy: 

(Anonymous)- The Reply of a Protestant to His Rom

an Catholic Daughter; 

Why I Game Out From Rome; 

Reasons For Becoming A Catholic. 

Why I Left The Church of England. 

Why I Left The Church of Rome; 

Forty-five Years in The Church of Rome; 

Forty Years in The Church of Christ; 
* 

Why I Became a Catholic. 

Life Inside The Church of Rome• 

Britten, Jr.-

Channing, C.-

Chapman, H. E.-

Cusack, M. F.

Gorman, W. G, -

Kaye, J. A. -

King, W. J. H.-

Converts to Rome Since The Tractar-

ian Movement to May 1899. 

Letter To A Friend Who Was Leaving 

The Church of England for Rome. 

The Church of My Baptism and Why I 

Returned to It. 
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Macklens, S. - A Few Words From A Convert From 

Anglicanism* 

Montagn, Lord R.- Reasons For Leaving The Church of 

Rome • 

Nevins, W. R. - Practical Truths; 

Thoughts For Intending Converts; 

Thoughts On Popery; 

Pitton, P. M.- A Protestant Converted To Catholicism 

By His Bible and Prayer Book* 

Rivington, L. - Reasons For Joining The Church of 
"SB ~ " 

Rome« 

With such works for a background the controversy nat

urally sought the aid of fiction* By presenting a state

ment or an argument concretely or imaginatively, a novelist 

can make it more forceful than a matter of fact controver

sialist can* Then, too, he can secure an audience with a 

class of people who would pay no attention to his opinions 

if they were not bound up with a story* The ^Ltytment of pur

pose is held by many, however, to be a detriment to fiction# 

They say purpose interferes with art* Doubtless it often 

does• But if the novel is to give a picture of life, reli** 

66. A more extended list of similar articles may be found 

by consulting the Subject Index of Modern Works, Addressed 

to the Library of the British Museum, 1881-1900, Vol*111. 
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67 
gious struggle and strife must of necessity enters The 

Roman controversy, however, was not givena place of prom

inence in the novels of any writer of first rank, except 

as it entered casually or as it silently influenced the 

character of historical novels. 

67. Ramsden Balmforth, Ethical and Religious Value of the 

Novel, pp. 162, 1635 and W. J. Dawson, Makers of Eng

lish Fiction, pp. 253, 254. 
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II 

BRIEF BIOGRAPHICAL-CRITICISMS 

Before entering upon a fprmal discussion of the spec

ific novels in which the influence of the Oxford Movement 

is traceable, it might be advisable to say a few words con

cerning their authors, especially in regard to the motives 

which led them to introduce the religious element Into 

fiction. It is the purpose of these brief biographical 

sketches to trace only the events in the writers lives, and 

the elements in their characters and in their writings 

which have either a direct or indirect relationship to the 

Movement under consideration. This relationship varies 

greatly. Yet in a rough way the authors whose works have 

been examined, may be grouped in three classes: (1) those 

who wrote for money, (2) those chiefly interested in the 

historic aspect of religion, (3) those interested in re

ligion for its own sake. 

The first group, as has just been said, may be termed -

those who wrote for money -, that is, those who were not 

primarily interested in religion, who had no message for 

the world, no lesson to teach. They used the religious 

theme because other people were using it, because there was 

a demand for it, and because it served as an admissable 

plot element• These authors form a small group of inferior 
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writers, scarcely worthy of mention. A "brief notice of the 

religious significence of their works will suffice. Of 

their lives little or nothing need be said. 

Robert William Buchanan, the author of Foxglove Manor 

may be named in this class. Indeed, he need not be men

tioned at all but for the fact that his novel closed with 

a reflection on the Catholic priesthood. The leading char

acter was a zealous, ritualistic Anglican clergyman, who 

Indulged in immoral practices, and when exposed - entered 

the Church of Rome. This culmination reminds one of the 

disposal that Kingsley, so-me years earlier, made of a tract-
1 

arian vicar in Yeast. But unlike Kingsley, Buchanan ex

pressed no warmth of feeling on the subject. Ritualism had 

become common, secession to Rome had become common. He 

took them as he found them and embodied them In his novel 

as elements of plot. 

Frederick Breton is another novelist of the same type. 

His novel of True Heart is a far cry to the Reformation. 

Breton was much more interested in the characters of his 

own invention and in the Peasants War than in the historic 

personages of the Reformation. He brought them in occas

ionally, but they were poorly characterized and were per

plexing to his own characters, who could seldom decide 

1. Chas. Kingsley, Yeast, pp. 166-176, 286. 
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which party was right - the Church or the Reformers. Breton 

used the Reformation - in which a new interest had been 

created, because the validity of its principles had been 

recently called in question by the Oxford Movement - as a 

background for his novel. In so doing he followed the fash

ion, and rendered his story salable. 

The enthusiasm of the Tractarians was occasionally com

pared to that of the Wesleys, who had created the last 

great stir in the Church of England about a century before 

the time of the Oxford Movement. It may have been for this 

reason that Mary Elizabeth Braddon in The Infidel chose her 

setting in the time of the Wesleys and the rise of Method-
2 

ism. Needed reforms in the Church of England were the 

talk of the day. The time of the Wesleys had been a simi

lar period. The work seems to be a criticism both on the 

excesses of Methodism and the formalities of the Estab

lished Church. The Infidel, who turned out not to be an 

infidel at heart, represented the ideal character. She 

2. Henry Brooke!s Fool of Quality was one of the first works 

of fiction associated with the rise of Methodism. It 

was abridged and used by Wesley as a hand-book of Christ

ian virtues. Various writers had treated the rise of 

Methodism in fiction before the time of M. E. Braddon; 

among these had bedn George Eliot in Adam Bede. 
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was quite modern - too modern for the time in which she 

lived. Like Benjamin Franklin she should have been a child 

of the age of science. She never came to believe in mir

acle^ and emphasized works more than faith. The novel is 

rather poor in technique but gives evidence of following a-

far off in the wake of the Oxford Movement. 

Richard Bagot may have had a higher motive than the for

going author, when he wrote A Roman Mystery. Yet it can 

scarcely be an injustice to place him in this class, even 

though he did display some real spirit against the Church 

of Rome. The story was first, religion second in import

ance. Roman corruption worked in well, so he used it; but 

did not write his novel for the express purpose of expos

ing it. True, the Cardinal lowered himself to the level 

of a villain when he, too, planned to extort his own 
3 

share of hush money, but these details were brought in for 

the purpose of solving the Roman mystery rather than pri

marily for denouncing the Church. 

Since Anthony Trollope has placed himself among those 

who wrote for money, he may be allowed to come in for a 

word here. f?4gain and again", recounts Melville, "he de

clared ostentatiously that he wrote only for money, that 

he found his reward in the publishers cheque, and that he 

attributed to the pecuniary rdsult of his labours all the 

3. Bagot, A Roman Mystery, p. 227. 
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4 
importance he felt them to have at the time" • We know 

from other sources that such accounts were not wholly true. 

He did have much of the true spirit of a novelist of rank. 

He even contradicted hamself in thus affirming he had no 

purpose or interest in writing beyond money: "I have evor 

thought of myself!f he said, "as a preacher of sermons, and 

my pulpit as one which I could make both salutary and agree-
5 

able to my audience" I have placed him in this class, not 

because he belongs here as an inferioyu? writer, but because 

for purposes of this thesis, he can scarcely be classed as 

a religious writer on as one on whom the Influence of the 

Oxford Movement was strong^and hence this was a convenient 

place in which to mention him. To some extent he did re

cognize the existence of the Movement especially in Bar-

chester Towers; and his choice of clergymen as his chief 

characters may ha\tfe been more largely due to the controver-r 

si es and other effects of the Movement, which made clergy

men prominent in his day, than even he himself was aware. 

Under the second class might be grouped those writers 

whose chief interest in religion - as displayed by their 

novels treating the subject - was largely that of the hist

4. Melville, Victorian Novelists, p. 171; see also Auto

biography of Anthony Trollope, esp. chs. 4, 5, 6, 20. 

5. Melville, Victorian Novelists, p. 180. 
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orian. This is only a rough classification and must not 

be pressed too far. For some of the writers in the group 

were also deeply interested in religion for its own sake as 

well as in its historical aspects. 

The writings of George Eliot can scarcely be said to 

have been influenced by the Oxford Movement at all. Liv

ing through it, however, as she did, and with her religions 

nature, she could not have failed to be somewhat affected 

by it. But herd's was a reactionary effect. The right og 

private judgment, not authority, was what her nature cravv*. 

ed, And while, through the various controversies, some 

were driven by blind fear into. Ritualism and thence into 

the Church of Rome, she * repelled ftfbm such a course -

was driven in the opposite direction, coming to rest fin

ally in agnosticism. In her young womanhood her religions 

opinons were greatly influenced by her association withe 

the Brays, a family of free thinkers. At one time (in 1842) 

she almost gave up attending church services, in the belief 

that she was insincere in thus appearing to sanction what 

she did not. But that mood passed; and from 1844-1846 she 

set herself to the translation of Straussfs Life of Jesus 

which had been abandoned by Miss Brabant. And in 1854- she 

translated Ludwig Feuerbach's Essence of Christianity. 

She has a right to be mentioned here, not because she 

showed much influence of the Movement in her writings, but 
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because she illustrated a reactionist against it in her 

tone of mind and beliefs, which were f&r removed from Tract-

arianism. She believed Christianity was Subjectively true 

but could find no evidence for its : objective truth. The 

supernatural element in religion had little influence over 

her. She founded her religious and philisophical beliefs 

on science. And, in her novels, she expressed no positive 

belief in God and immortality. Still, the effect of the 

Movement was not wholly wanting in her novels. She made 

mention of it in Amos Barton; and moved, it may have been, " 

by the example of other historical novelists, - she brought 

the Church into her one historical novel - Romola. In so 

doing, however, the Church is clearly not her prime inter

est. Tito, and the characters of her own creation stand out 

more prominently, and manifest more individuality than Sa

vonarola and the historic personages. Yet^may it not be 

that she was influenced to choose the setting for Romola as 

she did because others were bringing the Church into their 

historical novels? If, as I believe, the religious-hist

orical novel was an outgrowth from the Oxford Movement, 

then George Eliot was under its influence when she wrote 

Romola. 

William Makepeace Thackeray together with his master

piece, Henry Esmond, should be classed with George Eliot 

and her historical novel.Romola. He was not noted for re
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ligiosity, but rather for morality. Even as a moralist, 

he did not have faith in humanity or entertain high expec

tations in regard to it. But these very defects fitted him 

all the better to portray the character of the Jesuit in 

Henry Esmond in a way that would be acceptable to Jesuit 

hating Englishmen. Thackeray, nevertheless, was not excess

ively harsh in his treatment of Father Holt. Kingsley or 

Disraeli would have made him much blacker. As it is, he 

is a fit companion for the gentle Shorthouse1s Mr. Hall 

(Father Sancta Clara) who in his political intrigues great

ly resembles him. It is as an upholder of the Established 

Church, a hater of Jesuits, and the writer of a historical 

novel into which the Jesuit aggressively inters - that the 

name of Thackeray has a right to be mentioned in this wort. 

There is little about the life and works of James 

Baker that is of importance in connection with this study. 

He held several important government and editorial posi

tions, traveled widely and wrote a number of novels* He 

made a special study of Bohemia .among other things, out of 

which came his one novel that is of importance in tracing 

the influence of the Oxford Movement on fiction. The 

Gleaming Dawn is a study of the Reformation or rather of the 

Hussite Persecution just prior to the Reformation. It was 

inspired by the religious as well as the historical Incent

ive, whereas True Heart was lacking in both. In it, Re
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formation doctrines were set forth, as opposed to Catholic• 

One of its chief aims was to show off Catholic doctrines 

and practices in what the author believed to be their true 

light - which was of course not a favorable one. 

Similar to The Gleaming Dawn, but better handled from 

the religious point of view, is Elizabeth Charleys* story 

of the Reformation entitled - Chronicles Of The Schonberg -

Cotta Family. It was written much earlier than Either of 

the novels just mentioned, and comes nearer being a direct 

outgrowth of the Tractarian controversies over the merits 

and validity of the Reformation. It is the author * s best 

known work. That there was a reawakened interest in the 

Reformation, we may be sure from the fact that this novel 

was written to order for an editor who wished for a novel 

about Martin Luther. He must have been abundantly satis

fied with the outcome; for The Chronicles of The Schonberg-

Cotta Family was not only popular at home, but was trans

lated into other languages. Evils In the Catholic doctrine 

and system of worship and their failure to satisfy the 

needs of the human heart were graphically represented again 

and again throughout the book. The notion that people whei 

devoted their lives to religion were necessarily better 

than others was severely condemned; and the Reformation doc

trine of salvation by faith only was strongly emphasized. 

The character of Elizabeth Charles and the tone of her 
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mind may be inferred from the fact that among her friends 

were Dean Stanley, Archbishop Tait, Charles Kingsley, Jow-

ett, and Pusey. With such friendships, her loyalty to the 

Established Church and her hostility to the Catholic Church 

can scarcely be doubted. 

Charles Reade5 s masterpiece, The Cloister and The 

Hearth, dealt with the period just prior to the Lutheran 

Reformation. It portrayed the condition of the Church and 

of society at the time Erasmus was born, and clearly reveal

ed the need of a reformation. One of the strong points of 

the work was its historic foundation. Reade was always 

careful as to facts; but here he was submerged in facts, 

and he handled them to advantage. He dealt an especially 

severe blow to Catholics and those inclined Romeward when, 

steeped in ancient and mediaeval history as he was, he re-
6 

vealed the pagan origin of many Catholic customs• But 

the one point above all others which the book emphasized 

was the unnaturalness and cruelty of celibacy. Such a nov

el was clearly not conducive to the spread of the Catholic 

Revival• 

Another writer of religious historical novels was the 

reverend Frederick William Farrar. The Tractarian Movement 

had its beginning during his boyhood. Grown to manhood he 

became a Church of England clergyman* He held many posi

6. Cloister And The Hearth, pp. 505-506; 577-582. 
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tions of honor, among others, that of archdeacon of West

minster and chaplain to the Queen. In theology he was mid

way between the Evangelical and the Broad Church parties; 

and was one of the founders of the Anglican Brotherhood. 

He wrote many theological works. In his two novels, Dark-
t 

ness And Dawn; or, Scenes In The Days Of Nero .and Gather

ing Clouds; or, A Tale Of The Days of St. Chrysostom, he 

showed the influence of the Tractarian Movement by going 

back in history to the time of the primitive Church and the 

early Fathers. It is not strange that he should have writ

ten on church History, since he grew up at a time when it 

was being written about and discussed. But the nature and 

character of the history he chose and his manner of treat

ing it prove that he was not Tractarian in sympathy. The 
Christian 

one novel Is a sermon on the superiority of,character and 

the regeneration of society and politics; the other is a 

discourse on the fatality of corruption and evil in the 

Church. 

To the third class belong those authors whose motives 

for writing were primarily religious. Such a writer, undoubt

edly, was Mary Charlotte Yonge. She was a novelist and wri

ter on religious subjects, says the Encyclopedia Britai^Lca. 

She was educated by herparents from whom she inherited 

much of the religious feeling and High Church sympathy 

which colored her work. "Her works err on the side of di
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dacticism, but exercised a wide and wholesome influence. 

Her first real success was attained with The Heir of Red-

cliffe. It was Tractarian in its High Church views and its 

religious enthusiasm. Baker1s Guide to Fiction expresses 

the opinion that it was manifestly inspired by Tractarian 

views, and was addredded with a moral aim to the young. 

And Hugh Walker attributes its great popularity to the fact 

that it Embodied exactly the views, and was written in pre

cisely the tone and style, which commended themselves to 

the young men who were either influenced by or were fol

lowers of the Oxford Movement. Miss Yonge lived in the 

district of which Keble was long the ecclesiastical head, 

and she described him as "the chief sprirtual influence of 
8 

her life. 

Lady Georgiana Fullerton was the daughter of Lord 

Granville. "Her mother, a member of the Anglican Church, 

was a woman of deep religious feeling and Lady Georgiana 
9 

was trained to devotion" After her marriage her husband 

joined the Catholic Church. The following year (1844) she 

wrote Ellen Middleton which showed such marked High Church 

views that Lord Broughman declared it "rank Popery" Two 

7. S. M. Yonge, Encyclopedia Britanica. 

8. Walker :̂ Victorian Era, p. 749. 

9. Lady Fullerton, Catholic Encyclopedia. 
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Years later she herself was received into the Catholic 

Church; and the following year published Grantly Manor, 

which was inspired to a certain extent by Catholic ideas 

and ,sentiments. Later in life she showed her Catholic 

devotion by joining the Third Order of St. Francis. 

Disraeli's Lothair is quite similar in spirit-to The 

Master Christian. According to its representation there is 

no scheming, no deceit, no underhand policy to which the 

members of the Catholic Church, both high and low, will not 

stoop in order to gain a convert. It is difficult to ob

tain a correct estimate of Disraeli1s sincerity. Some Wri

ters believe him to have been a shrewd schemer, governed 

entirely by policy in his utterances; others believe he 

was sincere and conscientious - ready to sacrifice even 

popularity for conscience sake. For our purpose it is not 

necessary that, we should know which estimate is correct. 

Even if he were insincere in denouncing Catholic duplicity 

and corruption, he represented the spirit of his age just 

as truly; for in that event he said what he knew the mass 

of the people believed. Lothair was intended to check 

the spread of Catholicism in England by stirring up feel-
10 

ing against the Catholic methods of proselyting. 

10. See Appendix, Note III. 
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Doubtless Disraeli was sincere. He seemed to have a gen

uine regard for the Established Church. He thought it had 

been a powerful means of national development in the past 

and believed it would be an agent for the renovation of the 

national spirit in the future. He and those who acted with 

him looked upon "the Anglican Church as a main machinery by 

which —- results might be realized? and believed there 

were a few great things left in England of which the Church 
11 

was one.» It is interesting that he should have named his 

Jewish descent as a cause for his being an Anglican. Bap

tized into the Church of England at the age of twelve, he 

claimed it for his own in manhood on the ground that the 

Anglican Church was the English representative of Semitic 
1 2 

worship, and hence the Jews essentially belonged to it. 

By a similar analogy he disapproved of the Oxford Movement * 

He blamed the Anglican Church for seeking its inspiration 
13 

in mediaeval traditions rather than in its Jewish origin. 

With such views of the Anglican Church, it followed that 

Disraeli must oppose Ritualism and Catholicism. And it is 

not out of the ordinary that he should have expressed his 

11. Monypenny and Buckle, The Life of Benjamin Disraeli, 

Vol. Ill, p. 57. 

12. Geo. Brandes, Lord Beaconsfleld, pp. 20, 181. 

13. Ibid., Vol. Ill, p. 58. 
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religious as well as his political views in fiction# 

Marie Corelli is worthy of mention here because of the 

intense bitterness she expressed toward the Catholics in 

her Master Christian Born in 1864 when the Catholic Re

vival was well under way, she must have eaught the full 

force of the Protestant reactionary spirit. This is to be 

wondered at, since she was educated in a convent in France# 

Few people who are brought clbsely in contact with the 

Catholic religion, however, remain absolutely indifferent 

to it. They are either softened toward it, and attracted 

by it, or they are supremely disgusted and repelled. The 

latter experience seems to have been Marie Corelli1s. 

No one who represents the main body of the Catholic Church 

as going absolutely against Christ and his teachings, as 

she did, can possibly have any tender feelings for it# 
/• 

Cardinal Bonpre represented the true Christian, but he was 

alone in his struggle for right, most of his congregation 

and all the church officials, including the Pope, were ag

ainst him. The book is well fitted to create sentiment 

against the Catholic Revival# 

Of the many novels of Eliza Lynn Linton - two will 

suffice to illustrate the influence of the religious dis

turbances of the age upon her writings - These are, Under 

Which Lord? and The True History of Joshua Davidson. She 

was the daughter of a clergyman and largely educated herself 

out of her father*s library. In 1845, the very year in 
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which Newman entered the Church of Rome and feeling against 

the Tractarians ran high, she went to London and began wri

ting. She had an aversion for Tractarianism, and the Rit

ualism iiito which it speedily developed# Under Which Lord? 

is a scathing denunciation of it# This book is a tract dis

guised as a novel - a tract all the more forceful and read

able because of its story form* The author in her zeal for 

denunciation carried the absurdities of the ritualistic 

clergyman and his followers to such extremes that they are 

sometimes unbelievable# Yet when one lays down:the novel 

with a feeling of disgust at the author's excesses, and turns 

to Walter Walsh's Secret History of the Oxford Movement, 

one finds events related as history and backed by evidence, 

which far surpass the Catholic excesses attributed to Rit

ualists by Mrs. Lintbn1s novel. After reading Walsh the 

causes which called forth her novel are better understood. 

Mrs. Linton deplored the elasticity of the church of Eng

land, which made it possible for ritualists to remain with

in its communion. Joshua Davidson went to the opposite 

extreme from ritualism and became almost a rationalist• 

He somewhat resembled Robert Elsmere. In both novels (and 

also in Under Which Lord?) the influence of science on re

ligious opinions is recognized. In both, modern Biblical 

scholarship is accepted^and in both reactions against the 
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narrowness if ritualism - aitmost against Anglicanism it

self - is a marked feature. Mrs. Linton aaid Ritualists 

made large statements, "but presented small proofs; that 

their symbolism was puerile; and that they were Roman Cath-
14 

olics under another name. She was opposed to every thing 

Catholic• 

Another novelist, who was broadminded in theology, is 

Mrs. Humphrey Ward. Although born in 1851 after the Tract-

arians had been severely condemned by the Church authori

ties, and living through the period when science and relig

ion were thought to be at variance - she was yet under the 

influence of the Oxford Movement to no small extent. Her 

father, the second son of Dr. Arnold of Rugby, and Brother 

of Matthew Arnold - took his degree at Oxford in 1845, when 

the Tractarian movement was causing great excitement there. 

The Movement left a deep mark upon him which after years 

never obliterated. He led a life troubled by doubt and un

certainty. While colonial school inspector in Tasmania he 

seceded to the Catholic Church, and joined Newman in Dub

lin in 1865, where he became a professor in the Roman Cath

olic University. Ten years later he temporarily abandoned 

the Catholic Church and removed to Oxford. After the death 

of his wife in 1888 he was again more closely associated 

with Cardinal Newman, and died in the Catholic faith. Thus 

intimately associated with religious difficulties from her 

14. Joshua Davidson, pp. 64-68. 
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earliest years, it was only natural that Mrs. Ward should 

have grappled with religious problems. But with her as 

with many others of her day, these problems of her father's 

generation were complicated still more by the intrusion of 

science. Just before the Tractarian Movement began a pro

minent divine at Oxford is known tb have inquired in all 

seriousness of an Oxford anatomist "if it were not possible 
15 

to point to a whale that might have swallowed Jonah" 

With the leaders of instruction in that stage of culture 

and that frame of mind, the Oxford Movement - which often 

seems to our generation a thing too preposterous in its me

diaeval quibbles to have been tolerated in a university 

centre - takes on a more plausible aspect. Men d>f its 

generation - a certain type of men-were profoundly in

fluenced by it. But by the next generation, the one in 

which Mrs. Ward grew up, the status of science was changed. 

By her home associations she was kept in touch with the 

old; by her temperament and her scientific environment she 

was a friend to the new. In her early womanhood clergy

men and scientists fought until exhausted; then the broad 

minded clergymen like Kingsley and Maurice came over to the 

side of science. The world was shocked by the changes in 

thought and knew not where to turn or what to believe. 

Some, like Squire Wendover, disgusted with the Tractarians, 

15. Walker, The Lit, of the Victorian Era, p. 81. 
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were driven to the opposite extreme of agnosticism; others, 

like poor Luke Smith, sought in the fold of Mother Church 

an established authority to till them what they ought to 

believe• In the midst of such contradictory opinions - Mrs• 

Ward lived and wrote her early novels• No wonder she had 

wide sympathies, and - like George Eliot - could create and 

be fair to characters of all beliefSjand she did it well. 

There was dear, otgroet, narrow-minded, spiritual Catharine, 

who could not, and would not, see that there might be more 

than one way of interpreting the Bible and religious thought; 

and Newcomb - the High Church vibar - whose zeal carried him 

even beyond Catharine in intolerance• There was the noble-

minded, , devout, deeply-religious Al&m Helbeck, the ardent 

Catholic and member of the Third Order of St. Francis, 

whose mind was thoroughly mediaeval, and to whom belief in 

mira&le and the supernatural, as well as in the efficacy of 

sacraments, ceremony and penance, was easy and natural« 

There was Laura Fountain, the product of the new age, who 

instinctively felt the. spirit of the time, but had no ed

ucational foundation to enable her to understand why she 

believed or disbelieved what she did. There was the cold, 

atheistical Squire Wendover, who, repelled by Tractarian-

ism in his young-manhood, had spent the remainder of his 

life in the study of religion for the sole purpose of cri

ticism, and had never in all his life known what religion 
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really was* There was David Grieve, who in boyhood was 

emotionally affected by Evangelical preaching, felt a sud

den revulsion against it, turned to atheism through study 

and science, and finally drifted back to something like a 

modern man1s religion. And there, as if in the midst of 

all these, was Robert Elgmere - the Episcopal clergyman -

accepting both science and religion; reinterpreting the 

Bible, life, and religion in the light of science; neither 

strictly orthodox like Catharine and Dora, nor coldly athe

istical like the Squire; but retaining his belief in the 

underlying truths of orthodoxy while interpreting the creeds 

in light of science, history, and reason; and retaining a 

deep religious experience to the last* 

All of these beliefs and attitudes toward religion grew 

out ofMrs• Wardfs life and surroundings* There was much 

besides the influence of the Oxford Movement at work upon 

her theology, but it, clearly, was there too. Puseyites 

and Catholics had to be reckoned with along with scientists, 

atheists, and Bible critics. 

Charles Kingsley, like Mrs. Ward, felt the stirrings 

both of the Tractarian Movement and of the new era of science* 

But as he was a man in his prime at the time of her birth, 

he got more of Tractarianism and less of science for his 

share. He was a Church of England clergyman, and never gave 

up his orthodoxy to the extent that Mrs. Ward did. Yet he 
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was fairly broad minded, and alive to the advancing thought 

of his time. He opposed Tractarianism, as a loyal church

man; was&friend to Frederick Denison Maurice, whose doctrine 

of Christian Socialism he propagated; was a follower of Col

eridge and the Transcendental philosophy; and accepted the 

teachings of Darwin and Huxley, in the belief that ultimate

ly Science and Scripture would not be found at variance. 

To Maurice he wrote: "Darwin is conquering everywhere---The 

one or two who hold out are forced to try all sorts of sub-
16 

terfuges as to fact. He was an-intense hater of Catholi

cism, and of Jesuits in particular# Unfortunately for him, 

but fortunately for the literary world, he became involved 

in a controversy with John Henry Newman in consequence of 

having said - "truth for its oTOVsake has nwer been a vir

tue with the Roman Catholic clergy", which resulted in New

man1 s Apologia, His novels reflect the age in which they 

were written. Yeast is a tract or pamphlet with a slight 

story running through it. In it he discussed Tractarianism, 

Catholicism, and the general religious unrest and doubt of 

the time, Alton Lock? also gives expression to much the 

same kind of religious unrest. In both Yeast and Alton 

Lock? said Hugh Walker, his interest in Tractarianism was 
17 

a factor, . Unlike George Eliot, Mrs. Ward̂ or Mrs. L&nton^ 

16. Mrs. Chas. Kingsley, Chas. Kingsley, His Life and Letterft, 

Vol. II, p. 155. 

17. Victorian Era, p. 756. 
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however, he believed that in the Church of England, through 

her clergymen, was to be found the ultimate solution for 

the evils of the day - both spiritual and social. Hypatla 

did not reflect any particular credit on Christianity. 

The Catholic Church in the age of which it was written was 

in a corrupt state. The sub-title - New Foes with Old Faces 

indicates that the writer did not think her condition much 

improved in his own day. In Westward Ho his sympathy was 

entirely with the Anglicans as against the Catholics• Any

thing Catholic, to his mind was unquestionably wrong• Mel

ville said that Eustace Leigh, the evil genius, was a weak, 

unprincipled Catholic convert - the worst thing in the 
18 

Authorfs estimation that he could possibly have become. 

Kingsley indulged in references to past history - as, a 

Jesuit plot, and the Inquisition - which were not intended 

to soften feeling toward Catholicism. There can be no 

cfoubt that he intended to oppose the Catholic Revival through 

fiction. 

Similar in subject, but quite different in treatment, 

to Under Which Lord? is Sibyl Creed1s The Vicar of St. 

Lukes1• No mention is made of Sibyl Creed in any of the ord

inary biographical sources, hence all that I shall say 

about her (I take it that Sibyl Creed is a woman) will be 

18. Melville, Victorian Novelists, p. 119. 
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purely Inferential. The Vicar of St. Lukes1 is the one 

work of fiction attributed to her in Baker1s Guide to Fiction. 

Its characterization is poor, and the work would not be 

worth mentioning here, except for the fact that It admirably 

shows the effect of the Movement. The Vicar of St. Lukes1 

is a Ritualistic clergyman who becomes confused about the 

source of authority in the Established Church and turns 

Catholic, or as he would have said - Roman Catholic. The 

author is either a Catholic, or was very near the border 

line when she wrote this work. No thorough Protestant could 

treat Catholicism as feelingly and sympathetically as it is 

treated in The Vicar of St. Lukes1 Mrs. Ward in Helbeck of 

Bonniedale is fairminded and sympathetic In her treatment 

of it, but for all that, the reader even if he knew nothing 

of her life could never for one moment suspect the author 

of being a Catholic. She is only showing how some people 

can sincerely be Catholics; Sibyl Creed, on the other hand, 

is setting forth the reasonableness, the truth of Cathol

icism; and criticizing with great severity the opponents of 

Anglo-Catholicism. 

Cardinal Wiseman - like Farratf in his heligious hist

orical novels - went back to the early history of the Church . 

for the setting of his novel - Fabiola. But he emph&sized 

the virtues rather than the vices of the Church• Born a 

Catholic, at the age of sixteen he decided to become a 
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priest, and went to Home, where he was educated for that 

purpose# He was brought in contact with English Catholics 

at Rome by being made rector of the English college there# 

He early became zealous for the return to unity of the Ang

lican Church, and spent the best efforts of his life in 

trying to bring it about. He was active l?in the events fol

lowing on the general religious reaction in Europe, of 

which the Oxford Movement in England was one of the most re-
19 

markable fruits* He lectured and worked in England much 

of the time while the Movement was going on. He tried to 

counteract the influence of science on the church by a 

treatise, in 1836, on The Connection Between Science And 

Revealed Religion. In 1839 he published the article in the 

Dublin Review on St. Augustine and The Donatists which con

verted many Tractarians to Rome. His beautiful religious-

historical romance, Fabiola, was not written avowedly for 

the purpose of making converts. Yet none can doubt that it 

was intended to present the church and its doctrines to-
* 

gether with its history in an attractive and an alluring 
m 

manner. The Catholicity of the primitive church and the re

semblance of its rites to those of the present were stressed. 

Hugh Walker suggested that Wiseman perhaps took from Newmarls 

Loss and Gain the idea that the novel might be used as a ve

hicle for disseminating Catholic truth; and with this purpose 

In view, wrote Fabiola. Being much in Italy, he was doubtless 
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a-ware of a similar use of the novel by Alessandro Manzoni• 

Antonio Togazzaro did the same, but was a little to late 

to have influenced Wiseman, 

So much has already been said about the life and works 

of John Henry Newman that little need be said of him here# 

Hugh Walker has well said, that he 11 was the one great man, 
„ 19 

the one genius of the Oxford Movement# For a brief but 

splendid estimate of the life, character and work of Cardi

nal Newman, one can not do better than to read P. E. More1s 

chapter entitled Cardinal Newman in his Drift of Romanti

cism# How strange it is to reflect that in the same age 

with Carlyle, J. S. Mill, Darwin, and Huxley lived Cardinal 

Newman# Yet after all he was the product of his age# He 

is a splendid example of those who feared and totally re

jected liberalism. If one must have authority, he must s@k 

it where it may be found# And this, Newman consistently 

did# Most of the great men of his age claimed the right t p  

think for themselves# Newman believed that there could be 

but one right way, that that way must have been revealed by 

God to man, and hence there must be some divinely establish

ed human agency for revealing tlue. truth to men# At first 

he thought that Agency was the Anglican Church, but when he 

endeavored to trace it back to its origin, he became con

vinced that it was the Catholic instead of the Anglican 

Church# If we start with him we are almost compelled to fol-

19. Victorian Era, p. 115. 
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low him %e his conclusion• r '• But the question many asked was 

whether they must start with him; whether the absolute 

truth had ever been revealed to man. Some believe that if 

Newman had understood more of the German philosophy of his 
20 

own day, he would have been saved to Protestantism. 

But that is not at all certain. Great as was his intellect, 

and noble as was his character, he was essentially mediae

val in his make-up; and I doubt whether any thing short of 

the Roman Catholic Church could have satisfied him. In 

Loss and Gain, which was almost as much of a spiritual auto

biography as was the Apologia itself, he traced out some cf 

the processes of thought which led him and men of his age 

from Anglicanism to Rome. In it one sees, too, the pathos 

and the difficulties of the change• I never lay down New-

man1s Apologia nor certain selections from his Letters with

out a feeling of intense heartache; the kind of heartache 

one feels for Charles Reading in Loss and Gain. In both 

fact and fiction the break with the Protestant Church had 

to be; no one could stop either Newman or Reading from go

ing all the w^y. Yet how sad that it had to bei Newman 
21 

said that he never regretted the change, and we believe 

him. No, he did not regret, He was made of the stuff 

20. Oman, p. 229. 

21. Ward's Life of John Henry Cardinal Newman, Vol. I, p. 204. 
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martyrs are made of, and would not habe hesitated to follow 

what he "believed to be true even to death. But the break 

shadowed his whole after life. Wilfred Ward has saddened 

our memories of Newman1s life after he became a Catholic, 

still more than the Apologia has done, by bringing to light 

sorrowful and painful passages from that great man1s pri

vate journals and correspondence. Shortly after he became 

a Catholic he recorded in his journal with sad and bitter 

irony that he was treated as "some wild incomprehensible 

beast, a specimen for Dr. Wiseman to exhibit to strangers, 
22 

as himself being the hunter who captured itl?. How one of 

Cardinal Newman's sensitive nature must have shrunk from 

such exhibitions! It was a long time - after having bro

ken so many tender ties to enter the Catholic communion -

before he was received into full fellowship by the Catholics. 

Perhaps it was necessary that it should have beei\so.; but 

that only makes his life story the more tragic and pathetic. 

According to his own account he was often discouraged, al

most despondent after his conversion. "What I wrote as a 

Protestant has had far greater power, force, meaning, success 
23 

than any Catholic works, and this troubles me a great deal" 

Again he said, "I look back on my years at Oxford and Lit-

22. Ibid., Vol. I, p. 569. 

23. Ibid., Vol. I, p. 578. 
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tlemore with tenderness. And it was the time in which I had 

a remarkable mission - but how am I changed even in looks. • 

Till after No. 90 and my going to Littlemore, I had a motfth 

half open and commonly a smile on my face, - and from that 

time onward my mouth has been closed and contracted, and the 

muscles are so set now, that I can not but look grave and 

forbidding. Even as early as 1847 when I was going througfi 

the Vatican with Dalgairns, stopping before a statue of fate 

which was very striking and stern and melancholy, he said: 

?who can it be like? X know the face so well.1 Presently he 

added: *Why it is youI? Now I am so conscious of my own 

stern look that I scarcely like to see people. It begah 

when I set my facR toward Rome; and since I made the great 

sacrifice, to which G6d called me, He has rewarded me in a 

thousand ways, - 0 how many! but He has marked my course 

with almost unintermittent mortification—--Since X became 

a Catholic, I seem to myself to have nothing but failure, 
24 

personally". In his journal of January 21, 1863, he 

wrote concerning his treatment as a Catholic convert -"Per

sons who would naturally look toward me, converts who would 

naturally come to me, inquirers who would naturally consult 

me, are stopped by some light or unkind word said against 

me. I am "passe" in decoy; I am untrustworthy; I am strange; 

24. Ibid., Vol. I, pp. 158-3. 
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old; I have my own ways and can not get on with others; some-
25 

thing or other is said in disparagement11. To W. Fronde 

he wrote on February 28, 1860 - "I might almost say that a 

pleasant event has not happened to me for more years than 
26 

I can count". Writing to Miss Bowles on May 19, 1863 he 

spoke of the corruption and unfairness of Church officials 

in a way that sounded quite Protestant. "There was some talk, 

when the Bishop put in his plea against me, of calling me 
v 

to Rome. Call me to Rome - what does that mean? It means 

to sever an old man from his home, to subject him to inter

course with persons whose languages are strange to him, -

to food, and to fashions, which are almost starvation on the 

one hand, and involves restless days and nights on the • 

other - it means to oblige him to dance attendance on Prop

aganda week after week, and month after month - it means his 

death. (It was the punishment of Dr. Baines, 1840-41, to 

keep him at the door of Propaganda for years.) This is the 

prospect which I can not but feel probable, did I say any

thing, which one Bishop in England chose to speak against 

or report. Others have been killed before me. Lucas went 

of his own accord indeed, - but when he got there, oh1, how 

much did he, as loyal a son of the Church and the Holy See 

as ever was, what did he suffer because Dr. Cullen was 

25. Ibid., Vol. I, p. 883. 

26. Ibid., Vol. I, p. 602. 
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against Mm? He wandered (as Dr. Gulden said in a letter 

he published in a sort of triumph), he wandered from church 

to church without a friend, and hardly got an audience from 
27 

the Pope"• And perhaps worst of all - after the abandon

ment of the Oxford scheme upon which Newman had stet his 

heart, - he wrote to a friend: "And now, also, X fear that 

in one sense the iron has entered into my soul. I mean that 

confidence in any superiors whatever never can blossom 

again within me. I never shall feel easy with them. I shall 

I feel, always think they will be taking some advantage of 

me - that at length their way will lie across mine, and tha£ 

my efforts will be displeasing to them. I shall ever be 

suspicious that they or theirs have secret unkind thoughts 

of me, and that they deal with me with .some 1 arriere Pensee!f? 

No, Newman never regretted entering the Catholic Commun

ion; but he did not deny that his life was saddened by the 

break, or attempt to say that his life in the new Church 

was one of complete happiness and satisfaction. He wrote 

Loss and Gain some three years after he became a Catholic# 

Its title was a fitting one. None knew better than Newman 

how great were the losses involved in making such a change, 

losses of boyhood,friends}and old associates, losses of 

27. Ibid., Vol. I, p. 588. 

28. Ibid., Vol. II, p. 201. 
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creeds and articles of faith that had been held dear and 

sacred from childhood, losses of everything in fact that 

bind one to the sweet memories of childhood and early and 

mature manhood. He did not spare our feelings or his own 

in picturing what Charles Reading lost. And:' he gained -

the approval of his own conscience, and the consolations 

of religion which to a nature like his could be found only 
29 

in the Catholic Church. Callista, Newman's historical 

novel was not written until some eight years after Loss and 

Gain. It grew naturally out of his study of the Lives of 

the Saints, and of the Fathers. It, like Wiseman5 s Fabiola, 

which it resembles - emphasized all early Church customs 

which were like or closely resembled present Catholic cus

toms. In that way he reinforced the idea that the Catholic 

Church ia the one true Church - the successor of the Apos

tolic Church. 

Another writer with whom the religious motive was upper? 

most was Joseph Henry Shorthouse• More refers to John 

Inglesant as "the one great religious novel of the English 
30 

language". Shorthouse was born in Birmingham, where he 

later became a merchant. His parents belonged to the Society 

29. J- H. Newman, Loss and Gain, pp. 230, 231-233, 240-241, 

257, 322, 341-347, 372, 426-430. 
ciUTZ, 

30. P. E. More, Shelburne Essays, p. 227• 
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of Friends. Religion was always a supreme reality for him. 

In 1861 he and his wife became members of the Church of 

England. Neither in his autobiography nor elsewhere, did 

he ever give the reason for this change of belief. But the 

anxiety attendant upon it cost him so heavily that for a 
31 

time it broke down his health. No mention is made of the 

Oxford Movement, or of the violent controversy "between High 

and Low Church which grew out of It, or of the Catholic Re

vival as such, throughout the entire novel of John Inglesant. 

Yet without those church controversies, which inspired it -

it is scarcely possible that the novel would have, or could 

have, been written. It was composed within sight of the 

oratory where Newman then resided; and it is impossible that 

Shorthouse - especially taking into account his own change 

of creed - should have been unaffected by the Movement and 

the resultant controversies with which that venerable old 

man had been connected. Clearly the Movement was behind 

John Inglesant, and its influence was upon it. To avoid men

tioning the Controversy, Shourhouse chose a period in the 

seventeenth century similar to the more involved and more 

romantic one in his own century. John Ingleaant was inspired 

and influenced both by the "inner light" of Quakerism and 

by the philosophy of Plato, as was also its author• After 

31. Ibid., p. 221. 
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intimate association from childhood with both the Catholic 

and Anglican communions, in his mature years, Inglesant 

settled at last on the faith of the Anglican Church. The 

work was not complimentary to Jesuits, nor did it favor 

the spread of Catholicism. 

Such are the characters and religious convictions of 

the men and women whose novels are under consideration in 

this work. 



CHAPTER III. 
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CHAPTER III 

NOVELS TH&T MAKE MENTION OF THE OXFORD MOVEMENT 

Novels in which the influence of the Oxford Movement, 

or of the consequent Catholic Revival, is strongly felt do 

not always refer to the Movement by name, even when their 

entire atmosphere is filled with it. There are a few, nev

ertheless, which make a easual mention of it. It is the 

latter class that is to be treated in this chapter. In • 

some of these novels the effect of the Movement is scarcely 

to be found; it is alluded to only because it forms a part 

of their historical and theological setting or background. 

Into others, however, it enters more deeply than by a mere 

indication that the author knew what was going on in the 

period of which he &as writing. 

Under V/hich Lord? would never - could never - have bee n 

written had it not been for the later High Church develop

ments resultant from the Movement. Yet in the entire novel 

there is 2>nly one statement indicative that the author knew 

of its existence, and that by no means a direct allusion. 

At the sewing circle, while the ladies worked, the vicar 

sometimes Head to them from1'such books as Wiseman*s Fabiola, 
1 

or Newman's Apologia. This easual allusion was made how-

la Linton, Under Which Lord?, p/ 53-• 
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ever as if everybody would know - as, indeed, everybody did -

just what these books were and what their reading signified. 

Loss and Gain, although it grew out of the Oxford Move

ment, and is based almost entirely upon the history of the 

Movement and its results, scarcely mentions it. Pusey and 

his Tractarian teachings are referred to in some of the dia

logues, as are also the "Tractarian school" and the "Tracts 
2 

for the Times'.' That is about all the direct reference 

made to the Great Movement which produced the work. 

Alton - Locke, though said to be inspired by it, seldom 

mentions the Movement. George Locke became a Ritualistic 

clergyman. He read Newmanfs Sermons and from them "and from 

his disciples" became convinced of the Catholicity of the 

Anglican Church. His cousin queried - "So you are one of 
3 

those new Tractarians?" There is more said on the subject, 

but no more direct allusion to the Movement by name. 

In Yeast, Luke Smith recites the Tractarian view of church 

history and the Apostolic succession; but he simply calls 

it the opinion of"another school11,' without naming it defin-
4 

itely. By 11 a certain remarkable man,"whose conversion pre-

ceeded Luke's, there is no doubt that Newman is meant, but 

2. Newman, Loss and Gain, pp. 120, 152, 214, 215. 

3. Kingsley, Alton Locke, p. 125. 

4. Kingsley Yeast, p. 74, J&. 
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5 
he is not named. Lanceolot writes to his cousin "the 

6 

Tractarian curate4,' No explanation is made of who a Tract-

arian in. It is not deemed necessary. And the High Church 

vicar, who afterwards turned Catholic, tries to persuade 
7 

Argemone to "become an Anglican nun. In all of these pas

sages the Movement is only indirectly referred to, though 

even a slightly informed reader cannot fail to understand 

that Kingsley is registering his protest against the Tract-

arians throughout the novel. 

George Eliot in Amos Barton recognized the existence 

of the Movement, and the resultant party strife. Amos 
r c 

Barton was neither High, Low, or Evangelical. He preached 

Low Church doctrine and claimed High Church privileges for 
8 (c 

the clergy. When he came to Shepperton, Evangelicalism 

and the Catholic Question had begun to agitate the rustic 
9 

mind with controversial debates, she related. And again, -

"By this time the effect of the Tractarian agitation was 

beginning to be felt in backward provincial regions, and 

the Tractarian satire on the Low Church party was beginning 

5. Ibid., p. 219. 

6. Ibid., p. 34. 

7. Ibid., p. 142. 

8. Amos Barton, pp. 44, 47. 

9. Ibid., p. 7. 
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to tell even on those who disavowed or resisted Tractarian 
/ 

doctrines. The vibration of an intellectual movement was 

felt from the golden head to the miry toes of the Estab-
310 

lishment". But these allusions to the Movement and the 

Controversy were simply a part of the historical setting, 

and had no vital pari/in the plot of the story. They give 

the impression that George Eliot knew of the Movement, and 

decided to mention it incidentally in passing. 

In Barchester Towers, Trollope acknowledged the existence 

and influence of the Movement in a little more definite and 

individual way. He thought good had come to the Church of 

England in consequence of it, 11 which commenced with the 
11 

publication of Froude1s Remains". Bishop Proudre - a 

character of Trollope®s own creation - was made a liberal 
12 

and classed along with Whately and Hampden. As the Tract-

arians were reactionists against; liberalism, this had some 

remote connection with the Movement. But Mr. Arabin was 

the one character who had any direct connection with it. 

At Oxford,"he sat for awhile at the feet of the great New

man,11 and took up the fight on the side of the Tractarians. 

His whole being was absorbed in it. "For it he ate and drank 

and dressed and had his being". In the midst of the great 

10. Ibid., p. 44• 

11. Anthony Trollope, Barchester Towers, p. 246. 

12. Barchester Towers, pp. 24, 25. 
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theological conflict he took his degree, and was made a 

fellow of Lazarus and professor of poetry. Then came the 

time of danger - the time when Newman left the Church. 

Trollope's own words sketch the account briefly and reflect 

his own attitude toward Newman and the Movement. "After 

many mental struggles, and an agony of doubt which may be 

well surmised, the great prophet of the Tractarians- confess

ed himself a Roman Catholic. Mr. Newman left the Church of 

England, and with him carried many a waverer• He did not 

carry off Mr. Arabin, but the escape which that gentleman 
13 

had was a very narrow one". He left Oxford for a time to 

be alone, and think. "Everything was against him", declared 

Trollope - meaning that every thing was in favor of his go

ing to Rome. His worldly interests required that he should 

remain a Protestant - to comply would be self-seeking which 

was contrary to his high minded nature. His heart was with 

Newman, and he longed to follow his friend and guide. The 

ceremonies of the Roman church, its pomp, its august feasts 

amd spleqya fasts "invited his imagination and pleased his 

eye"• He felt the advantage, to one of his nature, of hav

ing to give absolute obedience to strong law and firm au

thority. And he longed to have his faith put to the test -
14 

to be required to believe much. Alone in the country he 

13• Ibid»> PP. 246, 247. 

14. Ibid., pp. 48, 249. 
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met with a simple, unlearned clergyman, who taught him that 

obedience cannot be secured by law, and that the freedom, 

which he was about to seek in Rome, was a selfish one. In 

this conclusion, Trollope's own attitude toward the Movement 

is probably expressed, as it was also by Arabin's friend the 

head master of Lazarus, who, though a High Churchman himself 

"within moderate limits", felt no patience with those who 

could not find all they needed in the Thirty-nine Articles. 

"He regarded the enthusiasm of such as Newman as a state of 
15 

mind more nearly allied to madness than to religion". 

But although saved to the Church of England, Arabin never 

quite got over his Catholic longings. He wished - not that 

the church were Catholic - but that it had a Head. He said 

there was but one way of avoiding contentions and that was 

by acknowledging a certain head "whose word on all points 

of doctrine" should be authoritative• Such a treatment of 

the difficulty he said, had charms for many which were ir-
cc 16 

resistible, and all but irresistible, I own, to me". 

Yet, he saw that the countries that had such a head had 
17 

failed to keep down contentions and scandals, also. After 

giving these few pages to the consideration of the Movement 

and its effect on one of his characters, Trollope proceeded 

with his story just as if there had been no Oxford Movement• 

15. Ibid., p. 250. 

16m Ibid., p. SocJ • 

17. Ibid., p. 269. 
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He mentioned it, slightly discussed it, then dropped it. 

Mrs. Ward, in her novels, made occasional references 

to the Movement and its leaders. Mr. Fairland, who had 

known Newman in his youth, spoke feelingly, touchingly, and 

pathetically of that gentleman1s sermon to the Oscott Synod, 

which he had just been rereading. He discussed history as 

it affected the Catholic Church, and ended by declaring his 

belief that the Reformation had made such men as Newman and 
18 

his type possible. Helbeck* s mother had been a friend 
19 

and correspondent of Cardinal Wiseman1s. Helbeck recog

nized that his Bishop and Manning believed in acting on and 
20. 

with the Protestants. But the author evidently intended 

we should adihire Helbeck because he was not one of those 

Catholics who urged forward the Oxford Movement. Father 

Bowls, an uncultured, eccentric old priest, l?firmly believe-

ed that in the old days before .the Catholic emancipation, 

and before the Oxford Movement, the Church made more converts 
21 

than she did now"• While nn the contrary, Father Lead-

ham, a convert, believed with his fellows, that the old 

priests of the Country were lamentably unfit for their work, 

18. Helbeck of Bannisdale, Vol. II, pp. 228-231. 

19. Ibid., Vol. I, p. 205. 

20. Ibid., Vol. I, p. 154. 

21. Ibid., Vol. I, p. 80. 
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and longed for more intelligence and enthusiasm like that 

of the recent converts, Sfohi for a few more of those who 
22 

were out in forty five!" he exclaimed. 
23 

In David Grieve, Dora belonged to a Puseyite Church. 

Ancrum spoke of Newman as a person of consequence, "who 

thought it worth while to believe a little". David spoke 

of the Oxford Movement as a topic for historical conversat-
24 

ion; and of Newman as handing himself over to authority. 

Among Ancrum1s books, beside Huxley and Clafford, lay New-

man1s Sermons and Apologia, and a little High Church manual 

of self-examination", and on the table was Newman1w Dream 
25. 

of.Gerontlus. This is not much to say about the Movement, 

but it is sufficient to remind the reader that the char

acters knew of it and were more or less affected it in 

one way or another. 

Robert Elsmere took the Movement more definitely into 

account. Its setting was placed in the next generation 

after the Oxford Movement, and hence it contained both char

acters who were directly and those who were remotely affect

ed by it. At the outset the author described the changes 

22. Ibid., Vol. I, p. 171. 

23. Mrs. Humphrey Ward, David Grieve, p. 165. 

24. Ibid., pp. 481, 483. 

25. Ibid., pp. 186, 481, 483. 
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in church architecture that had resulted. "The ecclesiast

ical revival of the 121st half century has worked its will 
26 

even in the remotest corners". Elsmere reflected that 

Catharine?s father must have left Oxford at the beginning 

of the Liberal reaction, "which followed Tractarianism, and 

in twenty years transformed the University!! At the time of 

this story there was an exaggerated recoil against Liberal

ism, and a fresh wave of religious romanticism. "The spirit 

of Newman had reappeared in the place which Newman had loved 

and left". Pusey and the "powerful church of the new type" 

was recognized. Newcome was a Ritualist-clergyman. The 

Oxford Movement was referred to as a'shaking of the dry bones 

of religious England which we call the Tractarian Movement• 

Catherine1s father was at Oxford during the Movement, and 
27 

lived through it without knowing anything about it. In 

this her father reminds one of Matthew Arnold. Not that the 

latter knew nothing about it, but that he lived through it 

without becoming interested in or shaken by it; whereas 

his younger brother1s whole after life was affected by it. 

Squire Wendover spoke of himself as having been for a time 
28 

one of Newman5s victims. Among his books were the Tracts 

26. Mrs. Humphrey Ward, Robert Elsmere, p. 20. 

27. Ibid., pp. 45,75,485,191,485,91. 

28. Ibid., p. 368. 
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for the Tiae.s, all the Fathers, all the Councils and masses 

of Anglican theology. On the title-page of one of these 

books was written: "Given to me by Newman at Oxford, in 
29 

1845.11 By these allusions, although Mrs. Ward never based 

a novel entirely on the Movement, she shows her knowledge 

both of it and of the ways in which it affected and was re

ceived by different types of people. It was one of the shap

ing fprces of the religious beliefs and characters of the 

people around her, and she employed it as such in her fiction. 

The number of the foregoing allusions to the Movement 

is small. But they by no means represent the extent of its 

influence on fiction. Many authors who were influenced by 

it manifestly did not know that they were - just as Newman 

was not in the least aware that he was being influenced by 

the spirit of German philosophy* This was especially the 

case with many who expressed hostility to Catholicism, and 

with most religious-historical novelists. 

29. Ibid.,.p. 230. 
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CHAPTER IV 

NOVELS MANIFEST Jul INSPIRED BY THE MOVEMENT 

In this chapter will be considered those novels which, 

in part or in the whole, reflect the influence of the Move

ment. The title may be somewhat misleading; for all the 

novels to be treated throughout this entire paper assert 

their right to consideration on the ground of reflecting 

the Movement in some way. Many do this, however, in a 

vague or indirect way; while those under present consider

ation are manifestly inspired by it. These novels are of 

two classes: the religious historical novels; and those 

which portray the religious conditions of the Movement's 

own or later times as affected by it. As the religious 

historical novels are to have a chapter devoted to them 

later on, I shall not enter upon a discussion of them here. 

Suffice it to say in passing, that — following the exam

ple of the Uractarisn leaders —» some go back for their 

setting to the time of the primitive church; while others 

have theirs in the time of that heated controversy — the 

Lutheran Reformation. 

The extent of the influence of the Movement oft the nov

els of the second class varies. Some could not have been 
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written at all but for the forces set in action by the 

Catholic Revival — that is, they are based entirely upon 

it. Others would be changed only in parts if its influ

ence were missing. Some of the novels in which it is dmly 

one of the motivating factors are -- Grantly Manor, Fox

glove Manor, Alton Locke, Yeast, and perhaps The Heir of 

RedcljLffe. 

Aside from the fact that its heroine is a sincere and 

devout Catholic, there is .little to recommend the inclu

sion of Lady Fullerton's Grantly Manor in this class of 

novels• Still it has some claim for mention here. Its 

author, who was a devout Churchwomwn before her conversion 

to Catholicism, did not entirely neglect High Church senti

ments among her Protestant characters. The grave of Mary 
1 

Leslie was marked by a stone cross. Walter Sydney told 

Margaret stories of the martyrs and of the Sisters of 

Charity, and taught her that self-denial is a virtue equal 

in merit to martyrdom, Margaret read and admired the 

lives of St. Margaret and St. Elizabeth. Walter lived a 

life of ardent self-sacrifice, and was such a devout High 

Churchman that he was even accused of being a "papist in 
2 

disguise.n But the chief religious feature of the novel 

is that the author was herself inspired by Catholic sen

timents at the time it was written, and breathed them 

through Grantly Manor '.even when they were not given def-

1. Lady Georgiana Fullerton, Grantly Manor, p. 6. 
2. Ibid., pp. 9, 12, 111, 131. 
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inite expression, In the next chapter, this, friendli

ness toward Catholicism, which in the case of this author 

was a direct result of the Catholic Revival, will be con

sidered again. 

In Foxglove Manor, so far as the plot of the story is 

concerned, any other clergyman would have served Buchanan 

equally as well as a Ritualist. His selection of a Rit

ualist indicates both his knowledge of the existence of 

such churchmen, and his willingness to cast reproach upon 

them. I am not sure that he was intimately acquainted with 

Ritualistic churches, but he at least knew something of 

them, and had his own idea as to the condition^ of the time 
V 

that made them possible. St. Cuthberts was floridly rit-
3» 

ualistic, says Buchanan, and then proceeds to show what that 

means. The vicar ascends the pulpit steps in white robe 

and violet hood. Later he appears in a new surplice and a 

magnificently embroidered band. Edith embroidered crosses 

Mupon a handsome altafr-cloth, intended for the decoration 

of the church." In the church are stained glass windows 
4 

which are later replaced by new stained glass windows. 

Buchanan has a pretty fair idea of ritualistic aesthet-

iclsm, at least; and he does not refrain from expressing 

his own reaction upon it. The steps leading to the com

munion table were covered with a"thick, softly toned car

pet." Behind the communion table the walls were hung 

3. James Buchanan, Foxglove Manor, p. 3. 
4. Ibid., pp. 1, 137, 132, 181 
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with "richly colored tapestry. The table itself - or the 

altar, as it was usually called - was draped with violet 

silk, embroidered with amber crosses, and upon it stood 

a large crucifix of brass" together with vases of flowers 

and large brazen candlesticks. In tho center was suspended 

a brass gasailier containing an emerald cross, and be

neath it hung an oil lamp, kept perpetually burning. "Amid 

all the coolness and fragrance and mystical flush of colour 

that little leaf of flame floating ife its glass cup attract

ed the attention of the stranger (perhaps of the author 

himselfj most strangely. It piqued the imagination, and 

added an incredible feeling of hallowed sorcery to the gen

eral effect which was that of an influence too spiritual 

not to excite reverence, but too sensuous to be considered 

sacred." Stepping from God1s out-of-doors into this church 

with its "cool, softlighted, artificially colored atmos

phere one might have felt as if dropped into the Mid

dle Ages, but for the modern appearance of the congre-
5 

gation." In a similar strain the author adds, "Then there 

was a faint, pleasant odor of incense about the building, 

emphasizing the contrast between the mood of nature and tine 
6 

mood of man." Buchanan felt the stirrings of science (one 

of his characters was a materialist), and saw ritualism as 

5. Foxglove Manor, pp. 3, 4. 

6. Foxglove Manor, p. 3. 
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an attempt to counteract it. Santley, the vicar, was one 
tf 

of those who "believed that in an age of spiritual disquiet 

and unbelief, a man can not cling with too many hands to 

the great Revelation which appeared to be daily growing more 

elusive,11 and that as a soul may be lost it may also be 

saved "through the senses." He was convinced that feigned 

devotions and absence of appeal to the physical had"drawn 

innumerable souls into indifference on the one hand, and 
7 

into Catholicism on the other." His faith had been shaken 

by science. The Fatherhood of God, the Sonship of the 

Saviour, the conviction of personal immortality seemed to 

be slipping away from him. And in desperation he felt it 

better to cling to the old faith "despite of reason and in 

outrage to immortal truth" than to accept the new philos-
8 

ophy, though true. He could not dispel his doubts, but 

he contended with them. And "precisely because he was skep

tical he was rigid in outward doctrine, zealous for forms, 

and indefatigable in the discharge of his clerical func4»\ 

tions. In his passionate endeavor to convince himself, he 

convinced his hearers and confirmed them in the faith in 
9 

which he himself was unable to trust." A pretty hard 

7. Foxglove Manor, p. 3. 

8. Ibid., p. 12. 

9. Ibid, p. 13. 
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thrust at the Ritualistic clergy. But the severest blow 

fell at the close of the story. Santley, without his 

spiritual faith being shaken, indulged in immoral prac-
11 

tices, and when exposed, entered the church of Rome. 

Yet Buchanan was more interested in his story than he was 

in crying out against ritualists and their Romeward tenden-

cids. He passed by many good opportunities for doing so-

this last among the rest. His attitude seemed to be -

vicars did such things, - this one did also, and he calmly 

ended his story with the announcement that, some months 

after Santley had acknowledged his guilt to the husband of 

one of his victims - in consequence of which he had thrown 

himself into a brain-fever - he resigned his living and 

disappeared. "The year following, it was publicly stated 

in the religious newspapers that the Rev. Charles Santley, 
12 

sometime Vicar of Imberley, had entered the Church of Rome11. 
'— 13 

And the story abruptly ends. Had it not been for the Cath

olic Revival, the details of the story just sketched-could 

not have been included; and so, to a limited extent, Foxglove 

Manor was inspired by it. 

10. Foxglove Manor p. 107. 

11. Foxglove Manor, pp. 220, 251, 265, 284. 

12. Foxglove Manor, p. 284. 

13. See App. H'ote /V. 
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Kingsley's Alton Locke and Yeast were inspired by 

Christian Socialism as much or more than by the Catholic 

Revival; but that blended its influences with the others. 
tl . 

Even whenAmentioned by name, the religious unrest caused in 

part by it, was not ignored by the author. When named di

rectly there was little said of it. But indirectly, con

siderable is said. The Tractarian characters were never 

the right type of people. Kingsley must have created them 

so on purpose; for it is well known that after the first, 

he had no patience with the Movement. He recognized that 

it appealed to some people; but all he saw in it was allure

ments for the gratification of selfish or low motives, and 

assistance in the attainment of low ideals both temporal 

and spiritual. George Locke, the Tractarian vicar was an 

example of such a character. He thought the Church had a-
14 

wakened to the real beauty of Catholic machinery. He 

was self-seeking, deceitful, and underhanded; and such 

"machinery'5 helped him on his way. He became a churchman 

because it would make a gentleman of him and place him in 

good s6ciety. If you are a clergyman, he said - 11 you can 

dine at any nobleman1s table. You can be friend, confidant, 

Father confessor, if you like, to the highest women in the 

land; and if you have person, manners, and common sense, 

14. Charles Kingsley, Alton Locke, p. 208. 
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marry one of them into the bargain." He was not lazy -

he believed that work is the only way to rise in the Church, 
15 

as in other professions. Not work but failure of his per

sonal ambitions was wh&t he dreaded and scorned. He, him

self, said his motto was, "She stoops to conquer", and that 

he never set his heart on a thing that he didn't get "by 
16 

fair means or foul". He was ashamed of his consin1s 

trade; and when he got into trouble, counciled him to lie -
17 

to plead in a false name. He knew High Church doctrines 
18 

and saw no rdason why he should not believe them. In 

fact, he Is everywhere represented by Kingsley as a man with 

an intellectual acceptance of church d&ctrines, and an all-

absorbing desire to rise in the world. 

Contrasted with George Locke is Luke Smith in Yeast. He, 

too, was a Tractarian curate, but of an entirely different 

type from George. He was spiritual, while George was world

ly. He had no ambition for church preferment, and as for 

social standing - he had that already. He was of a roman

tic and spiritual nature - just the kind of person to be 

affected by the imaginative, emotional, and mystical elements 

15• Alton Locke, p. 124. 

16. Alton Locke, pp. 131, 210. 

17. Alton Locke, PP- 131, 256. 

18. Alton Locke, PP* 205-208. 
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in Tractarianism• And, like many others, he was made a Cath

olic "by it. His cousin Lancelot, unable to understand the 

impelling force of the Movement on such natures, asked him 

"what possible celestial bait, either of the useful or the 

agreeable kind11 the Pope could hold out to him which would 

in any way compare with the "solid earthly pudding" which 
19 

he was deserting. And when the answer came, he replied 

rather sarcastically, *fIt is a relief to me at least, dear 

Luke, that you are going to Rome in search of an idea, and 

not merely from superstitious terror (as I should call it) 

about the'salvation of your soul1. And it is a new and im

portant thought to me, that Rome1s scheme of this world, 
20 

rather than of the next, forms her chief allurement". 

Luke went to Rome sadly, reluctantly, like the great Card

inal. To Lancelot he declared that he would be glad if he 

could refute his arguments in favor of Catholicism, and 
21 

"dweep £he whole away like a wild dream11. But he could 

find no stopping place short of Rome. After he had turned 

from it, he gave a disgusted account of Tractarianism, 

which was probably not far from Kingsley1s own view of it. 

Tractarians, he thought, took from the Catholic doctrines, 

Fathers and Councils just what served their own purpose 

and rejected all the rest. And "for the sake of what am I 

19. Charles Kingsley, Yeast, p. 37. 

20. Yeast, p. 77. 

21. Yeast, p. 77. 
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to strain logic and conscience?" he exclaimed. Not even 

for the sake of brotherhood with all the Christian nations; 

but to be able 11 to sit apart from all Christendom in the 

exclusive pride of insular Pharisaism; to claim for the mod

ern littleness of England the infallibility which I denied 

to the primitive mother of Christendom; not to enlarge my 

communion to the Catholic, but excommunicate, to all pract

ical purposes, over and above the Catholics, all other 
22 

Protestants except my own sect." With such opinions he could 

not continue to be a Tractarian. He had a love for the 

Beautiful, the Symbolic; a desire for a human voice to tell 

him with authority that his sins were forgiven; a desire 

to find a practicable and palpable communion between him-
23 

self and the saints, all of which were conducive to make 

him a Catholic. He sought in the Church of Rome what King-

sley had a contempt for, when made the ultimate ends of re

ligion, - rest and the salvation of his soul. For regard

less of what Lancelot said about an 5 idea1 - Luke was seek

ing the salvation of his soul, and that, too, in what 

Kingsley would call a weak way - by casting the care of it 

and the responsibility for it on someone else. "Let me 

alone", he said pettishly, "I am a weary child, who knows 

22. Yeast, p. 77. 

23. Yeast, pp. 73, 74. 
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nothing, can do nothing, except lose its way in arguings 

and reasonings. Will you reproach me, because when I 

see a soft cradle lying open before me, with a Virgin 

Mother's face smiling down all woman's love above it, • 

I long to crawl into it and sleep awhile? I want lov

ing, indulgent svmr>°thy. I want detailed, explicit 
24 " * ' . . " " ' ' ' . ' ' ' 

guidance." All this may sound weak and childish; but 

if anyone thinks that Kingsley has overdrawn the picture, 

or that such a state of mind was improbable at the time 

of which he was writing, let him turn to Frothingham1s 

Life of Georpe Ripley and read there what is said of 

Mrs. Ripley1s religious struggles and final conversion to 

Catholicism: 

"Tired and disappointed, her illusions dispelled, 

her enthusiasm exhausted --

!Weary of herself and sick of asking 

What she was and what she ought to be1--

she sank like a spent child into its mother1s arms. fI 
25 

have found my mother1, was her cry."--- : : 

Disgusted with such weakness and desire for coddling on 

the part of the Catholics - Lanceolot answered a priest— 

tfI am not a child, but a man; I want, not a mother to pet, 
26 

but a man to rule me." The question of purgatory en-

24. Yeast, p. 73. 

25. Frothingham, Life of George Ripley, p. 236. 

26. Yeast, p. 220. 
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tered, too, in the fullness of its strength. Kingsley 

recognized that this doctrine was a strfcng drawing card 

for Catholicism, and that many Protestants would like 

to h ave the consolations of belief in it. But Tregarva 

answered the arguments ifa favor of it by saying that a 

man should f'mind his o wn business" for "the judge of al l 
27 

the earth will do right." But Luke, like many a non-

fictitious character of his tiihe, bid farewell to the 

world, took the irrevocable step, and entered an order 

devoted especially to the worship of the Blessed Virgin. 

And later his old vicar followed him. Of them Kingsley 

said: "They sire but two more added to the five hundred, 

at whose moral suicide, and dive into the Roman Avernus, 

a quasi-Protestant public looks 6n with a sort of savage 

satisfaction, crying only,1 Didn't we tell you so?'— and 

more than half hopes that they will not come back again, 

lest they should be discovered to have learned anything 

while they were there. What are two among that five 
?? <d 28 
ou&and who seem destined shortly to follow them?" 

Morally, Luke was a better man than George; but he 

was weak and dependent, while George was strong and 

27. Yeast, pp. 114, 109, 115. 

28. Yeast, pp. 238, 211, 286. 
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self-reliant. The one was troubled about faith and re

ligious opinions, the other was not. Yet it would be 

difficult to tell which one Kingsley favored most in his 

heart. Although traveling in opposite directions, he con

sidered them both on the wrong track; for was not the Cath

olic Revival a factor in the life o€ each? and what good 

thing could result from Tractarianism? 

Charlotte Mary Yonge was pf the opposite opinion from 

Kingsley. To her the Movement was not absurd, but stood 

for what was most spiritual in the church; and neither 

gave undue power into the hands of the clergy, which might 

be used for selfish ends, nor led its disciples beyond 

Protestantism to Rome. She did not mention the Movement 

by name; but her works were steeped in Tractarian senti

ment; and in her own day, were read with Belight by mem

bers of that party. The Heir of Redcljffe wqs filled 

with High Church — at times with almost Catholic — sen

timents . The Church calendar and Church customs were 

constantly referred to• The following instances will 

serve as illustrations: Guy was to meet Mr. Edmonston 

in London on Easter Tuesday; -but he went to Holleywell 

on Ascension day; he and Amy were to return from their 

wedding tour by Michaelmas; and he died on the eve of 
29 

St. Michael. Guy disciplined himself by hard study 

7 * 1 " • '  f  n  ~  ~ " "  -  *  : v  *  '  • -  • »  *  • ;  Q  
29. Charlotte'Mary Yonge, ghe Heir of Redclli'fe ,pp• 320 
566',: 370,'481. • - • ' ' • 
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which he really disliked; by declining an invitation to a 

pleasant dinner-party; and by giving up hunting, which 

was ,?too pleasant11, and took his mind from more important 
30 

tasks. When misjudged and persecuted he looked upon 

his trials and illtreatracnt as a penance imposed for having 

lost his temper with his cousin Philip. He told Philip 

that present suffering is an earnest and hope of forgive

ness, and treated him so magnanimously that he forced him 

bitterly to repent his injustice. Amy affirmed that re-
31 

pentance brings happiness. And as for High Church cus

toms — Amyfs baby was baptized at the church; Guy's 

frayer Book was given to Philip; Mr. Ross, the vicar, read 
.. >> 

Amy the "lesson for the day; the inscription to be carved 

on Guy1s monument was, "I believe in the Communion of 

Saints"; and Amy read Guy the Commendatory Prayer as he 
32 

was dying. There was also much fine sentiment expressed 

from chapter thirty-five on, in regard to the true 

Christian spirit in meeting death as well as in bearing 

bereavement. The effect of the whole is mystical and 

emotional. The skeleton of the plot would not be changed 

if Tractarian sentiments had been left out, but the life 

30. The Heir of Redcliffe. pp. 45 - 47; 124-138; 70-73. 

33.. Ibid. pp. 332, 419, 466, 483. 

32. Ibid, pp. 537, 466, 483, 490, 481, 464. 
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would all "be gone from .the story — nothing but the shell 

would remain. 

Besides those novels which were in part inspired by the 

Oxford Movement, there are others based entirely upon it. 

Prominent among these are John Inglesanfc, Under Which Lord , 

Loss and Gain, and The-Vicar of St. Luke1s. I have included 

John Inglesant within this group because, although it no

where mentions the Catholic Revival', that great religious-

philosophical novel would in all probability never have 

been written had not its author lived in the thicX of the 

Roman controversy. In order to discuss the religious 

topics of his own day, yet avoid the current controversy, 

Shorthouse placed the setting of his novel in a previous 

century, when the Church, under Archbishop Laud, was con

fronted by the same question that was agitating it in the 

latter half of the nineteenth century — i .e., reunion ' 
33 

with Rome. In both centuries there were those both in 

the Anglican and the Roman Churches who favored reunion. 

Shorthouse confined himself to descriptions of con

ditions in the seventeenth century, but selected many 

situations that were equally true of his own time. In the 

Roman Catholic Church, in Laud's time, he stated, were two 
!! 

parties holding two opinions, which, under different as-

33. See Appendix, Note 5. 
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pects, actuate all religious parties at the present day. 

This was as near an approach as he made to a comparison 

of his own age with the one of which he was writing; "but 

the character of his work attests that the comparison 

was never out of mind as he wrote. The one party regarded 

the Church of England with hatred, he said, believing it 

to be a usurper filling the place which would otherwise 

have been occupied by the Roman Church itself. The other 

party, "looking more at the resemblances between the two 

Churches, held the opinion that little was needed to bring 

the Established Church into communion with and submission 

to the Papal See, and by that means, at once, and without 
' 35 

trouble, restore the papal authority in England." Mr. 

Hall, or Father St. Clare, the Jesuit missionary, had be

longed from the beginning to the section of the popish 

party whose policy was to support the H£gh Church rather 
36 

than oppose it. Associated with Father Hall and the 

party on the Catholic side were John Inglesant's family 

and associates on the High Church side. The two parties 

were working toward the same end — the reunion of the 

English Churvch with Rome. John!s father was in com-
* 

munication with the chiefsc of the popish party, while 

34. John Inglesant, p. 29. 

35. Ibid., pp. 29, 30. 

36. Ibid., p. 70. 
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he at the same time rigidly conformed to the Established 

Church. It was the plan of his father and Mr. Hall to 

train John for service in both parties also# He was taught 

certain Catholic usages without being allowed to become 

a member of that ffhUrch. For him to have done so "would 

at once have defeated" all of Mr. Hall's plans for him, 

"and rendered him useless for the peculiar needs gor which 

he had been prepared. It wns not even desirable that 

he should associate exclusively with Papists# It would 

be more to the purpose for him to extend his acquaintance 
37 

among Church of England people, and gain their confidence" 

So while nominally a member of the Church of England, he 

was in reality a Popish ambassador to find out and report 

conditions, and to promote Catholic symp^hy amfimg Anglicans. 

This line of procedure was quite similar to that advised 

in a Ritualistic Quarterly of Shorthouse's own day:-- , 

"it would be much better for us to remain working where we 

are - for what would become of England if we (Ritualists) 

were to leave her Church? She would be simply lost to 

Catholicism. Depend upon it, it is only through the 
38 

English Church itself that England can be Catholicised#" 

This in turn calls to mind one of Desancti*s accounts. He 

related that before he became a Protestant, he once asked 

37. Inglesant, pp. 62-3, 28-30, 33. 

38. Walsh, Secret History of 0. M., p/ 260. 
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a priest if it would not "be for the Glory of God that all 

Puseyites should become Catholics, to which the reply was: 

"No, my son, the Puseyite movement must be let alone that 

it may bring forth fruit• If all the Puseyites were to de

clare themselves Catholics, the Movement would be at an 

end. Protestants would be alarmed, and the whole question 

of the Catholic Church would be reduced to some million of 

individuals and no more. From time to time it is as well 

that one of the Puseyite leaders should become a Catholic, 

in order that, under our instructions the Movement may be 

better conducted, but it would not be advisable for many 

of them to come over to Catholicism. Puseyism is a living 

testimony to the necessity of Catholicism in the midst of 

our enemies; it is a worm at the root which, skillfully 

nourished by' our exertions, will waste Protestantism till 
39 

it is destroyed'1. Without going into the question of the 

truth or validity of such declarations' as the foregoing, 

the mere fact that they were made and accepted for the 

truth confirms the opinib# that Shorthouse was purposely 

representing conditions in the seventeenth century that 

paralleled those represented in his own. It has been 

asserted for both ages, for instance, that many qere kept 

in the church byl?High Church doctrines and ceremonies", 

39. Walsh, Secret History of the 0. H., p. 33• 
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as introduced "by Laud and the Traefcarians respectively, 

who would otherwise have gone to Rome. Concerning which 

fact, Shorthouse added, that it offered ?,one out of num-
40 

berless parallels between that age' and the present." In 

the Preface, Shorthouse said that he had tried to trace 

the 11 conflict between Culture and Fanaticism" And was 

not that, toor one of -fche conflicts of his own day? Was 

it not fanaticism that caused the Tractarians to reject 

science and philosophy and cling to romanticism and mys

ticism? Yet he did not censure fanatics. Ke recognized 

that people are the product of their age and their en

vironment. Of John he said:"We call ourselves free agents; 

was that slight delicate boy a free agent, with a mind 

and spirit so susceptible that the least breath affected 

them; around whom the throng of national contention was 

about to close; on whom the intrigue of a great relig

ious party was about to seize, involving him in a whirl

pool and rapid current of party strife and religious ran-
41 

cor?" This opinion of the author?s calls to mind a few 

sentences from Froude1s Short Studies ,on Great Subjects. 

"We fancy that we are free agents," he says. "We are con

scious of what we do; we are not conscious of the causes 

40. Inglesant, p. g§. Overton, p. 213. 

* Inglesant, p. 28. 
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which make us do it; and therefore we imagine that the 

cause is in ourselves. The Oxford leaders believed 

that they were fighting against the spirit of the age. 

They were themselves most completely the creatures of 
42 

their age.11 I believe Shorthouse, too, would have daid 

Newman could not help going to Rome — the spirit of his 

age and his environment drove him. 

Mass was secretly said in Laud!s time just as Walsh 

says it was in Ritualistic Societies in the nineteenth 
43 

century. Shorthouse let Hobbes declaim against priests 

and the mass in much the same manner in which they were 

being denounced in his own generation. The Philosopher 

told Inglesant that his idea of the Catholic system was 

a dream which had no existence in reality. "Instead of the 

perfect communion with Divine Light, such as you seek, 

you will have before you and above you nothing but the 

narrow conceptions of some ignorant priest to whom you 

must submit your intellect. What freedom of thought or 

of existence will remain td> you when you have fully 

accepted the article of transubstantiaticn, and truly be

lieve that the priest is able of a piece of bread to na ke 

absolutely and unconditionally our Saviour1s body, and 

42' 2£• Vo1* IV» P- 236' 

43. Inglesant, pp. 35, 34. Walsh, Secret Hist., pp. 51,69. 
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thereby at the hour of death to savfe yourvsoul?' Wllirit 

not have an effect upon you to make you think him a god, 

and to stand in awe of him as of God himself if he were 

visibly present?" The discussions on "saving grace" were 

such as might well be compared with those in Newman's 
44 

Loss and Gain. But one of the most interesting passages 

for this study is the one in which Lutheran and Catholic 

doctrines on forgiveness are compared; because in the au

thor' s own day such comparisons were continually being 

made. The Duke had heard, from a Lutheran, a system of 

religion that made "his blood run cold, the more because 

it commended itself" to "his calmer reason.11 It was — 

that the Sacrament of Absolution avails nothing to those 

who die without being entirely purified from earthly 

passions, whereas the claim of the Catholie Church is to 

pardon and purify her "penitent, though he feels the pas

sions of earth strong within him to the last." But by the 

Lutheran system, "you must eradicate these yourself. You 

must purify your heart, you must fefcl every carnal lust, 

every vindictive thought, every lofty and contemptuous 

notion, utterly dead within you before you can enjoy a 
' 45 

moment's expectation of future peace." 

44' Iftglesarit, pp. 65, 98, 186-7; Loss and Gain, pp.150-4. 

45. Inglesant, pp. 298, 299. 
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7/hen Inglesant at last joined a monastic order he was 

soon banished from Italy as a heretic, because he demanded 

5< spiritual freedom,11 the !lfreedom of silence11, and permis-
46 

sion to receive the sacrament without confession. In fact 

the general trend of the whole religious philosophy of the 

novel was against Catholicism, although Shorthouse was 

never bitter in his condemnation. He recognized that there 

was truth and good in all creeds. Inglesant went for 

spiritual council to de Cressey, a Benedictine monk of a 

cultured and noble lineage, who told him that every man 

must choose for himself whether to turn a deaf ear to 

the voice of reason and lay himself open only to the light 

of faith, or let humor, wisdom and philosophy break up 

this light. He clearly saw the choice which de Cressey 

offered him, and then his mind went back to his old school 

master who had required no such choice and yet had offered 

him "the heavenly light" as freely as this man. After 

some reflection, "He saw the path of perfect self-denial 

open before him, - renunciation, not of pleasure, not 

even of the world, but of himself, of his intellect, of his 

life,- and distinctly of his free choice he refused it.11 

The religious philosopher added:" This only may be said of 

him: he was convinced that every word the Benedictine had 

46. Inglesant, p. 420. 
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said to hira was true, - that in the life he offered him 

he should follow and find the Lord; hut he was not equally 

convinced that it was the will of Christ that he should 

accept this life, and should follow and find him in this 
47 

way and in no other.11 In this conclusion, I believe, 

was embodied the author's own conviction; - that in fol

lowing a Catholic creed one will follow and find the Lord, 

but it is not the only way, or even the best way. 

And once more, at the close of the novel, the author 

surely put. his own opinions into the long discourse in 

which Inglesant contrasted the Catholic and the Established 

Church. The choice between them he said was a conflict 

'within a ma n's own nature, - "nay, between the noblest 

parts of a man's nature arrayed against each other. On 

the one side obedience and faith, on the other, freedom 

and the reason. What can come of such a bonflict as -this 
48 

but throes and agony?11 

One is at once reminded of poor Newman and others of 

the Tractarians who felt called upon to make th&t choice. 

Inglesant went on to say that the Church of Roma "has 

traded upon the highest instincts of humanity, upon its 

47. Inglesant, pp. 202-204. 

48- Ibid., p. 441. 
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faith and love, its passionate remorse, its self-abne

gation and denial, its imagination and yearning after the 

unseen." To support its system "it has habitually set 

itself to suppress knowledge and freedom of thought, be

fore thought had taught itself to grapple with religious 
49 

subjects, because it foresaw" what would follow. And of 

the Church of England he said - "You will do wrong - man

kind will do wrong - if it allows to drop out of exis

tence, merely because the position on which it stands 

seems to be illogical, an agency by which the devotional 

instincts of human nature are enabled to exist side by 

side with the rational. The Church as established by the 

l°w of England, offers the supernatural to all who choose 

to come." Certainly these were strong arguments against 

the Catholic Church and in favor of the Anglican. Al

though the position of the Established Church might "seem 

to be illogical11 - still it should be maintained — just 

the question that was puzzling the Home-inclined Trac-

tarians — whether the position of the English Church 

were too "illogical" to be maintained'. Inglesant made 

the argument strong - "freedom and reason" were to be had 

by choosing the Anglican communion. siIt is not even a 

49. Inglesant, p. 442. 
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question of religious freedom only;" he proceeded,, "it 

is a question of learning and culture in every form;" and 

as he had been a member of both communions, he might be 

expected to speak with authority. As for the authority 

vested in the Papacy, which established the claims of 

the ancient church in the minds of many, he swept aside 

the idea of the need for such authority for the Revelation 

of the Divine Truth by the single, positive statement - "Ab

solute truth is not revealed," which he defended at length# 

Surely the Roman controversy lay behind this novel. 

Under Which Lord? may be contrasted with Newman1s 

Loss and Gain. It is based on the Movement at a later 

stage than the one of which Newman wrote, and is intense

ly hostile tow&fcd it. This novel also represents a dif

ferent phase of the Movement. Loss and Gain sets forth in 

fiction the results of the Movement which led people from 

the Anglicah Church to Rome; Under Which Lord? deals with 

the other class of Tractarians - those who did not go to 

Rome, but brought Rome into the Anglican Church, so to 

speak — that is, the Puseyite or Ritualistic party, which 

grew up In the wake of the Movement. Mrs. Linton abhors 

the Ritualists in every phase of their practices. She 

spares them in nothing; but denounces them for one fault 

50• Inglesant, pp. 442, 443# 
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after another. 

The new vicar was a Catholic in all but name and 
51 

obedience, she said. On account of this lack of obed

ience to higher authority, — with all her prejudice 

against Catholics — she considered ritualistic vicars 

both more powerful and dangerous than Catholic priests. 

She even referred to "the Honourable and Reverend Lascelles" 

as a "local pope." He preached unqualified submission to 

the laity, but paid neither obedience nor respect to his 

own superiors unless they carried the same flag as him

self ." Father Truscott told him that his shaggling! at 

all discipline outside himself had "not only its spir

itual danger, but its organic weakness." Mrs. Linton 

said nothing was farther from the intention of such vicars 

than to join the Catholic Church, — lfto take service in the 

army of which they are the irregulars. Romanism is of

ficial suicide to the despotic Anglican priest who des

pises the bishops, breaks the law of the land, flouts the 

courts, and snaps his fingers at Parliament." To surren

der his power and become a small man under authority 

when he might be a commander is distasteful to him. 

After naming at length all the damage Mr. Lascelles has 

been able to do in the community through the use of his 

power, the writer concludes, —• "when he can carry all 

51. Eliza Lynn Linton, Under Which Lord?, pp. 11, 12. 
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before him, and subdue every stronghold he assaults 

what marvel that he should be proud and assume the quasi -

divine and personally infallible power which no one has the 

courage or the common sense ' to deny? The positlbh'.Ofc a rit

ualist 1 priest* is about the proudest of all, in the world 

of human leaders. Freed from the close organization, the 

authority of the Roman Church, he is absolute in his own 
52 

domain." Kingsley expressed no love or admiration for 

Tracbarian or Ritualistic clergymen, but after reading 

Mrs. Linton, his portrayal of the character of Puseyite 

clergymen seems mild. 

Having given her estimate of th e Ritualistic clergy, 

she next designated the class of people to which rational

ism appealed. They were all simple minded folk of small 

intelligence and emotional, romantic temperaments. Take, 

for example, — Hermione Fullerton. "Passion, romance 

and mental exaltation were her life." She felt a vague, 

unsatisfied longing. Lascelles told her ritualism and 

ceremonial was what was wanting, and she took him at his 

word. "He put the words in her mouth and made her assent 

to them, She had not known that it was advanced ritual 

for which she had been hungering all this time; that she 

sighed when she looked at the sunset for want of candles 

52. Under Which Lord?, pp. 360, 342, 253, 278, 244. 
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on the altar, and processions round the church; or that 

tears came in her eyes when she sang certain sentimental 

old songs because the saints1 days were not observed and 

they had no Harvest-home thank-offerings. Had she con

fessed truly, she would have said it was quite another ' 

thing." But ritualism furnished her the mental excitement 

which she craved. And having once secured her, the rit

ualists kept a firm hold upon her by means of "religious 

intoxication" - an intoxication from "spiritual dram-

drinking" made up of religious exultation, subtle love-
53 

making, and romance. 

This subtle love makigg on the part of the vicar, in 

order to hold his feminine adherents and through them 
54 

reach the men, is made much of throughout the story. One 

instance will suffice to illustrate. Theresa Molyneaux, 

a young hysterical girl, was encouraged in her attachment 

to him. In the confessional he held her hands, raised 

her from her knees, pressed her to him and kissed her on 

the forehead — all as her spiritual father and director, 

to be sure, — but she did not so Interpret it. And 

this was not the only instance of the kind. More than 

53. Under TVhich Lord?, pp. 3, 15, 177, 327, 325, 343, 345. 

54. Ibid., pp. 156, 157, 160, 165, 177, 237, 339, 343-345, 

356-357. 
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once before in his career he had made devoted daughters of 
55 

the Church by first making devoted adorers of himself,11 

Through it all, the inference is strong that all ritual

istic vicars are the same. And no doubt the author had 

reasons for thinking so. We know that Pusey was accused 
56 

of being a favorite with the women, though apparently the 

consequent implication was unjust to him. It is probable 

that at the time this novel was written there were many who 

were so incensed against the ritualists, that they did not 

question the truth of Mrs. Linton^s implications. 

Catholic imitations are dwelt on, and are quite in 

keeping with what ritualistic churches were actually prac

ticing. The church was restored and beautified until it 

looked like a cathedral. Its members spoke of the Anglican 
tf " 

Church as "the Catholic Church, as all Tractarians did. 

They must be allowed nunneries and the same vocations as 
57 

Roman Catholics, they said.: They celebrated Matins and 

Mass and did penance. And three of their number, did what 

a percent of all Tractarians did, - followed their Catho

lic observances to their logical conclusion and entered the 
58 

Church of Rome• 

55. Ibid., pp. 100-102, 239. 

56. Walsh, Secret Hist., pp. 87-89. 

57* Under ̂ bich Lord? pp. 278, 341, 152, 158, 63. 

V 58. Ibid., pp. 276, 277, 85, 375, 288, 336-338, 374. 
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Deception, secrecy and double dealing were Charges fre

quently made against Ritualists, and Mrs* Linton did not 

spare them in this respect* The word 11 Jesuitical" comes 

almost to be an epithet whenever an underhand policy of the 

ritualists is mentioned by her* Like the members of that 

Holy Order, Mr* Lascelles always considered that the "end 

justified the means11. Part of the power of ritualists, the 

author said, lay in secret dealings by means of which cler-
59 

ical dominion was gained* * The vilest deception presented 

was in connection with young Virginia Fullerton* From wear

ing the cross in secret, and being counciled to keep her 

church activities a secret, she was led on to keep her plan 

for a Retreat and confirmation a secret from her father 

and her intention of becoming a Roman Catholic nun from her 
60 

mother, until after the irrevocable step had been taken. 

The irony of this latter incident was that her vicar him

self was deceived in this instance by his sister and a 

friend. ̂ The 'reserve1 practiced by the whole school to the 

naughty world outside, not unfrequently translates itself 

into double-dealing among themselves11, declared the author, 

"and the elder communion has its emissaries in the heart 

of the body which in fact proselytes for that which it seems 

59. Ibid., pp. 143, 155, 171, 359. 

60. Ibid., pp. 40, 45, 111-114, 173. 
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to repudiate. It was so with Father Truscott and Sister 

Agnes; and Virginia was only one of many whom they appear-
61 

ed to lead to one altar, while actually leading to another 

Concerning the emissaries of the "elder communion11 (the 

Catholic) in the Anglican Church, Mrs. Linton had histori-
62 

cal hacking for her accusation; and was only reflecting 

the conviction of her day in inserting this thrust against 

the Catholics into her story. Another piece of almost dia

bolical underhand work was the breaking up of Richard Ful-

lerton's Band of Men. This was accomplished by Lascelles 

by setting up opposition science lectures; by persecuting 

the men and driving them from their leases J by thwarting, 

through "pious fraud", all of Richard1s attempts to befriend 

them, and thus affectually separating the majority of them 
63 

from him. 

But the great accusation against ritualistic vicars, 

which ran through all the rest and predominated, was that 

of priestly domination. Lascelles was made a lud^icrous 

example of it in numerous minor instances. He dictated the 

style of dress for certain parishoners; proscribed the diet 

Ibid., p. 173. 

620 Walsh, The Jasuits in Great Britain, pp. 309-315j 

Secret Hist, of Oxford Movement, p. 33• 

63. Under Which Lord? pp. 213, 215-221, 339. 
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of another, and ordered her to be sent away for her health; 

declared his spiritual authority to decide which suitor a 

third might accept; and ran a fourth into debt purposely 

that he might find excuse for becoming her business manag-
64 

er* But stronger than any other was the condemnation of 

the confessional in the Established Church. Mrs# Linton 

looked upon it as the lever by whihb. priestly domination was 

secured and maintained. This priestly domination by means 

of the confessional was forcefully illustrated by the case 

of Hermione Fullerton and her husband Richard. Richard 

Fullerton was a scientist and in consequence in his day- of 

necessity a rationalist# As such he was at once proscribed 

by the 1 pious1 vicar for a great and ignominious fall# 

Lascelles worked upon the consciences of all his parishon-

ers toward that end; but succeeded chiefly by insinuating 
65 

himself into favor and confidence with Hermione. He made 

his way cautiously until he had instilled his doctrines 

into her simple mind; then sealed his work by impressing 

upon her the absolute necessity for weekly confession and 

absolution# Henceforth his power over her was absolute, 

and through her - over her husband also# From this point 

on, much of the story seems unbelievable. Yet things act-

64# tfoder Ydiich Lord? pp. 145, 159, 238, 209, 235, 61-81, 

336-338• 

65. Ibid#, pp. 13-24, 26, 32-35# 
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ually occurred in the early history of the Ritualistic 

Church which seems just as improbable as some of the inci-
66 

dents of this story through not of the same character. 

Through',the confessional Lascelles probed into Hermione1 s 

home life; poisoned her against the atheism of her husband, 

who, he persuaded her, had no claim upon her; suggested a 

separation; held her conscience; told her what to say to 
67 

her husband and how to treat him. Little by little, on 

pain of losing her own soul if she did nd>t, she was forced 

to be cold toward her husband, - who is represented as a 

most ideal husband. The final and completed power of dom

ination was exercised when Hermione was excomunicated by her 

vicar, whom she fully believed to hold "the keys", until 

she should humiliate her husband by taking all of her large 

property out of his hands, thereby banishing him from her 

home and putting the vicar in complete control of her fi

nancial affairs. The struggle was a severe one, which lasted 

for several days before Hermione yielded. She was sincere

ly attached to her husband; but he was an inflidel, awfiose 

was contaminating, and she could secure absolution and sal

vation for her own soul on no other terms than those of im

plicit obedience to the commands of her vicar. There was 

nothing to do but yield to the man who held her conscience 

66. See Walshfs Secret History, esp., Chs. 2, and33• 

67. Under Which Lord? pp. 109, 184, 193, 224, 319, etc. 
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and her soul's salvation in his power through the confessionAl, 

He forced her to lay hare her inmost thoughts and feelings 

as to God. Then with the information secured he formed his 
68 

plans and worked upon her conscience. "For some time 

now", said Mrs. Linton, "her heart had wavered back to her 

husband, and nothing but the tremendous power which Mr. 

Lascelles had over her by confession kept her steady to the 

point to which she had been brought; nothing but her fear 

of eternal damnation, should he refuse to absolve her, held 

her to the stake where she was to undergo torture and in

flict what she endured". She had to decide "between Mr. 

Lascelles and Richard - the rights given by confession or 

the duties owing to marriage". But as long as she believed 

her confessor to hold absolute power over her soul^ there 

was but one way to decide. 

If much of this seems improbable, it still represents 

the feeling of the people of its time toward the power of 

ritualists just as well as if it were true. The confess

ional was most unpopular with the membership in general when 

introduced into the High Church by Tractarians. Thfc 9 author 

says some pointed and severe things about it which were 

voiced by many. For example1 it subjugates the will, neces-

68 • Ibid •» PP* Hl-114, 119, 147, 184, 187, 198, 204, 209, 

224-226, 280, 206-309, 812, 319-323, 318-328. 
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sitates loss of pride and self respect, signifies loss of 

freedom and intelligence, A girl should confess to her 

mother, a wife to her husband. Richard said to Hermione -

{?You confess to him, you obey him, you believe in him 

If you do not love him as no wife should love any man who 

is not her husband, it is because you are too good and pure 

to entertain ah unholy passion; but you give to him all the 

essential treasures of your love - all that redeems mar

riage from vulgar sensuality; and you have despoiled me 

that you may make him rich.1' And to Virginia he said, when 

he forbade her to go to confession - "I am protecting you 

from your own ignorance and the knavery of unscrupulous men -

men who are neither more nor less than spiritual mountebanks , 

pretending to powers beyond nature and against all known 
> 

laws. They, forsooth, can forgive sins and insure the re-
69 

ception into heaven of the soulI" 

There is no doubt about the influence of the Oxford 

Movement on this book. The ftntire story in all its details 

was written to show that the effects of the Tractarian 

Movement on the services and practices in the church of Eng

land had been detrimental. And from the abundance [hostile 

feeling displayed on the part of the author there is reason 

to believe it was written for controversial purposes. 

The other two novels named in this group, Loss and Gain, 

69• Ibid., pp. 5-6, 174, 79, 127, 190, 187', See $pp 
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and The Vicar of St. Lukes, wilfc be reserved for discussion 

in the next chapter. They are not only based entirely upon 

the Movement and its dffects, but take up the controversy 

from the Catholic view point, and consequently do not oppose, 

but favor all Homeward tendencies. 
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CHAPTER V 

NOVELS WRITTEN IN FAVOR OF CATHOLICISM 

The novels in favor of Catholicism are not as abundant 

as those opposed to it# It is not easy to account for the 

fact. Perhaps it may be partly because there are not as 

many Catholic writers as Protestant; and partly because the 

winning side did not feel the need of the aid of fiction as 

did the losers in the Controversy. The novels under con

sideration are - Grantly Manor, Callista, Fabiola, Loss and 

Gain, and The Vicar of St. Luke1s. 

As has been stated in the preceding chapter, Grantly • 

E&ripr is not wholly based on the Controversy, but is in

spired to a great extent by Catholic sentiments. In It the 

ignorance and injustice of prejudice against Catholics are 

strongly denounced. We have good reason to suspect that 

the author knew what she was talking about. It is not pro

bable that she was permitted to change from one religion 

to another without having every available argument against 

the Catholics used by her friends to dissuade her* The 

heroine of Grantly Manor Is Ginevra Leslie, a Catholic girl 
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of an ideal religious character, who is subjected to great 

trial, and suffering, almost to death, on account of her 

religion. Her sister Margaret*s relatives resent the idea 

that Margaret has an Italian popist "for a half-sister• 

Even the servants are prejudiced against Ginevra; and Mar

garet^ friend is willing to think any ill of her, because 

Ginevra's "religion teaches", so Maude mistakenly believes, 

11 that you can make up for every kind of sin by good works 

of an easy description, and that if you confess and get ab

solution, you may feel quite satisfied, and go on just as 

before; so you see that Catholics can be very religious 

and very immoral at the same time, without being exactly 

hypocrites". Edmund Neville married her without consulting 

his family, who were haters of Catholics* All of his re

latives were opposed to a Catholic marriage. His father 

would not even keep a Catholic servant, and put a clause in 

his will providing that if Edmund should ever marry a Cath-
70 

olic he should forfeit all of his large estate. Being 

already married to Ginevra at the time of his father*s death 

and the consequent reading of the will, Edmund separated 

himself from her, and enjoined silence upon her* The de

scription of GinevraJs suffering, over the separation and 

the deception, which finally brought on brain fever, ia 

pathetic. 

70. Lady Georgians Fullerton, Grantiy Manor, pp. 35, 196, 
343, 60, 131-133, 146, 164, '178, 154, 165. 
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But through it all, she was strengthened and sustained 

by her religion. Edmund, the irreligious, recognized that 

fact, and felt secure that by its aid her virtue would 

stand the test of long separation. She said God gave her 

strength to endure her suffering. She went to church like 

the devout Catholic that she was, and remained long at her 

devotions. Even Maud said of her - "She seemed to pray 

with her whole heart and soul, and while the beads glided 

through her fingers, her eyes were fixed with an intensity 

of supplication I never saw in any eyes before, on the cru-
71 

cifix over the altar. I could not take my eyes off her". 

A friend wanted her to change her religion. She said flif 

she could do that she could also take her life in her own 

hands and end her sorrow by drowning. "If I could do vio

lence to my own soul," she exclaimed, "discard my faith at 

will, and call that error which the evidence of my reason, 

and every instinct of my being affirms to be eternal truth, 

I might go a step further In my daring apostasy, and at 

last deem heaven itself a dream, and hell a fiction; and 

then it is not at the change you propose that I would 

stop, "but at suicide And a moment later she affirmed that 
72 

she would rather die than forsake her religion. Prot

estants do not believe that the "evidence----«of reason---

affirms the eternal truth" of Catholic beliefs. They would 

say the Catholic religion is founded on something quite 

71. Grantly Manor, pp. 123, 181, 129, 143. 
72. Ibid., pp. 164, 165. 
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different from "reason". That Lady Fullerton thought it 

founded on reason, shows how completely she had been won 

over in her own reasonings by the Catholic Controversy. 

Edmund, too, tried to persuade Ginevra to change her reli

gion, that he might acknowledge her as his wife with safety. 

He did not ask her to offend against morality or abandon her 

Creator, he reminded her. He could not understand how at 

her age she could be sure that what she believed was "not 

merely the Truth, but the only-Truth". He made the condi

tions, of refusal to comply with his wishes, very difficult. 

But Ginevra, unmoved, though deeply hurt, responded: "If I 

was to abjure the faith which is as strong as life within 

me, if I professed by my acts, and with my lips, against 

what in my soul I believed - what in my heart I adored, -

my very prayers would become insults to the Majesty of hea

ven". And again, as from the beginning, she, the Catholic, 

pleHj with him to acknowledge the truth and endure the con-
73 

sequences. All the fault was represented as being on the 

Protestant side; brought on through prejudice on the one 

hand and deceit on the other. Of necessity, Lady Fullerton 

made Ginevra and her religion win out. She kept her faith 

and was rewarded and honored for it. She showed herself - --

true to it even to the verge of death. By perseverence she 

73. Ibid., pp. 208,212,213,181. 
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won over her husband, not only to public: acknowledgement of 

their marriage, but to penitence and apparently to an accept

ance of her religion. Wheb she seemed to be dying she con

fessed and received the extreme unction and with an ex-
74 

pression of joy relapsed into unconsciousness. According 

to the author1s representation, the Catholic faith is the 

one in which to die, and the one to live in, too* Though 

only Catholics can fully understand the power and beauty of 

this wonderful religion, Lady Fullerton said that Margaret 

could never fully understand the power of a religious ser

vice on Ginevra. And of the consolations of the Religion 

itself she said, - "Who can describe what the language of 

the Church is to a Catholic - the type of its universality, 

the badge of its unity I That voice reaching unto all lands, 

and speaking to all hearts! uttering the same well known 

accents in the gorgeous tAmples of the south, and the Gothic 

shrines of the north, as in the rustic chapel or in the 

mountain cave, where persecuted worshipers meet in secret. 

At every altar, in every sanctuary, each sacred rite and 

solemn hour claims the words of sacred import, which fall 

on the ear of the stranger and the wanderer, at once as a 
75 

whisper from his home, and a melody of heaven". Yet it 

74. Ibid., pp. 325, 335, 336, 347. 

75. Ibid., pp. 288, 299. 
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is the sympathetic treatment of Catholicism, more than the 

things actually said about it, that marks this novel as one 

&& favor of that Religion, Without openly condemning Prot

estantism, every thing that is Catholic is assumed to be 

true and right. It is not a work of controversy, but is 

designed to soften prejudice against and make friends for 

the Catholic Religion, which is presented in its beauty and 

its all sufficiency through its effect on the life and char

acter of Ginevra. 

Newman1s Callista is more definitely Catholic. It goes 

back to the Primitive Church and the age of Saint Callista. 

The author says in the Advertisement of 1855 - f!It is an 

attempt to imagine and express, from a Catholic point of 

view, the feelings and mutual relations of Christians and 
76 

heathens at the period to which it belongs". There can 

be no question about the "Catholic point of view". It is 

so full of Catholic customs, sympathy and sentiment that 

it is difficult to believe its author was a Protestant on

ly a few years before he began this Tale. The chief aim 

was to show how thoroughly Catholic in custom the early 

Church was• 

For illustration, Agellius had a red cross with doves 

about it, "as is found in early Christian shrines to this 

76. Henry Newman, Callista, p. VII. 
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day". Under the cross was a picture of the Blessed Virgin 

attended by Peter and Paul; and beneath the picture "was 

rudely scratched on the wall the word, 'Advocata', a title 
77 

which the earliest antiquary bestows upon her". The i Use 

of the cross and the Eucharist, too, were of early origin. 

Caecilius prayed before the cross in the presence of the 

Eucharist, and fortified himself by taking the blessed sac-
78 

rament fefore he went out to meet the mob. In the ex

treme emergency of the case, Callista received three sac

raments af once - baptism, confirmation, and the Holy Euch

arist. But more strongly Catholic, was the declaration of 

Callista that her many prayers "were of no good" before 

she was received into communion with the Church - "for then 
79 

He was not mine. But now I have espoused Him." All 

these instances go to show how near to the early church -

the direct successor of the apostles - are the beliefs, 

customs and practices of the Catholic Church of today. 

The Catholic view of marriage as a sacrament, and the 

virtue of celibacy is dwelt upon. V/hen Agellius sought to 

marry Callista, Newman said he was "contemplating a super

human engagement without superhuman assistance". Newman1s 

situation was slightly difficult. Yet he did not realize 

it as such. He was writing of a virgin saint who could not, 

77. Callista, pp. 25, 26. 

78# Callista, pp. 211, 227. 

79. Ibid., p. 257. 
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therefore, entertain thoughts of marriage• Agellius was hon

orable in his intentions and sincere in his desire for her 

conversion. Yet she reproachfully told him that he spoke 

one word for his Master and two for himself, and he believed 

her. She was astonished and disappointed that he, a Christ

ian, should think that hhe could bless him, i. e.sby re

turning his affection. He became convinced that she was de

stined for a Bride of Christ; reproached himself that he 

had ever tried to rival Him in her affections; and finally 

recognized that "she had refused his devotion that he might 

give it to God; and now he would only think of her, and whis

per her name, when he was kneeling before the Blessed Mary, 
80 

his advocate". Whatever we may think of Callista's re

fusal!.of Agellius?s proposal or of his resignation - Newman 

intended that we should admire both. To him, as to all 

good Catholics, renunciation of earthy love for the sake Of 

the Church was a great virtue. 

The Catholic view of Baptism is explained. Without it 

there can be no salvation. If put off until the end of 

life "the water and the administrator :might come just too 

late". So, although it washes away all sin, it is not safe 

to delay the ceremony in order to get more sins washed away 

by it. Caecillius thought the advantage of receiving it 

80. Ibid., pp. 123, 129, 130, 134, 139. 
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early greater than the disadvantage, for "in baptism God 

becomes your Father; your own God; your worship; your love -

can you give up this great gift all through life? Would 

you live1 without God in this worldf?S!, he aslced* Martyrdom 

is a second baptism which washes away all sin at the end as 

the first baptism did in the beginning of life, and penance 

is a grace after baptism by means of which sins may be a-
81 

toned for* 

The description of the nature of eternal punishment 

sounds like a passage taken from one of Newman1s own sermons, 

and reveals the genius of the man for graphic presentation 
82 

of the thesis he sets out to prove. To illustrate, after 

dwelling at length upon the wretchedness of unhappiness 

both here and hereafter, he continues: 

"Suppose, for instance, you had still your love of con

versing, and could not converse; your love of the poets of 

your race, and no means of recalling them; your love of 

music, and no instrument to play upon; your love of know

ledge and nothing to learn; your desire of sympathy, and no 

one to love 1 would not that be still greater misery? 

"Let me proceed a step further: suppose you were among 

those whom you actually did not love; suppose you did not 

81• Callista> PP. 154, 155, 158, 156. 

82. See App. No'td 7. 
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like them, nor their occupations, and could not understand 

their aims; suppose there be, as Christians say, one Al* 

mighty God, and you did not like Him, and had no taste for 

thinking of Him, and no interest in what he was and what he 

did; and suppose you found that there was nothing else any

where but He, whom you did not love and whom you wished a-

way; would you not be still more wretched? 

"fi.nd if this went on for ever, would you not be in great 

inexpressible pain for ever? 

"A.ssured then, first, that the soul always needs exter

nal objects to rest upon; next, that it has nn "prospect of 

any such when it leaves this visible scene; and thirdly, 

that the hunger and thirst, the gnawing of the heart, where 

it occurs, is as keen and piercing as a flame; it will fol

low there is nothing irrational in the notion of an eternal-
83 

Tartarus'1 • 

Ydiat Protestants are pleased to call Catholic supersti

tion and credulity is also illustrated in Callista. Belief 

in miracle is a Catholic virtue, and it came as natural to 

Newman as if reared in that Faith. With childlike sim

plicity and credulity he tells the story of the choice of 

Fabian for Pope. He was '''elected in consequence of one of 

those remarkable interpositions of Divine Providence of 

83. C&Hista, PP* 216-220. 
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which we now and then read in the first centuries of the 

Church". A dove settled on his head, and indicated the Div^ 

vine choice. The body of Saint Callista had a charm about 

it after her Martyrdom. "Neither sun by day, nor moon by 

night, nor moist atmosphere, nor beast of prey, has power 

over the wonderful corpse." It cast a strange, calm, holy 

spell over all who approached it. Juba refused to heed the 

warning words of a priest and in consequence was possessed 

of an evil spirit, over which the sign of the cross exer

cised a power like magic. A touch from the body of St. 

Callista drove the evil spirit from him, but left him an 

idiot. Ten years later Callista appeared to him in a vis

ion and restored his reason. He was baptized, and died 
84 

soon after while praying at her tomb. Such stories were 

evidently incorporated in order to recall the past and 

strengthen the credulity and faith of believers in the pow

er of Mother Church and her Divine support. They are told 

as if the writer expected us to believe them, as if he be

lieved them himself - as he undoubtedly did. 

The celebration of a third century Mass was described 

at some length. It was held at the third hour - "the hour 

at which the Paraclete £the Holy Ghost] originally descend

ed upon the apostles". The slab of a martyrs tomb was used 

84. Jhid., PP- 70, 71, 230, 266-273, 350, 371-373, 380, 382. 
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as the altar on which the Divine Mysteries were celebrated. 

The paintings, carvings, draperies and embroidered altar 

cloth were represented as being intimately associated with 

the service, aAd rightly. For the dramatic appeal of a 

Catholic service is by no means the least. Newman himself 

phrased it differently - MSo instinctive in the Christian 

m*nd is the principle of decoration, as it may be called, 

that even in times of suffering, and places of banishment, 

we see it brought into exercise." The vestment of the 

priests and the embelishment of the ceremony were of im

portance to him, doubtless for tke same reason. And again, 

in regard to these, contrasts and comparisons with present 

customs were made. The descriptions especially of the ce

lebration of the Mass itself were heartfelt, and bring the 

reader, even the Protestant reader somewhat/into the spirit 

of the service. No wonder that Agellius, "assisting for al

most the first time at this wonderful solemnity" should 
85 

have been impressed. 

It Is not necessary to know who the author was in order 

to be sure that he was a Catholic. Every time a Catholic 

custom, practice or tradition is mentioned it is treated in 

a sympathetic manner, and as if it were a part of Holy 

Scripture or sacred truth. Callista comprehended the teach-

85. Ibid., pp. 337-341. 
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ings of the Church, and took to the new religion, as pract

iced and interpreted by the Catholic Church, as naturally 

and easily as if it were the instinctive thing for a truly 

religious nature to do - as if it were Indeed the one, 

only, true Religion, which the Divine Creator had prepared 

the human heart to receive• Which was, I believe, exactly 

the impression Newman meant to leave upon his readers; and 

exactly what he himself felt about the Catholic religion. 

Fabiola, likewise, is written from a Catholic viewpoint, 

and is laden with Catholic doctrines and sentiments. It is 

very like Calllsta, except that its setting is placed a 

century later in the Christian era, hence little need be 

said of it here. In both novels, the saints and martyrs are 

held up for an example and an inspiration. Nothing is said 

of Protestantism in either - they describe the life of a 

period before the time of Protestantism - when Christianity 

and Catholicism stood for the same thing - and hence are in 

no way controversial. They appeal to religious sentiment, 

and endeavour to win favor for Catholicism by a represent

ation of its antiquity, its fervor, and its beautiful, 

symbolic ceremonies. No doubt they exemplify what to the 

writers seemed the most beautiful and the most important 

features of their religion. The virtues and sacraments em

phasized in each are much the same. 

A few instances will illustrate the trend of Catholic 
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teaching in Fabiola» Syra, the submissive, gentle Syra, 

says she is proud and headstrong by nature, and needs dis

cipline through pain and humiliation. In a similar vein, 

Fabiola slept at the foot of her slavef s couch. ffA secret, 

sharp pang it had cost her to perform this act of self-abase

ment 5 but she h ad thoroughly humiliated the pride of her 

breast. She felt for the first time that her heart was 
86 

Christian.1 

Not only abject humiliation but penance is a Catholic 

necessity. Wiseman illustrates the doctrine that it may be 

performed by one person for another. Syra declared and ex

emplified her complete willingness to give her life for the 

salvation of Fabiola1s soul. And the severe penance of 

Torquatius, the renegade, was shortened "by the intercession 

of confessor - that is, future martyrs". As in Callista, 

the sacredness of the Eucharist, and the cleansing, regen-
87 

erating power of baptism are dwelt on. Likewise, miracle 

is sfjoken of as a thing most credible. Tranquillinus, who 

was suffering from the gout was instantly restored to per

fect health through baptism. Chromatius was cured of the 

same disease on breaking his images by order of Sabastian. 

Sabastian also restored speech to the dumb, and reappeared 

86. Fabiola, pp. 65, 561. 

87. Ibid., pp. 580-583, 600, 61§, 250, 348-350, 428, 437, 

547. 
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after his death and revealed where his martyred body was to 
88 

be found. Nuns, too, are described and lauded. Syra ex

tolled them on the ground that they were following the Blews-

ed Virgin Mary as their pattern for purity of life. Wise

man explained that when a persecution was coming on, many 

who intended to become nuns, took the veil at a premature 

age "and it is no wonder that they, who in their hearts 

had betrothed themselves to the Lamb, as His chaste spouses 

for ever, should desire to come to His nuptials before 
89 

death." The supreme value of the work, however, is not 

in such repulsive sentiments as this last, but in the re

ligious fervor, and nobility of life and teaching of Syra 

and other similar characters. The humility, the reverence , 

the love of the lives lived consciously in the presence of 

God and in the spirit of Jesus are too beautiful not to call 

out the tenderest regard and admiration of the reader, 

while at the same t'ime he is not allowed to forget that it 
90 

is the Catholic religion that is making them beautiful. 

In this way the book is fitted to stir Catholics to pride 

in their Church, and a desire to imitate these worthy ex

amples; while it unconsciously softens into admiration some 

of the prejudices of Protestant readers. 

88. Ibid., pp. 100, 99, 174, 489. 

89. Ibid., pp. 557, 307. 

9°. Fabiola, pp. 30-35, 156-167, 540, 548, 552, 561. 
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Loss and Gain is decidedly in favor of the Catholic 

side of the Controversy* It grew directly out of the Ox

ford Movement, though it is nowhere mentioned by name* 

In this, the novel resembles John Ingles ant; but differs 

from it in that it takes the opposite side of the contro

versy from that novel, and in that it has its setting in 

the very midst of the Movement. In the Advertisements of 

1848 the author has stated his reason for writing the novel 

- nA Tale, directed against the Oxford converts to the 

Catholic Faith, was sent from England to the author of this 

Volume in the summer of 1847---~Its contents were as wan

tonly and preposterously fanciful, as they were injurious 

to those whose motives and actions it professed to repre-
91 

sent1! He decided to answer it by writing a tale truer 

to facts. Of it he said - "The following Tale is not in

tended as a work of controversy in behalf of the Catholic 

Religion, but as a description of what is understood by fe\y 

Viz., the course of thought and xtate of mind, - or rather 

one such course and state, - which issues in conviction of 
92 

its Divine origin". 

This Tale was written in less than two years and a half 

after the author became a Catholic, and while all his strug-

91. John Henry Newman, Loss and Gain, p. IX. 

92. Ibid., p. VII. 
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gles and changing beliefs in becoming one were fresh in his 

memory. He did what he proposed to do, but in doing it -

it was inevitable that he should do more, - that is, show 

wherein, according to his opinion the Church of England was 

wrong, and why it became necessary for some to leave it, 

no matter what attachments they might have for it. 

The work, in reality, is not a novel, but a tract in 

which the numerous theological discussions are strung to

gether on a narrative thread. In many respects it is almost 

a reproduction of the authorfs own spiritual autobiography 

as revealed in the Apologia. For this reason the novel is 

of interest to friends of Newman and to students of psych

ology and theology in spite of its lack of* characterization 

and poor plot development. V.'ithin the book, many topics 

that were then if interest are discussed; and the author1 s 

views presented. Theological tracts are interwoven with 

the story in every chapter. Naturally, one subject to re

ceive early consideration is that of Apostolic Succession. 

Newman tries to show that to have succession from the Apos

tles, the Anglican Church must be one with the Catholic 

Church; and that even if she could prove Succession for her

self, she still could not prove Unity - for unity would ne

cessitate eppptuaipn with the Pope - and hence the Anglican 

Church can neither be the one true Church, nor any part of 
93 

it. 

93. Loss and Gain, pp. 37, 38, 48-57, 365. 
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The Thirty Mine Articles, too, come in for a full dis

cussion; and for an analysis of defects in doctrine and in

terpretation. A Tract for the Times could have "been written 

from the material on the subject here presented. Indeed, 

much of the discussion carried oh between the characters 

resembles a tract more than it does real conversation. The 

conclusions arrived at are:- the Articles are indefinite 

in regard to important doctrines on which the Church of 

Pome is positive; they do not state whether Divine truth 

is given directly or must be sought for one1 s-celf, how-

grievous sins committed after baptism are forgiven, whether 

the real presence means that Christ is really present in 

the elements, or only in the faith of the communicants. 

It is discovered, too, that the Articles are at variance 
94 

with the Prayer Book and with the Liturgy. Neither is 

their origin authoritative. Part of this discourse can be 

set forth best in Newman1s own words. Charles Reading, 6ne 

of the leading characters, saw that - "the profession of 

faith contained in the Articles was but a patchwork of bits 

of orthodoxy, Lutheranism, and Zwinglism; and this too on 

no principle; that it was but a work of accident, if there 

be such a thing as accident; that it had come down in the 

particular shape in which the English Church now receives 

9k Ibid., pp. 125, 127, 129, 223, 231. 
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it, when it might have come down in any other shape; that 

it was "but a toss up that Anglicans of this day were not 

Calvinists, or Presbyterians, or Lutherans, equally well as 

Episcopalians. This historical fact did but clench the 

difficulty, or fcather impossibility, of saying what the 

faith of English Church was. In almost every point of dis

pute the authoritative standard of doctrine was vague or in

consistent, and there was an imposing weight of external 

testimony in favor of opposite interpretations". Surely 

this was hard language to use about the dhurch of his bapt

ism, but authority is one of the chief considerations in 

the Catholic Church, and Newman had left the Anglican Church 

because he could not find it there. What was left to do 
95 

but to denounce such a Church? 

He devotes two chapters to celibacy, in the course of 

which he arx$ues that it is supernatural, that is, beyond 

nature, and hence nearer perfection. Prom the text, "In 

sin h&t/j my mother conceived me", he deduces the opinion 

that if marriage be not necessarily sinful, yet it may 
96 

easily become so. 

Another Tractarian question discussed In the Work is 

95. Ibid., pp. 125, 135, 132. 

96. Loss and Gain, pp. 188-202, esp. pp. 195-197; (see 

also App. vEote 8. 
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"private Judgment". The English Church admits of it. One 

of Newman1s characters became much perplexed over tM sub

ject. He could not trust his own judgment and consequently 

never knew what he ought to believe. The Catholic Church, 

as usual, solved the problem satisfactorily for him - a per

son outside should use his private judgment in finding the 

Church; once in, the Church should supersede in all matters 
97 

of faith. Relics too, are discussed. It is decided that 

the fact that the genuineness of a relic has been disputed 

or denied does not disprove the truth of the tradition re

presenting it as real; and hence a true believer may con

tinue to reverence it. The Macs, Newman characterizes as 

the greatest action that can be on earth; and stoutly de-
i, )> 

nies that it is a formal, unreasonable service. And fi

nally, he points out wherein the Anglican Church is unsound 

in regard to the means of salvation. It does not, cannot 

have faith. Anglican divines differ so much on matters of 

doctrine, that there is nothing certain in which to have 

faith; whereas, in the Catholic Church "every priest" is 

the "voice of the Church", and the believers faith is "in 

the word of any priest." The English Church cannot be 

right; because the Roman Church "is the one only voice of 
98 

God, the only way of Salvation". 

97. Loss and Gain, pp. 126, 203, 174, 118-120, 227. 

98. Loss and Gain, pp. 170, 328, 381, 385. 
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In" this novel Newman has, indeed, described "the course 

of thought and state of mind" which led many a Tractarian 

to the "conviction of'1 the "Divine origin" of the Roman 

Catholic Church# In It, the controversies of the Oxford r 

Movement live and breathe again# It discusses strange 

topics for a novel. But Newman was not interested in fict

ion - as such. He had something to say for which he be

lieved he could get a better hearing if woven into a story. 

And he was not mistaken, as the number of ddit&nns the 

book has feone through•will attest - at least thirteen. Loss 

and Gain was one of the first, if not the first, novels 

which treated of the Tractarian Movement, and perhaps none 

other since has done it as fully and completely# 

The Vicar of St, Luke1s, like Loss and Gain, is a novel 

written in favor of Catholicism, and based on the effects 

of the Oxford Movement. It treats of the effedts of the 

Movement at a little later time, however, than that repre

sented in Loss and Gain. Between it and Under Which Lord? 

there is, also, a great similarity, yet a vast difference. 

Both are concerned with Ritualism; a leading character in 

each is a ritualistic clergyman; and in each, difficulties 

are met and surmounted in introducing advanced ritualism. 

But the tone and aim of the two novels are entirely differ

ent • Under Which Lord?, as has been observed, is bitterly 

opposed to ritualism in the Anglican Church; while The Vicar 
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of St. Luke1s highly opproves of it, and stoutly defends 
9? 

the sincerity of ritualistic vicars. And, whereas, Lascelles 

makes one sympathize with Richard, when he declared that 

the vicar almost made him believe in the devil, Goring com

mands our respect and esteem whether we approve of what he 

did or not. 

All Catholic tendencies of the Anglicans were approved 

of by the author. It might be foolish to imitate, when 

they could have had the real article; still Imitations were 

a step in the right direction. Before the story opened, 

Goring1s church had been1restored1 as the ritualists called 

the cleaning, remodeling and decorating of churches that 

went on all over the country shortly after the fall of the 

Oxford Movement proper. Another Catholic innovation, which 

the vicar introduced, against strong opposition, was the 

altar-candles. Docker, the senior curate, rightly said tM, 

the installation of the altar-lights meant more than appear

ed on the surface. For, just as Lascelles inserted "the 

thin edge of the Wedge" when he organized his chorus, so did 
100 

Goring when he established the altar-candles. Goring's 

all absorbing desire was to restore the Anglican Church to 

her Catholic heritage. The plea of the Ritualists was for 

99. Sibyl Creed, The Vicar of St. Lukets, pp. S08, 371. 

100. Under Which Lord?, pp. 2) , 21; Vicar of St. Luke1s, p. 10 
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101 
1 pure Catholicism1• Another step toward Anglican-Catholi

cism, which Goring determined upon, was the celebration of 

the Mass under its real name. Even the opposition of the 

Bishop did not deter him. Herein again is illustrated the 

disposition of ritualistic vicars to submit to no ecclesi

astical authority. The Catholic motto is obedience - not 

so the Ritualists, say the critics. Docker ironically and 

maliciously remarked, in speaking of this stand of Goring5 s: 

"The hierarchical institution of the Anglican Church is ab

solutely sacred, and to be bowed down to and reverenced, — 

at the same time it is quite plain that we Catholic clergy 

within the aforesaid Church owe obedience to our ecclesias

tical superiors only in matters as to which our ecclesias

tical superiors show themselves duly submissive to the 
102 

opinions of us Catholic clergy. Great, isa11 it?11 This 

was a pretty fair statement in fiction of what Walsh said 

the situation was in fact. It does not seem reasonable, 

however, that a Ritualist should have seen it and said it 

of his o?m party. But it expresses the accepted opinion, 

whoever said it. Its main purpose is to show Goring1s real 

position in contrast with the submission to authority in . 

which he believed. The author soon made him question into 

101• Ibid«> PP* 98, 146, 206. 

102. Ibid., p. 194. 
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tency. 
and see his own inconsis^ ,Y/hen he did so, like Newman and 

Manning before him, he could find no certain1authority1 in 

the Established Church to which to submit.. He had not been 

conscious of the fact that he was not submitting. He 

would have said, "It was to the Church he owed the spirit

ual submission which he demanded of his people in their 

turn; the Church for him, and for them through him, was the 

fount of authority". But when he called upon himself to 

define "where and what is the Church, which teaches you the 

truth you confidently, and with exclusive claim, offer to 

others, as yourself being taught"? he became confused.. He 

had made the position of the Ritualists clear to others, 

but he could no longer see it clearly himself. The author 

was evidently writing from a Catholic viewpoint, with an 

attempt to show that the Anglican claim of Catholicism was 

illogical, since there was no one in the Established Church 

in whom absolute authority was or could be vested. Docker 

again saw the situation In its true light, and ironically 

told his sister that Goring "used to believe he was united 

to a body with a head, till one unlucky day he bethought 

himself to look about for the head; he couldn't find it; so 
103 

he says a headless body is unthinkable". To show the un

soundness of the Ritualists1 position still further, the 

103. Ibid., pp. 209, 211. 
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author manufactured, for a Ritualistic Church periodical, 

a senseless passage in which high-sounding but baseless 

claims were made for the Anglo-Catholic position; then ask

ed, if it could be that this was all the writer - a speaker, 

a teacher, a man of mental power above the average - could 

find to say on the subject, in a season of emergency, and 

on a public occasion# Her chief accusation was that Anglo-

Catholics made claims for themselves without questioning 

their validity - just as Goring had been doing - not dis-
104 

honestly, but carelessly. Together with other clergymen 

of the Establishment, who gloried honestly in calling them

selves Catholics, he(Goring had) devoted himself to the 

task of pulling, twisting and stretching into something 

like harmony with his idol1s shape the ordinances existing 

in the eminent and serviceable, but far from supernatural-

minded, nation institution to which he belonged". The work 

had seemed magnificent to him but now it seemed perverse, 

"because the imaginative inspiration that had upheld him was 

withdrawn; because the Church in whose name, as being di

vinely sanctioned, he had acted and taught, suddenly showed 

itself to be a collection of notions with no sanction save 

'that of his own' impassioned approval; because he all 
105. 

at once beheld his cherished phantom as a phantom"# 

104. Ibid#, pp. 210-213, 2B. 

105. Ibid., p. 228. 
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All this author1s comment is decidedly against Ritualism 

and in favor of Catholicism. While calling himself a Cath

olic and cherishing his idea of the ideal Church, Goring 

had wasted no time "in examining the credentials of the one 

Church which all over the world actually Enforces these 

principles in a public and uniform manner", i.e., the Cath-
106 

olic. This was another friendly touch for Catholicism. 

Concerning the much agitated topic of re-union she made a 

stronger plea for Rome, and against the position of Ritual

ists. "He (GoringJ held that re-union was infinitely 

to be desired, but so long as he still believed in his 

dream (that the Anglican Church was Catholic!; so long as 

the consciousness of his own decisions continued to wear 

for him the sacredness with which, in his imagination, the 

idea of a Church Holy, Catholic and Apostolic was really 

invested; so 16ng, in fact, as he remained a devoted, sin

gle-hearted, winning, but ignorant and fancy-bewlIdered 

Anglicah Ritualist -~so< "ong!f ne would try to mould the 
107 

- Church of Rome to his own mistaken idea of Catholicism; 

But he did not continue to be anfAnglican Ritualist1 

long. All our other authors, Newman excepted, have repre

sented the secession of a character to Rome as a sad rais-

106. Vicar of St. Luke1s, p. 246. 

107. Ibid., pp. 246, 247. 
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take. And even Newman described the losses as so great, 

and visible gain so small, that no Protestant can repress 

a feeling of regret in regard to the conversion of Chafcles 

•Reading. With Sibyl Creed, it was different. She seemed 

to believe the Catholic position the true one, and that it 

was only natural and right that Goring should see it so. 

She looked at his conversion much as Cardibal Wiseman must 

have regarded many that came under his observation. In the 

course of a short time, Goring resigned his living, traveled 
108 

abroad, and became a Catholic. There was almost no pathos 

connected with the brief account of his change of religion. 

The author evidently did not know as intimately as did the 

author of Loss and Gain the heart struggles caused by a 

change in belief, or the anguish involved in breaking life

long ties by a change of Religion. But she did comprehend 

that the ultimate goal of Anglican-Catholicism was logical^ 

Rome,— and approved. 

Not all went to Rome. Some were like Docker. He was 

shrewd enough to see all that Goring saw, but it did not 

affect him in the same way. His was noft a spiritual nature 

like Goring1s. He was not drawn toward Rome, but saw his 

career in the Church of England, did his clerical work con

scientiously, accepted the doctrines taught by the Church, 

108. Ibid,- pp. 280, 363. 
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and felt that nothing more was required. He did not seek 

"firm ground" in the Roman Catholic Church, because he did 

not believe that firm ground v/as to be found anywhere; and 

he abandoned the ultra-High party and all thought of intro

ducing the mass into the services of the Church, because 

convinced that "the Church of England will stand a little 

of everything, but not much of anything.11 Such a conclu

sion was not complimentary to the Established Church. Gor

ing saw it, and had preferred to go where the Mass, and all 

Catholic rites in which he believed, could be celebrated 

freely. And the author was pleased with his conduct. When 

Docker met him after he had become a Roman Catholic — he 

observed that he was somehow changed, and changed for the 
109 

better. 

If there remained any doubt that The Vicar of St. Lukefs 

was wholly inspired by the Catholic Revival, which resulted 

from the Roman Controversies brought on by the Oxford Move

ment, it would be removed by the strong declarations made 

near the close of the novel in favor of the glory, power 

and all-sufficiency of the Catholic Church. The passage 

is too 16ng to quote entire, but extracts from it are nec

essary for a full understanding of the author's complete 

sympathy with Catholicism and her favorable representation 

109. The Vicar of St. Luke's, pp. 369, 370-373, 249-254. 
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of it. When he first entered the Catholic Communion, Gor

ing felt"like a man who had followed a trusted guide 

along a difficult road by night, to watch daylight spread 

and reveal the real features of the country he had reached.11 

And those features were wondrous. "He saw, as we see 

sights close at hand, nay, with much more distinctness, the 

Church planted on earth by his Master; he saw that Church 

meeting with the same lot as had been her Lord's, while he 

walked visibly among men.11 Then follows a graphic, phrasal 

description of the severity and injustice of the persecu

tions the Church has suffered, ending with — nstones thrown 

by the honest ignorant, who feared her because they did 

not know her, scourges brandished by the cunning per

verse, who hated her because they knew her well; he 

saw also that these efforts of the enemy can hamper, but 

never for a day or an hour stop her in the work which has 

been hers, even from her concealed cradle in the cata

combs of breeding up saints and saving sinners. He 

saw how, while she never last one truth or one treasure 

out of the inexhaustible store with which she had start

ed on her supernatural way, it has yet resulted from the 

will of her Founder in selecting for His instruments upon 

earth men, and not angels, that her history bears indeli

ble traces of a struggle between two elements, the cor

ruptible human and the incorruptible Divine." But out of 
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the corruption, the Church every time issued victorious, 

"according to the prophecy of Christ, His Bride, His 

beloved.11 She came out of her struggles "beautiful and 

not wounded, triumphant and not oppressed, blood of 

martyrs laid like crimson roses on her bosom; full of 

conquests and marvels, shaping mastery out of weakness 

and making loss gain; in her essence impossible and in

visible; holding on where nothing seems left for her to 

hold to, entering where every door is closed; adorned with 

age, vigorous with youth; formei for all times, because 

she is no codified policy, no mechanical framework, no 

book system, but a living body with a living soul, unable, 

therefore, either to change her identity or to halt in 

her development." By her Divine councils and religious 

orders she presented truth to the world. Her method was 

imparted "by Him who knows what is in' man," hence she 

"attracts, subdues, enamours, satisfies, all classes; 

all characters of mind, from the fastidious student or 

the acute lawyer, to the half-savage factory girl;" and 

even the vilest sinner "does in the end , one way 

or another, get his faltered story heard, and his broken 

heart healed, and his dark soul washed clean, under the 

crucifix, in the confessional." Goring had a complete 

vision of the "Catholic Church, Holy, Roman, and Apos

tolic,8' from the days of her earliest glory on. "He saw 
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her the servant of sufferers, the shelter of the abject, 

the wealth of the poor, the joy of the humble." The en

tire survey is a strong plea in favor of the merits of 

Catholicism. In her final comment, the author links the 

entire power and glory of that Ancient Church with the 

motivating principle of the Oxford Movement — Apostolic 

Succession; but she grants it not to the Anglicans, but 

to the Roman Church. She said,--"And the Anglican convert 

could not fail to be aware that this lofty uniformity, 

abounding freedom, unearthly flexibility, benign fertility, 

strange strength, winning beauty, world-wide coherence, 

and perfect lastingness are due to a single prerogative, 

the possession and recognition of a deathless voice, which, 

according to a law strictly definite and mysteriously 

simple, speaks through the heirs of the Galilean fisher

man, chosen personally, named significantly, endowed roy

ally , by his Divine Lord and ours; and the voice asks 
110 

for faith from men." 

It is not probable that any of the foregoing novels 

would have been written had it not been for the Oxford 

Movement or Catholic Revival. Even those which dixfnot 

enter upon the doctrinal points involved in the Contro-
i 

versy, were still intended to advance the Catholic cause 

110. The Vicar of St. Luke1s, pp. 277-382. 
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"by giving it a true public representation. Protestant 

novelists, in their bitterness and in their ignorance, 

both misunderstood and misrepresented it. What could be 

more natural than that its own adherents should have come 

forward with novels in its defense? 
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CHAPTER VI 

NOVELS THAT BITTERLY OPPOSE CATHOLICISM 

Before the time of the Oxford Movement and the Catho

lic Revival, little bitterness against the Catholics was ex

pressed in fiction. Not because it was not felt. Through

out the three centuries since the Reformation there had been 

prejudice, misunderstanding, and hatred constantly existing 

between Catholics and Protestants. The Catholics had been 

severely, and unjustly treated in England. Strenuous 

attempts had been made to stamp them out; to compel them to 

conform to the Established Church. Any English History 

gives an account of the persecutions undergone by the Cath

olics at the hands of the Protestants from the sixteenth un-
1 

til the nineteenth century. During the time when the Prot

estants had the upperhand, however, novelists did not carry 

the persecution into fiction. It was not until after the 

repeal of the Test Act, the passage of the Catholic Eman

cipation Act, and a general relaxation of vigor against the 

Catholics on the part of the Government, that they began to 

1. J.°R. Green, History of England, yol• II, Bk. 4, Chs. 1, 

2, 3; Vol. Ill, Bk. 8, Ch. 2.; L. M. Laurence, Short 

Hist, of Eng., Chs•, 10, 12, 17, 18, 19, 25. 
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2 
regain power, and the novelists took up the Controversy. 

Before that time, most of the English novelists who had in

troduced the Catholic religion into their stories - for ex

ample Horace Walpole in The Castle of Otranto, and Sir 

Walter Scott in his numerous Mediaeval' novels - had treated 

it imaginatively, sympathetically9 and artistically, But 

in a time when that hated Religion was on the winning side, 

it was impossible to represent its beauties; or if its at

tractions were recognized, they were counteracted at once 

by a revelation of its evils - real, or supposed. Many 

Catholic beliefs and practices were denounced by various 

Protestant novelists - by some strongly, by eome feebly. 

In this chapter, some of the objections made to Popery 

in the novels under consideration will be treated topic

ally, and the comments of different novelists noted. They 

reveal the feeling of the time, and the chief charges brought 

against Catholicism quite as well as a history of the age 

could, perhaps better. The unfavorable criticisms on some 

topics are few, and are substantiated only by a few authors; 

others are discussed by almost every writer \\cfoo mentions 

Catholicism. The practices and beliefs condemned by only 

a few will by mentioned first and a few illustrations cited. 

One such topic is the Catholic use of images. For in-

2, See £pp. HQte .9. 
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stance, one novel states that "it was nigh on a thousand 

years after Christ had died ere images were reverenced in 
3 

the Church". And one of Marie Corelli's characters, who 

is represented as having the true view of life and religion, 

declared - 11 Oh, I would have churches built gloriously, — 

but I would have no idolatrous emblems, - no superstitious 
4 

ceremonies within them". The Catholic belief in the cor

ruption of human nature is touched on. Kingsley1s Luke 

Smith says the Church "believes in the corruption of human 

nature. She has no wish to paraphrase away St. Paul* s 

awful words, that 1 in his flesh dwelleth no good thing1, 

by unscientific euphemisms of 1 fallen nature1 or fcorrupt 

humanity5". He brings uo the subject again in connection 
5 

with his comment upon Catholic falsehoods. Kingsley1s 

contempt for Catholic emphasis on the ?saving of the soul1, 

as treated in Yeast, has already been mentioned. In West

ward Hoi he comes back to it again. Eustdce Leigh is always 

striving to save his soul. Sir Richard says of him, - "He 

has yet to learn what losing his life to save it means. — 

Bad men (the Jesuits) have taught him, that it is the 

one great business of everyone to save his own soul after 

3. James Baker, The Gleaming Dawn, p. 148. 

4. Marie Corelli, The Master Christian, p. 233. 

5. Yeast, pp. 72, 147, 148. 
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he dies; --- and that that, and not divine self-sacrifice, 
6 

is the one thing needful11. Even Mrs. V.'ard' s Alan Helbeck 

recognizes that Protestants 166k on Catholic devotions in 

that light. Speaking of his reconciliation to the Church 

he says, - "Since that night I have been my Lord1s. I 

came home here, to do my duty if I could - 1 and save my 

soul1. That seems to you a mere selfish bargain with God 

an 1 egotism* - that you hate. But look at the root of 
7 

fit" Laura once asked Helbeck if he would be willing that 

she should *drop through all eternity1 to make his own 

soul 1 safe'; adding- "It is that horrible egotism of re

ligion that poisons everything". Later a story is told of 

what Sir John Pring3,e said of Bozzy, who turned Catholic 

against his own interests and the wishes of his family. 

"That great lawyer pointed out the worldly disadvantages of 

the step. Bozzy pleaded his immortal soul. Whereupon Bin 

John observed with warmth fchhfc anyone possessing a particle 

of gentlemanly spirit would sooner be damned to all eternity 

than give his relatives so much trouble as Bozzy was giving 
8 

his". It may be questioned whether Mrs. Ward did not 

sometimes entertain this latter sentiment concerning her 

6• Westward Hoi, p. 123. 

7. Mrs. Humphry Ward, Helbeck of Bennlsdale, Vol. II, p. 182. 

8. Helbeck, Vol. II, pp. 173, 198. 
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father's Catholicism. 

The Catholic Church is also said to entertain a low 
9. 

view of womanhood. Likewise the Catholic doctrine con-
10 

cerning baptism is denounced. Neither do Church Councils 

escape. Parrar reveals something of the underhand schem

ing and corruption practiced in connection with even early 
11 

Councils. And Syrian says, in Lothair, - f?as for Church

es depending on Councils, the first council was held more 

than three centuries after the Sermon on the Mount. -— 

I am not yet prepared to transfer my spiritual allegiance 

to Italian Popes and Greek Patriarchs". A little further 

on in the story the approach of the meeting of the last 

Great Council is discussed at length. One of the most 

striking effects in produced by the continual repetition 

by Cardinal Grandison of the statement that the decisions 

of Councils are and have been "inspired by the Holy Ghost"• 

Which statement might be more effective if not made by a 

man noted for deception and double-dealing in the name of 
12 

the Church. One of Kingsley* s priests exclaimed, -

9. Chas. Kingsley, Hypatia, p. 5; Helbeck, Vol. II, pp. 45,55. 

10. See Hypatia, pp. 269, 270; Elisabeth Charles, The 

Chronicles of the Schbnberg-Qotta Family, p. 25. 

11• F. W. Farrar, Gathering Clouds, p. 87. 

12. Earl of Beaconsfield (Ben. Disraeli), Lothair, pp. 41, 

452-455. 
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"Councils? wait until you have seen one. The "blessed Ab

bot Isidore used to say, that if he ever was a bishop -

which he never will be - he is far to honest for that, -

he would never go near one of them; for he nwer had seen 

one which did not call up every evil passion in men* s hearts 

and leave the question more confused with words than they 

found it, even if the whole matter was not settled before

hand by some chamberlain, or eunuch, or cook sent from court 

as if he were an anointed vessel of the Spirit, to settle 
13 

the dogmas of the Holy Catholic Church", 

Mrs. Charles, Bagot, Shorthouse, Marie Corelli, and sev

eral other novelists represent the corruption at Rome. 

Mrs. Charles called Rome a "sanctuary for crime"f Comments 
14 

of the others are not more to the credit of the Church. 

And from what Newman himself said, in a letter previously 
15 

quoted, there is reason to believe that some of these ac

cusations had foundation. Neither did the doctrine of the 

power of "the Keys" or of Purgatory fail to call forth un-
16 

favorable comment. The denial of the right of private 

13. Hypatia, p. 76. 

14. Sch!6nberg-Cotta Family, pp. 148,154, 157; The Master 

Christlaft, pp. 377,535; Richard Bagot, A Roman Mystery, 

pp. 58,226,227,263,319,320; John Inglesant, pp. 411-43S 

15. See Sard's Life of Newman, Vol. I, p. 588. 

16. Master Christian, pp. 214,411; Under 7faich Lord?, p. 205 

Sch&nberg-Cotta Family, pp. 45,48,408,489-492,503-510; 

Yeast, pp. 109-112. 
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17 
judgment, too, came in for its share of condemnation. 

And the belief in Papal infallibility cound not escape cri

ticism. In no novel under consideration is this Matter de-
18 

nunciation better illustrated than in A Roman Mystery. 

Other religious topics are commented upon more in de

tail by some novelists than those just mentioned, but yet 

are not discussed at length. Such a subject is the1lives 

of the Saints'. The Controversy had started theologians 

digging round among the lives of the early Fathers and the 

Saints. Many like Proude had been repelled and disgusted 
19 

when they came to examine into the lives of the Saints. 

In fiction this reaction is exemplified in The SchBnberg-

Cotta Family. The folly of lauding, emulating or exoner

ating the life of Saint Elizabeth is duly illustrated by 

the attempt of Else and Fritz to imitate her. She gafee 

away bread to the poor in direct disobedience to the command 

of her husband; when detected she said it was not bread but 

roses, whereupon the bread in her apron immediately turned 

into roses and she escaped the censure of her husband. The 

children were taught to reverence the story and longed to 

emulate it. On Christmas eve they stole out part of the 

17. Gleaming Dawn, p. 52; A Roman- Mysteryr p. 128; Unrtop 

7/hich Lord? , p • 152 • 

18. A Roman Mystery, pp. 124-134. 

19. See App. ./yrtfP % 
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contents of the pantry and gave them to the poor; when ques

tioned, they followed the example of their patron Saint by 

saying they did not give pies but 'roses' ; and were 

punished for theft and untruthfulness. After that they "un

derstood that caution was needed in transferring the holy 

example of the saints" to their own lives. Else was glad 

that their mother did not feel called to be a saint like 

Elizabeth, who "left her little fatherless children to go 

into a convent1'. There is satire in her conclusion that 

"Perhaps it was this (desertion] that pleased God and the 

Lord Jesus Christ so very much, that they took her [Stl 

Elizabeth} up to be so high in heaven". The legend of St. 

Christopher, too, is told in a way that although beautiful 

as a story for children, becomes absurd in the extreme 

when mature men and women are expected to believe it lit-
20 

erally. In Helbeck of Bannisdale a part of the story of 

St. Francis is told in a way that is not at all to the cre

dit of that Saint, what appears as Christian virtue to 
21 

Catholics often seems far otherwise to Protestants. 

Prayer to the saints is frequently condemned. In 

Gathering Clouds, Farrar, in the person of Vigilantius, 

says - "I/hat need have we to pray to imperfect mortals, 

20. Schbnberg-Cotta Family, pp. 12-15, 47-50. 

21. Helbeck, Vol. II, p. 171. 
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when we can pray to Christ? Is it not monstrous to im

agine that they are more compassionate than He, or that we 

need to thrust their intercession between our souls and His 
,>22 

infinite tenderness? 

Ritual and ceremony are frequently condemned# A few 

instances will suffice to illustrate the objections t£> it• 

The Sch&nberg-Cotta Family sets forth the doctrine that we 

are saved by grace - not ceremony. It accuses the Catholics 

of placing too much Emphasis upon the importance of form and 
23 

outward acts. Cyrillon, in The Master Christian, declaim

ed against vain repetitions• After quoting Christ1s words, 

"When ye pray, use not vain repetitions," etc• - he contin

ued - "Vain repetitions' The Church is full of them, -

choked with them1 The priests who order us to say ten or 

twenty "Paternosters' by way of penance, are telling us to 
24 

do exactly what Christ commanded us not to do". Mrs. 

"Ward could not refrain from expressing her reaction against 

Catholic ceremonies. When her father's religious history 

is recalled, it is evident that she did not speak entirely 

from 'hear-say'. What she says of the preparation of a 

soul for death is worth noting• Laura Fountain "realized 

22. Gathering Clouds, p. 335. 

23. Sch&nberg, p. 294. 

24. (gp. cit., p. 232. 
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« 
the force of the saying that Catholicism is the faith to 

die in" - comments the author. "The concentration of all 

these Catholic minds upoh the dying Augustinia, the busy 

fraternal help evoked by every stage of her 1 via dolorosa1, 

was indeed a marvel to see". Laura called it a work of art 

- "the most wonderful thing of its sort in the world." The 

author explains:-"It was no mere haphazsard series of feel

ings or kindnesses. It was an act - a function - this 1 good 

death* on which the sufferer and those who assisted her 

were equally bent. Something had to be done, a process to 

be gone through; and everyone was anxiously bent upon doing 

it in the right, the prescribed, way - upon omitting nothing. 

The physical fact {of death}, indeed, became comparatively 

unimportant, except as the evoking cause of certain symbol

isms - nay, certain actual and direct contacts between 

earth and heaven, v/hich were the destraction of death it

self - which took precedence of it, and reduced it to insig

nificance". And when the death actually occurs, Helbeck 

has no time to grieve - he is too busy assisting the depart

ing soul on its way by repeating the proper formulas. The 

author shows some first-hand knowledge of Catholic customs 

here, as in many other instances, by quoting some of the 

formulas. Helbeck knelt with his sisters hand in his, and 

said in a steady voice: 

"Receive thy servant, 0 Lord, into the place of salva
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tion, which she hopes from Thy mercy" . "Amen". 

^Deliver, 0 Lord, the soul, of Thy servant from all the 

perils of hell, from pains and all tribulations". 

"Amen". 

"Depart, 0 Christian soul, from this world, in the name 

of God the Father Almighty, who created thee; in the name 

of Jesus Christ the son of the living God, who suffered for 

thee; in the name of the Holy Ghost, who has been poured 

out upon thee; in the name of the angels and archangels; 

in the name of the thrones and dominations; in the name of 

the principalities and powers; in the name of the cherubim 

and seraphim; in the name of the patriarchs and prophets; 

in the name of the holy apostles and evangelists; in the 

name of the holy monks and hermits; in the name of the holy 

virgins, and all the saints of God; let thy place be this 

day in peace, and thy abode in the Holy Sions; through 

Christ our Lord. Amen". 

And when the body had been properly cared for, prayers 
25 

and litanies were recited over it. Mrs. Ward never 

scoffs at Catholicism, but its ceremonies and most if its 

beliefs are impossible to her. They affect her much as they 

did her uncle ?.fatthew Arnold, who said he could as easily 

believe in Jupiter as in Popery. 

25. Helbeck. Vol. II, pp. 287, 288, 320, 321, 324. 
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A few words should be said concerning the absurdity of 

Catholic belief in relics and their virtue. Cardinal Sava-

telli demanded that Ferretti, the criminal, swear, on a ; ' 

piece of wood from the true cross, that he had told the 
26 

truth. It was an appeal to superstition, in the hope of 

thus compelling an unscrupulous man to tell the truth. 

Hobbes is represented as saydmg to John Inglesant, on the 

subject of relica, that the Catholic Church shows us "a mass 

of fooleries and ridiculous conceits and practices, at which, 

but for the use of them, all men must needs stand amazed) 

such rabble of impossible relics, the hay that was in the 

manger, and more than one tail of the ass on which Jesus 

rode into Jerusalem, besides hundreds which for common 
27 

decency no man in any other case would so much as name.11 

Michael, in Gathering Clouds, says that relic worship has 

"led to such gross impostures that sham monks go about 

cheating silly women witht the bones of Noah or Methuselah. 

St. Martin discovered that his people were worshipping 

the relica of an executed criminal, and Bishop Caecilian 

had to reprove a wealthy lady for kissing and hugging a 

supposed martyr1s bones. It is twelve years since Theo-

dosius had to pass a strong edict against this relic-wor-

26. A Roman Mystery, p. 228. 

27. John Inglesant, p. 66. 
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ship, which seemed to him idolatrous and degrading.u On 

Philip1s asking whether relie-worship were not Catholic, 

Michael replied: !?I fear that many things ̂called ? Catholic1 

now-a-days which are neither Scriptural, nor primi-
28 

tive, nor Christian, nor in any sense true," Again Vigi-

lantus says,--"As for relic-worship, even Jerome sneers at 

1 superstitious womanlings * groveling over supposed frag

ments of the true cross," 

In this story of the foufcth century, Farrar is trying 

to show that reverence for relics was then a growing, but 

not an established or fully sanctioned custom -- and hence 

was without the weight of antiquity often ascribed to it. 

Mrs. Ward related an instance of belief in the miraculous 

power of relics. One was loaned by a convent to Laura * s 

step-mother, a finger, it arreared. It made Augustinia 

ineffably happy. She thought she felt better. But Laura 

was repulsed. She had just been reading of the mutilation 

of St. Theresa1s body in order to obtain relics• Her 

thought was, "And to such aids and hopes must a human 
29 

heart come in dying Ifl Many other instances might be giv

en, but these will suffice tfi> indicate the unfriendly 

treatment of the subject of relics in fiction. 

28. Gathering Clouds, pp. 176, 177, 335. 

29. Helbeck, pp. 294-299. 
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To Protestants, one of the great Catholic absurdities 

is the Mass. Some High Churchmen came to favor it. For 

that reason, it became all the more necessary to expose 

its unreasonableness and falsity in order to prevent as 

many as possible from coming under its influence. Many 

novelists make unfavorable comments upon it. Needless to 

say, they are not' always fair to it an' age of Con

troversy is not a time for fairness. Neither side can 

see the tenets of the other without bias. Luther is repre

sented, b$t Mrs. Charles, to have said,— "The mass is a 

bad thing; God is its enemy; it ought to be abolished; 

and I would that throughout the whole world it were super

seded by the Supper of the Gospel." The Jews, too, joined 

in the disapprobation. A rabbi explained,—"Our altar can 

only be raised where our temple is bmllt our temple can 

only rise in the city and on the hill of our God. But, 

(he continued in a low, bitter tone), when our altar and 

temple are restored, it will not be to offer incense to 
30 

a painted image of a Hebrew maiden." Laura Fountain, I 

believe, represents the usual, unsophisticated Protestant 

reaction against a Catholic service. The account of the 

service she attended is that all of it was "gabbled as 

fast as possible, as though the one object of both priest 

30. Schonberg-Cotta Family, pp. 307, 156. 
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and people were to get through and make an end.11 All 

was in one monotonous tone. "Vihat a barbarous and foolish 

business.11 When the priest stood before the tabernacle 

and waves of incense filled the chapel — the effect was 

no better. She noted the devotional aspect of the wor

shippers; and 51 a quick change crossed her face, trans

forming it into passionate contempt.",? On a former occa

sion her response was mueh the same. "God — the Christ 

of Calvary — in that gilt box, upon the altarI The 

young girl1s arms fell by her side in a sudden rigidity. 

A wave of most passionate repulsion swept through her. 

What a gross, what an intolerable superstition1, — how 
31 

was she to live with it, beside it?" Similarly, one 

of the characters in The Gleaming Dawn aska, concerning 

the Host, "And dost thou deem that Christ's body is 

there? Think for thyself; why if that were so, it were 
32 

possible for a man to break Christ's neck." It la a 

great gift of power to be able to turn bread into the bibdy 

of Christ. Friedrich says of Luther (and we perceive the 

author1s disbelief by the phrasing) - "he is a priest; he 

is endued with a power never committed even to the holy 

angels - to transubstantiate bread into God - to sacrifice 

31. Helbeck, Vol. I, pp. 73-75. 

32. Ops. cit.j p. 33. 
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33 
for the living and the dead11. In this connection Hobbe1 s 

statement, to John Inglesant, concerning transubstantiation 

is worth repeating: 

"What freedom of thought or existence will remain to 

you when you have fully accepted the article of transub

stantiation, and truly believe that the priest is able of 

a piece of bread to make absolutely and unconditionally 

our Saviour!s body, and thereby at the hour of death to save 
34 

your soul?11 

These are only a few of the remarks made by writers of 

fiction in disparagement of the Mass. It is so distinctive

ly Catholic that derision of it is almost inescapable for 

those who have little or no sympathy with the beliefs of 

the ancient Communion. 

Another favorite thrust at Catholicism is that many of 

its customs are of pagan origin. Indulgences are said to 
35 

be founded on Aristotle. Aubfey Leigh, in Qhe Master 

Christian, says, - "Roman Christianity is grafted upon 

Roman Paganism. Then the Apostles were all dead, and their 

successors (who had never been in personal touch with 

Christ) came on to the scene of action, they discovered 

that the people of Rome would not do without the worship 

33. Schtinberg-Cotta Family, p. 69• 

34. John Inglesant, ~. 65. 

35• Schbnberg-Cotta Family, p. 180. 
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of women in their creeds, so they cleverly substituted the i 

Virgin Mary for Venus and Diana, They turned the fefcatues 

of the gods and heroes into figures of apostles and Saints, 

They knew it would be unwise to deprive the populace of 

what they had been so long accustomed to, and therefore 

they left them their swinging censers, their gold chalices, 

and their symbolic candles. Thus it was that Roman Catho

licism became, and is still, merely a Christian form of 

Paganism which is made to pay successfully, just as the 

feasts and Saturnalia of ancient days were made to pay as 
36 

spectacular and theatrical pastimes". Breton calls at

tention to the fact that fastnacht was a pagan carnival 

sanctioned by the Church to be celebrated just before Lent 

began, !lto point to the moral of the days of penance which 
37 

followed." But it is Charles Reade - the man who was so 

careful that all he said in fiction was capable of substan

tiation in fact - who had made the strongest charge of Pag

anism against Catholic practices• Fra Colonna, wise in 

worldly wisdom, was presumably introduced for the purpose 

* of revealing the/history of revered Church customs• Con

cerning the Flagellants - who flog themselves for their 

own and other1s sins - he asked, - "What has He (ChristJ 

36. Op. cit., pp. 301, 302. 

37 • True Heart, pp. 160, 161. 
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to do with this? This was a custom in Rome six hundred 

years "before he was born. The boys used to go through the 

streets, at the Lupercalia, flogging themselves. A 

foolish trick this flagellation; but interesting to the by

stander; reminds him of the grand old heathen. We are so 

prone to forget all we owe them". He says the 1 invocation 

of saints1 is heathen. "The heathen used to pray to their 

Divi or deified mortals to intercede with the higher cl&ity; 

but the ruder minds among them, incapable of nice distinct

ions, worshiped these lesser gods they should have but in

voked. And so do the mob of Christians in our day, follow

ing the heathen vulgar by unbroken traditions. For in 

Holy Writ is no polytheism of any sort or kind". He ex

plains further, that each pagan had some favorite deified 

mortal to whom he prayed much more frequently than to his 

Deity, ias did the Catholics. In like manner, both Pagans 

and Catholics made images, and kneeling before them, adored 

them. Jerome, the orthodox priest, interposed that the 

most sacred Christian images had dropped from heaven. The 

friar waved his declaration aside. "If they come from the 

sky, our worst sculptors are our angels." But they did not 

fall from heaven, he aff&rms, but have their pagan prede

cessors. The Trojans feigned that their Palladium fell 

from heaven. "The Greeks took this fib home, and soon 

it rained statues on all the Grecian cities and their 
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Latin apes". The tradition of the picture of the Virgin 

that hung lustrous in the air above Rome and was placed in 

St. Peter1s Church by the Pope, the friar calls only an 

imitation of the story of Numa's shield, "indeed we owe 

all our Palladiumcula, and all our speaking, nodding, wink

ing, sweating, bleeding statues, to these poor abused 

heathens," - concerning which he gives specific instances, 

e.g.- "Kissing of images, and the Pope!s toe, is Eastern 

Paganism. The Egyptions had it of the Assyrians, the Greeks 

of the Egyptians, the Romans of the Greek, and we of the 

Romans, whose Pontifex Maximus had his toe kissed under the 

Empire. Tulley tells us of a fair image of Hercules at 

Agrigentum, whose chin was waxm by kissing." - Again, "Our 

infant baptism is Pagan, with the font and the signing of 

the child1s brow. Our throwing three handfuis of earth on 

the coffin, and saying Must to dust1, i& Egyptian". Incen

se and holy water are Pagan and were used for the same pur

poses as by the Church. "7/e celebrate the miraculous Con

ception of the Virgin on the 2nd. of February. The old 

Romans celebrated the miraculous Conception of Juno on the 

2nd. of February". Several other similar instances are 

cited. "At the gate of San Croce our courtesans keep a 

feast on the 20th of August. Ask them whyt The little 

noddles can not tell you. On that wry spot stood the tem

ple of Venus. Her building is gone; but her rite remains"• 
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The doctrine of Purgatory was taken from Plato and Virgil, 

Jerome declared he took it from St. Gregory. "St. Gregory 

was not so nice", responded the friar, "he took it from 

Virgil" - and he quotes the corresponding passages from 

the two writers, "Our1 prayers for the dead1 come from Asia 

with Aeneas". The numerous altars - instead of one altar, 

like the monotheistic Jews' - are Pagan. "Our very devil 

is the god Pan, horns and hoofs and all5 but blackened. 

Jainus bore the keys of heaven before St. Peter. All our 

really old brohzes of the Virgin and Child are Venuses and 

Cupids"• Jerome bade him read the 1 Lives of the Saints1, 

to which he replied - "Well, I have read them, and many a 

dear old Pagan acquaintance I found there. The best fict

ions in the book are Oriental, and are known to have been 

current in Persia and Arabia eight hundred years and more 

before the dates the Church assigns to them as facts. As 

for the true Western figments, they lack the Oriental 

plausibility" Some of the incredibles are mentioned, such 

as lions turning sextons to assist Anthony in the burial 

of Paul of Thebes. And lastly, he mentioned the vestments 

of the priests, which are all Pagan with the exception of 

the girdle and the stole which are Jewish. Jerome objected 

that the tonsure was not Pagan, for the year was known "in 

which the Church did first ordain it". To which the friar 

rejoined, "But not invent it, Jerome. The Barbarians wore 
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it a few hundred years ere that" - and he traced its histoy 

from nation to nation. Jerome suggested that he should be 

burned at the stake for such heresy. To which the friar 

retorted - "And that is Pagan. Burning of menfs bodies for 
O 38 

the opinions of their souls is a purely Pagan custom. 

YJhat could be better fitted to dim the luster and removethe 

sacredness of Catholic customs than such revelation? 

A few instances of the attacks made on the Church 6n 

account of the superstition and ignorance within it should 

be cited. It is often said that in order to retain their 

hold, it is necessary for the priests to keep people ignor

ant. In The Master Christian, a priest tells a young lady 

that a certain book she is reading is on the 5Index1. Her 

response is, - "Yes, of course it would be! I have often 

wondered why so much fine literature is condemned by the 

Church, - and do you know, it occurred to me the other d§cy 

that if our Lord had written what he said in the form of a 
39 

book, it might be placed on the 1Index1 also" • Marie 

Corelli is never complimentary to the Catholics. In Helbeck 

of Bannisdale the idea is advanced that the Catholic Church 

is at war with history. "The Catholic war with history — 

is perennial5. History in fact is the great rationalist; and 

38. The Cloister and The Hearth, pp. 505, 506, 574-582. 

39. Op• bit., p. 354. 
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the Catholic conscience is scandalized by her. And so we 

have these pitiful little books which simply expunge 

history, or make it afresh. And we have a piece of Jesuit 

Apologia, like this paper of Leadham1s - so charming, in 

a sense, so scholarly! and yet one feels through it a cry 

of the soul - the Catholic arraignment of history, that she 
40 

is what she is! Me find it in Newman - often". The Mas

ter Christian, a heretical friar is held up for admiration. 

He affirms, - "I have never for an instant believed half 

what I have asked you to believe. —- The intellectual men 

of France, whether clergy or laity, are in a difficult sit

uation. Their brains are keen and clearj and, intellect

ually speaking, they are totally unable to accept the Church 

superstitions of the tenth and twelfth centuries. But in 

rejecting superstition it would ha&e been quite possible 

to have held them fast to sublime faith in God and an Im

mortal Future, had the Church caught them when slipping, and 

risen to the mental demand made upon her resources"; but 
41 

the Vatican thunddred - "Discussion cannot be tolerated." 

Under Which Lord? is bitter against the Catholics, as be

ing the instigators of Ritualism. In this novel the begin

ning of superstition is attributed to a surpliced choir. 

40. 6p. cit., Vol. II, p. 228. 

41. 6p. cit., p. 184. 
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nThe game usually begins with a well-traindd surpliced 

choir, —» the game that ends in the denial of all freedom 

of thought, and the substitution of the most monstrous sup

erstition for truth1'. Similarly, Richard said, - "If you 

go over ("to Catholicism, Anglican or Roman] you will lose 

the best birthright of your manhood; and the price that you 

will pay for your reconciliation with falsehood and mental , 

oppression will be your freedom and your intelligence." 

But when someone suggested that Mr. Lascelies deserved kill

ing, Richard calmly replied, - "Better kill the supersti

tious ignorance whence he draws his power. The people who 

mislead are as much to be pitied as those who are misled. 
42 

They believe what they teach"• 

Reade placed few limits on Catholic credulity. He gave 

them credit for believing that the wax images of the heads of 

St. Peter and St. Paul were the real heads of those Apos

tles . Belief in the reality of the Vernicle, too, was a mar

vel to him. It was exibited only for a moment so that 

no one saw it distinctly, but the people accepted it for 

what they were told that it was• He narrated a scene in 

which a priest exercised the evil spirit in a demoniac. An 

impostor made the populace believe that his pretended sores 

had been "cured by a miracle • Mark* s body stole from a cre-

42. Under Lhich Lord?, pp. 22, 79, 334. 
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vice in its casket and revealed to the assembly of priests 
43 -

its forgotten burial place. Reade has not greatly over

drawn the picture, for Catholic writers themselves have 
44 

shown their credulity to be great. And, as for super

stition and ignorance -- they are the most natural charges 

that could be made against a class of people who turn the it) 

souls and their intellects over to another's keeping as 

completely as do the Catholics. 

The Pope is often mentioned by novelists with dispar

agement. Fritz was astonished that the religious humility 

of His Holiness would permit him to employ the pomp and 
45 

splendor of a monarch. In True Heart we are told that 

the Pope approved of Councillor Trueherz, who was a grafter 
46 

and scheming politician. In John Inglosant a papal elec

tion is described. It was no more free from intrigues 

than if the Pope were not divinely chosen. One night 

Inglesant caught sight of a very bad man, from the outside 

world, slipping around among the curtains of the Vatican — 

though no outsider wr.s to be admitted until after the elec

tion. f?The next morning, at the scrutiny after early mass, 

43. Cloister and the Hearth, pp. 507,505,498-500,428,458. 

44. See Ch. V on the Credulity in Callista, and Fabiola. 

45. Schflnberg-Cotta, pp. 149, 150. 

46. Op. cit., p. 247. 
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Fabius Chigi, Cardinal and Secretary of State, was, by 
47 

more than two-thirds of the whole Conclave, elected Pope" 

This inference is not to the credit of the!theory, ofca di

vine choice. The Gleaming Dawn reproduces in fiction the 

history of the time when there were two Popes and then 

three — the time of the 1 Great Schism1, which did so much 

toward destroying belief in the infallibility of the Pope; 

because each Pope had his ardent followers, but no one 

knew just which one was infallible. The question arose — 

if one Pope were not infallible, why any? Then the three 

Popes were all dethroned, which was not- to the credit of 

their Holiness. The affair taught the people irreverence 

for Popes, because all looked upon two out of the three as 
48 

impostors. Marie Corelli is more severe yet. Manuel, 

who turned out to be the Christ, defined the Pope as ''The 

Head of the Church. One who holds an office constituted 

by man long after Christ. It was founded upon the name 

and memory of the Apostle Peter, who publicly denied all 

knowledge of His Master." At another time, when the Pope 

required Manuel to kneel to him, the Child replied --"I 

may not kneel to any man.-- but to God onlyI For it is 

written, 'Call no man your Father upon the earth, for One 

47. Op. cit., Ch. 30. 

48. Op. cit., pp. 36, 93, 102, 104, 105, 191. 
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Is your Father which is in Heaven. Neither be ye called 

Masters, for One is your Master, even Christ.' How then — 

can ye be called 'Father?' or 'Holy?' For there is 

none Holy but God!" Again he asked --"Why are you here, 

shut away from the cities,and the people? Should you not 

be among them? Why do you stay here alone?" Then in a 

long speech the Child implored him to come out into the 

world of sin and degradation as did Christ, whose represen-
49 

tative he claim«4to be. Surely none of this is conducive 

to making converts for Catholicism. 

The Papal desire for temporal power, also, is an abom

ination to Protestants. In Lothair the commonly accepted 

idea, that the Papal government has boen a curse to Italy. 
50 

is expressed. High Catholic Churchmen are represented as 

plotting against the freedom of the people. Westward Hoi, 

represents the Pope as exercising his temporal power by ab

solving British subjects frfcm their allegiance to their 
51 

king, after England became a Protestant nation. Eberhard 

did not approve of the Papal Patrimony. "I like it not. — 

This eagerness of the Pope about the patrimony of the Bish

op of Rome must sadly hamper his activity as Christ's re-
52 

gent on earth!ft A Roman Mystery has much to say concern-

49. The Master Christian, pp. 404, 414, 415-420. 

50. Lothair, p. 265. 

51. Qp. ., p. 67. 

52. True Heart, p. 248. 
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ing the temporal power of the Pope. The Cardinal express

es the opinion that the misrule in Savoy was caused by the 

Pope5 s having been "despoiled of his divinely given sover

eignty" there. Whereas, Lodovico, on the other hand says 

concerning the corruption in politics at Rome, - "it is 

largely due to the action of the Vatican in striving to pre

vent the most respectable members of society from using 
53 

their civil rights11 • Cardinal Savatelli is represented 

as believing, or it- least stating the opinion, that polit

ical views should be largely determlndd by religious sym

pathies; and that the "cause of religion demands the res

toration to the Church of the latter1s sovereign rights and 

power11. He said it was inevitable that religion and polit

ics should be ihtermixed; that "the church was given tem

poral authority in order that she might more fully exercise 

that spiritual dominion over the minds of men which is the 

principal part of her divine commission. Take away the 

one and you cripple and paralyse the free action of the 

other". The Protestant opinion is expressed in Princess 

Helen1s rejoinder - "The foundation of an earthly kingdom 

does not appear to me to have been a part of the scheme of 
54 

the originator of Christianity"• 

53. ®p. cit., pp. 84, 253. 

54. A Roman Mystery, pp. 125, 126. 
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Some of the historical novels attempt to create sent

iment against the Catholic Church, which makes her boast 

that she never changes, by representing some of the cruel

ties and horrors of the Inquisition, The Gleaming Dawn and 

Westward Ho are good examples of such novels. The former 

represents the Church as paying rewards for the arrest and 

delivery of heretics into her 'loving hands'. It also af

firms that those whom the Church culled out from her member

ship and slew as heretics were the people of the purest 

lives and most genuine religious experience. They were the 

ones with Protestant tendencies; and all things Protestant 

are necessarily good, all things Catholic are bad in a per

iod of controversy. The cruelty and heartlessness of the 

Church in her persecution of heretics is fully described 

together with all her mediaeval methods and instruments of 

torture• Great stones were tied to the feet of one poor 

wretch, who doubted the doctrine of the real presence or 

transubstantiation, 11 and with his wrists he was swung up 
* 

to a tree and let fall, until he was nigh the ground, so 

that his Bones were nigh broken". After this had been re

peated many times, he was burned by torches, as he hung by 

his wrists on the tree, aye, even to the bowels,that he 

died". More complicated instruments of torture were em-
i 

ployed in the trial of Master Peter and Master John, while 

Lady Gertrude was finally walled up alive in a niche in a 
55 

castle wall. Kings ley derides the jbretended love of the 

55. tip. cit., pp. 249, 264, 310, 369-387. 
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Church for souls in thus sedding them to the future life, 

y a s it believed, unprepared, Eustfce said he loved Rose1s 

soul and therefore he handed her body over th the Inquis

ition. It appears from the story rather that he was jeal

ous than that he truly loved. Frank Leigh, saved from the 

fury of savage negroes, had been reserved for the more del

icate cruelty of civilized and Christian men. The church

men called it 1 duty1, l&veparental love1. The tyrnany 

of the Chttnch over the intellects of men is brought forward. 

Those who did not approve of the Inquisition dared not make 

their opposition known. This fact is illustrated by the 

opinions of the Monk and the commandent captured by Amyas 
56 

Leigh. r/hile the picture of the Inquisitors and their 

work may be slight 1;/ overdrawn at times by the novelists, 

yet in the main, history bears them out in their represent

ations. But fewer read history than fiction, as our authors 

well knew, so that the education of the public in regard to 

the history and nature of the Inquisition could be best ac

complished through fiction. 

All non-Catholic novels treating of the Reformation 

period of necessity condemn Indulgences. Reade brought to 

light the provision whereby an assassin could be forgiven 
57 

of his crime before it had been committed. In True 

56. Westward Ho, pp. 350, 393-96, 458-82. 

57. Cloister and The Hearth, pp. 548, 549• 
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Heart, the opinion is advanced that the preachers of Indul

gences got the crowds because the masses prefer the talk of 

a fool to that of a wise man. The ease with which indul

gences might be secured is illustrated by a monk's offerirg 
58 

the land-lord one in payment for his lodging. The Gleam

ing Dawn purports to give an extract from the exhortation 

of a pardoner: lfHere are pardons for all sins great or 

small, holy indulgences from the Holy father at small price, 

for money or for kind, for jewels or for goods. Have you 

sinned and incurred the Holy wrath? then bpy my pardons; 

and however great the sin, kiss these holy rcliques". In 

the same novel, one of the characters affirms that a par

don is conceived by some to have more power than repentance", 

a thing a man or woman may buy for a few coins; nay, for 

half a mark a man may be loused from the punishment of mur

der; and a priest for keeping a concubine; and what 

crime is there a man may not be freed from, if he can but 

pay two marks? Aye, by the church, but think ye that God 

reads these pardons? or the hearts of they that sell and 
59 

they that bpyl" Mrs. Charles makes use of the teaching 

that a look at the Veronica (the preserved picture of Christ 

miraculously imprinted on the handkerchief on which he wiped 

58. 0>p. cit., pp. 234, 21. 

59 • Op. cit., pp. 25, 149. 
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his face on the way to Calvary), when exibited by the priests, 

insured seven thousand years indulgence from penance. The 

folly of it was the greater because when Fritz and Luther 

looked at what was held up for a moment to the public gaze, 

they saw nothing but a white cloth. Yet on what they saw 

in that moment depended the promise of a release from seven 

thousand years of penance. A thousand years of indulgence 

was promised for crawling up the steps of what was presum

ably Pilatefs house on ones hands and knees. Mrs. Charles 

embodies the story that Luther, when in Home, started to 

avail himself of the blessed privileges of this ascent. 

The historic account of the incident is well known - of 

how he paused , stood erect and walked down after complete 

ing half of the ascent. His slogan - "The just shall live 

by faith" had suddenly occurred to him. Thy need he do 

penance! Mrs. Charles says he came down ?,like a man sud

denly loosed from bonds and fetters, and with the firm step 

of "freedom". In another instance it is stated that indul

gences are "a bargain between the priests who love money 

and the people who love Sin11. This is a terse statement of 

the Protestant opinion concerning indulgences. Mrs. Charles, 

also gives the wording of a letter of indulgence. - I have 

had no means of testing its authenticity; but the reading 

public would accept it as authentic, consequently it served 

its purpose in our study, as well one way as the other. 
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It is one of Dr. Fetzel's, and reads as follows: 

"I absolve thee from all the excesses, sins, and crimes 

which thou hast committed, however great and enormous they 

may be. I remit to thee the pains, thou mightest have had 

to endure in purgatory. I restore thee to participation 

in the sacraments. I encorporate thee afresh into the com

munion of the church. I reestablish thee in the innocence 

and purity in which thou mast at the time of thy baptism. 

So that, at the moment of thy death, the gate by which souls 

pass into the place of torments will be shut upon thee; . 

while, on the contrary, that which leads to the paradise 

of joy will be open unto thee, and if thou art not called 

on to die soon, this grace wil}. remain unaltered for the 

time of thy latter end.1' But a stronger argument against 

indulgences, to Protestants, than their absurdity even, 

was the one used by Aunt Agnes when she said that she could 
60 

find nothing in the Bible "about buying pardons". 

The old Catholic idea of escaping sin and temptation 

by leading the life of a hermit is condemned in several 

novels. Farrar describes a group of hermits who came out 

of their caves to do a service to humanity for once. They 

looked scarcely human. They were clad in leather,skins 

and rags. Their hair was unkempt, and many of them had not 

60. Schfenberg-Cotta Family, pp. 121, 154, 199, 200, 231. 
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washed for years. "Their features were gaunt and grimy, 
61 

their gestures uncouth, repellent, yet commanding". 

Hermitage is condemned because it does not produce good re

sults. St. Chrysosbom1 s "health had been forever shattered 
62 

by the unnatural privations of his hermitage. The same 

was true of Gerard in The Cloister and The Hearth. On one 

occasion the author said of him - "Lowered by fasting and 

unnerved by solitude, the once strong man was hysterical, 

and nearly fainting". By long prayers, fasting, flogging, 

torture, icewater baths, and the like, he had become too 

much enfeebled to carry the little Gerard for his mother, 

at which Margaret exclaimed - "alas I alas I I mind when thou 

wouldst have run with the child on one shoulder and the , 
63 

mother on tother"• A certain hermit was reported never 

to show his face to mortal man, which was a sign of holi

ness . "Then what a saint a door mouse must be". exclaim-
64 

ed Margaret in derision. But hermitage is not only con

demned because it enfeebles the body, or does not insure 

holiness, but because Protestants believe the principle, is 

wrong. Margaret showed Gerard "that his present life was 

61. Gathering Clouds, p. 53. 

62. Ibid., p. 41. 

63. Op. cit., pp. 727, 736. 

64. Ibid., p. 686. 
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only a higher kind of selfishness, spiritual egotism; where

as a priest had no more right to care only for his own soul 

than only for his own body"; and counciled him to afrk his 

soldier friend ?tif ever he skulked in a hole and shunned 

the battle because forsooth in battle is danger as well as 
65 

glory and duty". Kingsley expresses the same opinion 

more at length. It is almost in derision of the idea, that 

he has a monk who desires to become a hermit say, - "Men 

have lived like the beasts already, that they might at the 

same time live like angels - and why should not I also?" 

In pursuance of the discussion the head monk, attempting to 

dissuade his companion, says, - "Many a man I have seen who, 

in his haste to fly from the fiends without him, has for

gotten to close the door of his heart against worse fiends 

who were ready to harbour within him. Many a monk, friend, 

changes his place but not the anguish of his soul. I 

have known those, too, who have been so puffed up by those 

very penances which were meant to humble them, that they 

have despised all means of grace, as though they were al

ready perfect, and have lived in selfglorying dreams 

and visions suggested by the evil spirits. — Better to 

be anxious for others than only for thyself. Better to 

have something to love - even something to weep over - than 

65. Ibid., p. 733. 
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to bdcome in some lonely cavern thine own world - perhaps, 

as more than one whom I have known, thine own God. I 

say, that by fleeing into solitude a man cuts himself off 

from all which makes a Christian man; from law, obedience, 

fellow-help, self-sacrifice - from the communion of saints 

itself". And when his companion assured him that he would 

pray for his fellow-men in his desert cave, the old monk 

replied - "He who cannot pray for his brothers whom he does 

see, and whose sins and temptations he knows, will pray but 

dully for his brothers whom he does not see, or for 
66 

anything else" • Of course we know that all this is only 

Kingsley's own opinion, and that in all probability no 

monk ever said such things to a brother monk. But it has 

doubtless had the effect upon his readers that the author 

intended, i.e., caused them to strengthen their prejudices 

against Catholic customs. Farrar does., practically • the 

same thing. He represents a hermit as questioning with 

himself whether he does well to lead the life he does. 

His questionings are reported thus, - "Had he, after all, 

done right in the adoption of a life so far removed from 

the ordinary conditions of humanity! Was there this un-

bridged abyss between the secular and the religious? Was 

Selfishness the less selfish by being expanded to infini-

66• Charles Kingsley, Hypatla, pp. 116, 117• 
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tude? Had not God, vino placed us in the world, intended 

USL to work in it, and being in it without being of it, to 
Wf 

use it without abusing it?" These arguments against herm

itage are' rendered all the stronger by being placed in the 

mouths of the offenders themselves. 

The remaining eight topics which are to be discussed in 

this chapter are concerned v/ith the Catholio beliefs and 

practices most widely and severely condemned by Protestants, 

and hence by their writers of fiction. Among these should 

be considered some of the views presented by novelists in 

condemnation of c6favents, monks and nuns. Only a few out 

of the many will be cited here. In A Roman Mystery, a 

Catholic character remarks concerning nuns - "I think it a 

waste of existence, myself, in these days in which there 

is work enough for everybody in the world". One woman in 

the speaker1s family had committed suicide. "The others"f 

he said, "have only killed themselves morally, not physic-
68 

ally, and gone into convents". 

In The Gleaming Dawn, Master Peter expresses the opinion 

67. Gathering Clouds, p. 43. 

68. Op. cit., pp. 68, 74, 75. 
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that God has not "sent fair women into the world to be veil

ed, and hid, and tortured within four walls, that they live 

not out half their natural days. How can they thus visit 

the fatherless and widovsj or succour their kind, and there-
69 

in, doth not Holy Writ say, is true religion". In Hel-

beck of Bannisdale a girl is represented as deserting moth

erless younger brothers and sisters and home duties in 
70 

order to become a nun. True Heart gives several accounts 
71 

of nuns who were not virtuous. Kingsley thought monas

tic discipline cruel and severe. He cited Cyril as an ex

ample of an ungodly headmaster. The portrayal of his 

spiteful, greedy, thieving attack upon the Jews is espec

ially detestable, when associated with a churchman. To 

blacken him further, a quotation is inserted from a church -

man who wrote just after Cyril1s decease, - "His death 

made those who survived him joyful; but it grieved most 

probably the dead; and there is cause to fear, lest find

ing his presence too troublesome, they should send him back 

to us. May it come to pass, by your prayers, that he 

may obtain mercy and forgiveness, that the immeasurable 

grace of God may prevail over his wickedness In Such an 

69. jp. cit., p. 146. 

70• Q?p. cit., Vol. I, p. 173. 

71. Hypat!'&-• •, pp. 225, 226, 236. 
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account does no honor to the head of one of the leading 
72 

monasteries of his day. Neither does Reade spare im

proper monks, .7 i thin a convent Denys made acquaintance 

with some drunken, rollic&ng monks, who indulged in i&lic-
73 

it and immoral practices. And, since the origin of the 

attack on monasteries and convent life lies in the Luther

an Reformation it is quite proper that The Chronicles of 

The Schbnberg-Cotta Family should present the errors and 

evils of convent life. '.Then Luther became a monk he was 

not allowed to see his friends for a long time and then not 

to converse with them. His old companions were made to 

feel the force of the statement that he was 'dead to the 

world1• He and Fritz entered the convent to find peace , 

but their intense spiritual struggles reveal that they did 

not find it in that way. Fritz finally found it, as had 

Luther, through the doctrine of salvation by faith - not 

works. When the new doctrine was understood, both Fritz 

and his family regretted that he had not known it before 

he took the monastic vows, for then he need never have 

taken them. The charge is made that the monks and holy per

sons leave the world in sin while they seek their own sal

vation. And after the New-Testament was translated into 

German, the 1 sisters1 grieved because there ?;ere no precepts 

72. Hypatia, pp. 6, 7, 53, 69, 338. 

73• Cloister and The Hearth, pp. 202-205. 
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for nuns in the Scrirture. Indeed, one of the great pur

poses of the story is to set forth the teaching that the 

way to save one's soul and to be truly religious is to 
74 

stay in the world and develop one1s virtues naturally. 

Not only monks, but priests of all kinds are repeatedly 

censured and condemned. Under Which Lord depicts the evils 

of priestly domination more vividly and vehemently than any 

other novel under consideration. It not only denounces 

one priest, but priests in all ages. To Hermione1s charge 

that Richard thought her clergyman a monster, he responded, 

--"No, not a monster, only a priest; the consecrated enemy 

to truth and freedom; the barrier 5 ex-off icio? to progress.11 

And on being told that reason had heen the greatest curse 

of man, he answered,--"! think I know a greater curse; 

superstition and priestcraft; which have done the human 

race more harm than reason and knowledge have yet been 
75 

able to make good.11 Hans Miiller said the priests did 

not care about the wrongs and suffering inflicted upon the 

peasants. "What do they care so long as they get their 

tithe and tribute, their geese on St. Martin's day and 

their sheaves en the feast of St. Leonhadd?" A dis

graceful squabble over a dying Burgomaster's confession 

74. Schdnberpr-Collxa. pp. 61,66,82-85,125,126,175,183, 
225,226,233, 303. 

75. pp. cit., pp. 15-22, 34, 146. 
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is related. Not being certain who "had the best knowledge 

of the road to heaven15 he had been confessing to friars of 

various orders. On his death bed he sent for a Dominican. 

"The others, having heard of it, all came flocking to the 

house to bid him remember their foundations in his will.11 

On the arrival of the parish priest, he refused to give the 

dying man the extreme unction unle: s he himself heard the 

last confession; "as he was accountable for his town flock 

and could not administer the sacrament:-., unless he was 

acquainted with the state of his parishioners1 consciences', 

The friars rattled off the parson soundly, calling 

him ass, and pastor of swine and what not; and he in turn 

handled the reverend fathers very scurvily, till it fared 

as if there would be a blcody fray at the bedside, only 

that in the midst of the uproar the worthy Burgomaster 

gave up the ghost, and there was an end of the matter, 

seeing that his last will was made and he could not 

return to alter it.ri "Then it was not anxiety for his 
76 

soul that made all this pother?" inquired a listener. 

There is no villainous crime of which priests have not 

been accused. Nay, in fiction, they are even made to 

ownjerimes themselves, to recognize the extent of their 

own baseness, and to excuse it. Such pictures are over-

76. Frederick Breton, True Heart, pp. 41, 9&, 92. 
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drawn, of course. They show, however, what the authors 

"believe the priesthood capable of, and what they would have 

'the public believe of them. In Gathering Clouds, the priests 

are represented as having bribed a slave to assassinate 

Chriestome, the Archbishop of Constantinople, who would 
77 

not sanction their corruption. Hypatia was brutally 

murdered in a church at the foot of the very cross by 

priests, or as Kingsley-says, by "hell-hounds.11 And this 
78 

story is not wholly fiction. The Master Christian depicts 

a despicable Qhurchman, Gherardi, plotting to clear a 

criminal in order to advance the cause of the Church. 

flAh, the Churcht Excellent institution! Like charity, 

it covers a multitude of sins!" exclaimed Varillo, the 

criminal. "It exists for that object,11 answered Gherardi, 

the Pope * s trusted secretary, "Its own it covers, - - and 

shows up the villainies of those who sin outside its jur

isdiction." He makes it clear to the VillaiO that he is 

not aiding him for his own sake, but because the Church 

needs his services. "If I saw you lying in the road at 

my feet dying for want of a drop of water, I would not 

give it to you!" declared that sainted priest. "What I 

do, I do for myself and the Church1." But the greatest 

77• Op. cit., p. 432 . 

78. Hypatia, rp. 322, 323 • 
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slander to the Church lies in its reason for needing the 

services of Varillo:— "We of the Church choose you as the 

tool wherewith to work our vengeance• And why? Because 

you are a born liar1 — because you can look straight 

into the eyes of a man or woman, and swear to a falsehood 

without flinching! — because you are an egotlfet and will 

do anything to serve yourself — because you have neither 

heart nor conscience, nor soul nor feeling,—because you 

are an animal in desires and eypetite,— because of this, 

I say, we yoke you to our chariot wheels, lmowing you 

may be trusted to drive over and trample down the creat

ures that might be valuable to you if they did no stand 

in your way!" And to add further to the shame of the 

priesthood, he continued,— you are as "unscrupulous as 

I am myselfAnd again,—"You have discovered yourself 

to be exactly as the devil made you. You tried to 

ki: 1 something that stood in your way,— I admird you 
, 79 for that! I would do the same myself at any moment!" 

And then he proposed a diabolical plot to this man. 

Reinhold Kerver is a good example of an unworthy priest. 

He cultivated the art of fascinat'ng men and women, 

"on the principle that men gain their ends far more surely 

79. Op. cit., pp. 535-537. 
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by fraud than by violence.t! He joined the Reformation 

party merely to serve his own ends, caring nothing for 

either Chtlrch or creeds, but only for his. personal ad

vancement. He scrupled at no deception. At the same 

time he was planning both a secret marriage (or a bogus 

marriage) with a Jewess and a public one with a wealthy 

cousin. Yet Breton was fairfer to the Church then most 

writers. Because he invented bad priests, he did not 

attempt to represent that all priests are alike, but re

peatedly had the opinion expressed by some character that 

ndt all are bad. One said,— "I take it, it is in the 

Church as in the army; some are serious, deserving men, 

others are roystering ne1er-do-wells, and some are sneak

ing, thieving knaves.5' And of Kerver it was said,— "It 

is not Rome, but those who misrepresent her, that are at 

fault, and it is just such men as this Kerver — men of 

iron sould, and no conscience! — who are tearing to 
80 

pieces the fabric of the Church.11 Such concessions 

do not make the priesthood or the Church particularly 

more attractive, but are fairer than a wholesale con

demnation of the Church because many of her represen

tatives are vile. In Gathering Clouds, a bishop is 

80. True Heart, pp. 264,358,366, 94, 105. 
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charged with the crimes of simony, embezzlement, luxury, 

theft, malversation, misprision of murder, and incon

tinence, But through bribery and the assistance of other 

corrupt churchmen, he was not convicted. In the same 

work, two chapters are devoted to the corruption of Theo^-.i 

philus, a bishop of Alexandria in the fourth century. One 

of Chry sostom* s secretaries said of him,--"this Patriarch 

of Alexandria, this successor of Athanasius, is the wicked-
81 

est man I ever hoard of, even in the Church." History 

bears out the first part of the affirmation, and public 

opinion concerning the general vileness fcf priests sanctions 

the closing phrase. 

Intimately associated with the general'y accepted idea 

that the majority of priests are and always have been bad 

men is the familiar accusation that Catholics are under

handed. The representation of this idea in fiction has 

been alluded to in the cases of Kerver and the Bishops, 

cited above, and need not be widely expanded upon here. 

In passing, mention might be made of the threat of Father 

Holt to reveal a Castlewood-family -secret-'if that-Lord'"'1> 

did not assist in a political plot in which the Church 
82 

was interested. The condemnation of the underhand deal-

81. Op. cit.. pp. 311-317, 366, Chs. 43, 44. 

82. wm. M. Thackeray, Henry Esmond, pp. 177, 178. 
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ings already noted in Under" Which Lord? was directed 

more particularly against the Anglican Catholics rather 

than against the Roman, btit may be thought of as apply

ing to both. The other two novels which deal most exten

sively with Catholic underhand policies are A Roman Mystery 

and lothair. In the former, an amusing incident is relate 

ed. Both the Cardinal and Princess Brancaleone had re

ceived a certain piece of information; each was desirous 

of ascertaining whether the other had heard it; each in

vented clever schemes for discovering the extent of thh 

knowledge of the other; both failed; but neither consid

ered for a moment the advisability of a frank conversation 

on the topic which engrossed the thoughts of both. The in

ference is that perfect frankness would not have been Cath

olic. The Cardinal endeavoured to flatter Princess Helen 

by representing to her the desire of the Pope to meet her, 

and there was general scheming on the part of the Church

men to win the Princess to the politics of the Church. 

When all other attemp s had failed, the Cardinal deter

mined to use a secret portion of the family history that 

had been accidentally brought to his knowledge, in order 

to force Prince Lodoveco to join the Church party. If he 

refused the Cardinal would expose the secret and thereby 

disgrace the mother of the Prince and the memory of his 

father. A strangely loir c ondescension for a holy man to 
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make. While the Cardinal was pondering on the secret which 

a criminal had confided to him, the informant was curious 

to know what were the thoughts of His Reverence. "He 

would have been not a little a tonished if he could have 

read them and discovered^that the prince of the Church was 

engaged in a rapid mental calculation as to whether he 

could not enter into partnership with the artisan, and 

earn his hushmoncy also, by so using his knowledge of the 

Princess Brancaleonefs secret as to finally secure the 

adherence of the Casa Montelupi to the political aims and 

aspirations of the Holy See." He next turned infommant 

and delivered his valuable witness over to the officers 

as a convenient way of getting did of any further annoy-
83 

ance from him. 
as 

Disraeli is just rabid as Bagot in his representation 

ofi Catholic duplicity and underhand dealing. One of Lo-

thair1s guardians was an Anglican clergyman who entered 

the Church of Rome and became a Cardinal before his guar

dianship expired. This Cardinal Grandison set his heart 

upon the conversion of Lothair, who was very rich, as soon 

as he became of age. He introduced the youth into an at

tractive Catholic family, whose members were instructed to 

do all in their power to influence him in favor of their 

83. Op. cit., pp. 58,121,122,227, 263, 267, 270-272. 
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Religion. The assistance and friendship of priests were 

enlisted, and all concerned bestirred themselves to se

cure Lothair1s attendance at all the more impressive 

Church services. They took care that the report got a-

broad that he was expected to enter the Catholic commun

ion. The attractions of a beautiful and gifted young lady 

were utilized to the utmost. The Cardinal himself became 

Lothair1s confidant, and conversed with him freely about 

religion. '.Then the young gentleman finally evaded his Cath

olic friends - or enemies, as I believe Disraeli would have 

said - and through the influence of other friends was in

duced to join an invading army for the purpose of wresting 
$ 

temporal power from the Pope, zealous efforts for his con

version in no way ceased. His Catholic friends secured 

possession of his wounded body after the fight. He was 

made a prisoner by them, though not nominally so, and was 

tenderly nursed and instructed. Another plot was formed flr 

his conversion; he was duped into attending a celebration 

of which, quite unbeknown to himself, he was the central 

figure. A great story was invented of hew he had been mir

aculously deliverdd from the battlefield by angels, when 

he was slow of belief, the Cardinal taxed his credulity 

still further by revealing to him that he had been wounded 

while fighting for the Pope - not against him. All the 

daily papers and every one in Rome said so, and should they 
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not know better what actually happened than the wounded 

man himself? So many witnesses should confirm the truth 

of a statement. "Your case is by no means an uncommon 

one," declared the Cardinal* !fIt (Lothair1 s wrdmg impres

sion] 7/ill wear off with returning health. King George IV 

believed that he was at the battle of Waterloo, and indeed 

commanded there; and his friends were at one time a little 

alarmed; but Knighton, who was a sensible man, said, *His 

Majesty has only to leave off Curacoa, and rest assured he 

will gain no more victories.1 You must be convinced, 

and on reflection you will be." Lothair was not convinced; 

finally evaded his captors; and escaped from Rome. Yet 

after all that, the Cardinal made one more attempt to ef-
84 

feet his conversion. If this picture of the Church seems 

overdrawn, it is no more than many a reader has been willing 

to believe entirely probable. There are yet many in our 

own generation who believe nothing too base for a Catholic 

to stoop to in order to gain his own ends, or those of the 

Church. 

Another charge often brought against Catholics id the 

one Kingsley made against Newman -- that truthfulness id 

not a Catholic virtue. Many would say of the average 

priest what Richard said of Mr. Lascelles — that he is 

84. Lothair, pp.5,42,59,60,113,226,227,240,246,247,257-63, 

359, 362-364, 469, and Ch. 65. 
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85 
an incarnate lie. 5 The end justifies the means' is an 

oft repeatedd sentiment, when Catholics are in question. 

Mrs. Linton employed this sentiment in connection with 

the deception which Virginia practiced on both her par

ents, when she left home to enter the convent without 

their knowledge of her intention. i?It was for the good 

of souls — her own and others — and for the glory of 

God that the thing had been done. The Father of Lies was 

draped in shining garments for the occasion; and the life 

of deceit through which she had been led for so long now, 

was, according to her instructors, a pious fraud which the 

wickedness of others had necessitated and the holiness of 
86 

the end justified." The same doctrine was expressed by 

Gherardi in The Master Christian. After having acknow

ledged the extent of his own wickedness; and after having 

degraded his priestly office by declaring to Sylvie that 

he loved her — he braced up proudly and said in excuse 

for himself,-— "I serve the Church. And in that high 

servide all means are permitted to us for a righteous 

end." To which Aubrey Leigh retorted, "AhI -- the old 

Jesuitical hypocrisy I Lies are permitted in the 
87 

cause of truth." The sanction of St. Elizabeth's 

85. Under IVhich Lord? t p. 272. 

86• Ibid., p. 268. 

87. Master Christian, p. 520. 
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falsehood "by the Church has been already referred to. When 

Luther planned to enter a convent he was counseled by the 

monks not to tell his father of his intention until after 
88 

he had carried it into execution. This was ndt a case of 

telling an untruth, but of failing to tell the truth — 

and hence, to all intents, was deception. Thackeray1s 

Father Holt practiced many deceptions. He wore various 

suits of cloths, received secret visitors, engaged in plots 

against the government, and bore an assumed name. He had 

a secret entrance to his apartments; and taught Harry that 

if anyone questioned him about the Father!s affairs, he 

should remember that he knew nothing, when in truth he 
89 

knew a great deal. A story is tibld in The Master Chris

tian which accuses all Catholic communicants of being liars 

not just the priests. The fact caused one poor priest 

to go mad and commit suicide. Just before the end, he 

cried —ffIt drives me mad to perform Mass for liars I 

If it were only unbelievers 1 but liars 1 —liars I Liars 

who lie on their death-beds, telling me with such foock 

sighs of penitence that they believe in God when they do 
90 

not." This latter story may not signify much. It was 

88. SchBnborg-Cotta Family, pp. 14, 63. 

89. Esmond, pp. 34, 43, 45, 50-58, 245. 

90. Op. cit., p. 142. 
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related, by a crazy man. Yet it presents a picture and an 

idea to the mind of the reader which is not creditable to 

Catholicism. Lancelot Smith said to his Catholic cousin, 

—I?7ihen we 'draw bills on nature1, as Carlyle says, 'she 

honors them51— our ships do sail; our mills do work; our 

doctors do cure; our soldiers do fight. And she does not 

honor yours; for your Jesuits have, by their own confes

sion, tfc lie, to swindle, to get even men to accept theirs 

for them." Luke said that the "excellent man" (the priest 

—probably Newman] to whose care he had committed himself 

had a "wise and tender heart" and saw no harm in his con

cealing from his father the spiritual reason for giving 

up his curacy •— namely, that he had become a Catholic. 

He reasoned —"What is the use of informing a man of a true 

fact, but to induce a true opinion in him? But if by 

clinging to the exact letter of the fact, you create a 

false opinion in his mind, as I should do in my fatherfs 

case, if by telling him at once of my change, I gave him 

an unjust horror of Catholicism — you do not tell him the 

truth. You may speak what is true to you,— but it be

comes an error when received into his mind.11 The human 

heart is so utterly corrupt, he thought, that it "would 

needs turn the truth into a lie by its own corruption.11 

To which Lanceolot responded —"Whether we are consis

tent or not about the corruption of man, we are about the 
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incorruptness of God; and therefore about that of the Facts 

by which God teaches men; and believe, and will continue 

to believe, that the blackest of all sins, the deepest of 

all Atheisms, that which, above all things, proves no faith 

in God? s government of the universe, no sense of His pres-
91 

ence, no understanding of his character, is — a lie.t? I 

am not aware just what the Catholic Church does teach in re

gard to truthfulness; but I do know that tho representation 

of its teaching in the novels just quoted from is exactly 

in accord with what its teaching is generally believed to 

be. 

The Catholic practice of auricular confession never 

fails to attract attention and condemnation. Those who 

desire to dissuade others from entering the Roman Church 

seldom fail to represent the insufficiency and absurdity 

of the Confessional• In some instances novelists have 

quite effectively represented its faults and failings• 

In a previous chapter the evils of priestly domination 

made possible through the power of the confessional have 

already been summarized as delineated by Under Which Lord? 

Breton includes among his characters an evil priest who 

perjured himself by using information secured through! the 
92 

confessional in an underhand, malevolent way. In The 

91. Yeast, pp. 80, 146-148. 

92. True Heart, pp. 275, 285. 
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•••aster Christian a high Churchman became much incensed at 

a priest who publicly confessed a long concealed sin, and 

thereby brought scandal on the Ohurch. The Holy Father 

exclaimed,— "You should have made your confession before, 
93 

and have made it privately;" although the crime was of 

such a nature that merely confessing it privately to the 

Church could in no way have rectified matters. The con

fessional is frequently looked upon as a means for cover

ing up guilt rather than for rectifying the evil. 

The absurdity of the theory of forgiveness through con

fession and absolution is often ridiculed. Reade says, 
94 

Gerard "forgot a crime or two" when he made his confession. 

Kingsley hhd a priest discourse upon the hollowness of con

fession. Of an arrogant and pert lady who entered a Church 

the lowly priest said,—* "Now she will confess her sins 

inside — all but those which she has just been showing 

off to us outside, and beat her breast, and weep like a 

very Magdalen; and then the worthy man will comfort her 

with -!What a beautiful chain1. And what a shawl - allow 

rae to touch it I How soft and delicate this Indian v/ooll 

AhI if you knew the debts which I have been compelled to 

incur in the service of the sanctuary!1 — and then of 

93. OP. cit.t p. 208. 
94. Cloister and the Hearth, p. 192. 
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course the answer will "be, as, indeed, he expects it shall. 

And she will go home believing that she has ful

filled to the very letter the command to break off her sins 

by almsgiving, and only sorry that the good priest hap-
95 

pened to hit on that particular gewgaw1." The stout heart

ed Yeo, forced by circumstances to be present at a death

bed confession, exclaimed -- t?I can51 stand this mummery 

any longer• " And Lancelot Smith said regarding the sin

cerity of the confession *<-1fDo you think that he who will 

not confess his faults either to God or to himself, would 

confess to man?" i.e., to a priest. Fritz Cotta 

raises what seem to him, and to many people, a serious 

question in regard to the ability of a man to confess 
rr 

all his sins, even if he desires to do so. How could I 

ever be sure that I had not deceived myself in examining 

my motives, and then deceived him, [the priest) and thus 

obtained an absolution on false pretenses, which could 

avail me nothing? And if this might be so with future 

confessions, why not with all past ones?" His conclu

sion was a very Protestant one. "if I could find an 

infallible confessor who could see down into the depths 

of my heart, and back into every recess of my life, who 

could unveil mc to myself, penetrate all my motives, and 

95. Hypatia, p. 78. 

96. Westward: Hoi, p. 277. 
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assign me the penance I really deserved, I would travel 

to the end of the world to find him.'1 And later we are 

told — "at last he found that Priest, -- But He is 
97 

not on earth.t! — Christ, the groat Father Confessor. 

The Confessional is sometimes objected to because it 

is too intimate; because he who truly confesses must lay 

bare thoughts and feelings that are too personal to be 

confided to any human being — even a priest of God. 

Laura Fountain's whole nature stood in defiance of the 

confessional. "Was she — by submission — to give these 

people, so to speak, a right to meddle and dabble in her 

heart. --- - Was she to confess her sins to Father Bowies-

-- still worse, to Father Leadham?" She shrank from Catho

lic ideas of sin, penance, confession, absolution, direc

tion. She had been bred with a sense of dignity and reserve 

"the intimate conviction that no feeling which is 

talked about,ewhich can be observed and handled and meas

ured by other people, is worth a rush. It was what seemed 

to her the spiritual intrusiveness of Catholicism, its per

petual uncovering of the soul — its disrespect for the 

secrets of personality —- its humiliation of the will — 

that made it most odious.11 Hobbes, the philosopher, in 

97. Sch8nberg-Cotta Family, pp. 87, 31, 341, 342. 

98. Helbeck of Bonnisdale, Vol. II, pp. 133, 134. 
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John Inglesant, expresses the same thought. "Yet this 

extorted confession on pain of Damnation is not the 

stripping a man to his naked' body, but the stripping 

him of his body, that they may see his naked heart, and 

so, by force of this superstition, break into those se

crets, which it is the oftly due and privilege of Almighty 

God to be acquainted with, who is the only rightful Search-
99 

er of hearts.11 

The doctrine, of penance together with its companion 

humiliation is often dehidfcd. Under Which Lord? suggests 

the danger that penance may be done before the priest 
100 

rather than before God. In The Cloister and the Hearth, 

Jerome expresses the very questionable opinion that it is 

better tc"yield and repent" than to resist sin and make 

life a burden. The penances imposed for sin are not al

ways fitting or edifying. The priest1s assignment of them 

almost reminds one of the penalties devised for the re

demption of forfeits at a fparty1. Reads outlines one 

senseless penance. After confession, Gerard was directed 

"to enter the convent church, and prostrating himself, 

kiss the lowest step of the altar three times; then Kneel

ing on the floor, to say three paternosters ajmd a credo," 

99. John Inglesant, pp. 65, 56. 

100• Op. cit., pp. 182, 185. 
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101 
and return at once to his Confessor. 

This idea of humiliating one's self whether by kissing 

steps or otherwise is closely bound up with penance• It 

is necessary to endure mortification in order to have ones 

sins forgiven. After Luther became a monk, among other 

humiliating tasks imposed for the food of his soul, he was 

sent out barefoot in the snow with a sack to beg among his 
102 

old school mates. Helbeck fasted to mortify himself -

his advisor proscribed it for him. But why he should be 

thought a saint for not eating, Laura could not understand. 

(Protestants seldom can.) Young Williams, who had become 

a Jesuit against his parents1 wishes, went to visit his 

home, when in the neighborhood - as a duty; and rejoiced 

in his mortification when the members of the family refused 
103 

to see him. If they are represented truly by our authors, 

Catholics have a strenuous time to get their sins forgiven. 

Fritz - the good Protestant, as he was coming to be -

couldnH understand why penance and mortification were ne~ 
104 

cessary if Christ freely and fully forgives all our sin. 

Celibacy of the priesthood is a Church practice wide-

101. Qp. cit., p. 193. 

102. Schonberg-Cotta Family, p. 64. 

103. Helbeck of Bannisdalc. Vol. I, pp. 36-66, 188, Vol. H, 

pp. 159, 219. 

104. Schonberg-Cotta Family, p. 158. 
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ly condemned. Most say in effect what Charles Read© said 

so tersely - "Celibacy of the clergy, an invention truly 
105 

fiendish11. It has been often asserted that many take 

the vows of celibacy only after their brighter hopes in 

life have been destroyed. True Heart contains an instance 

of such a case. "When Veronica refused to marry Eberhard 

because she had been humiliated and disgraced, declaring 

she would get her to a nunnery - the youth responded, -

"And give Christ a bride whom thou dost not deem worthy of 
106 

mere men I" The Gleaming Dawn repeatedly emphasizes the 

purity of love; the sanctity of home and family ties; and 

the blessing of children. It is asked why a priest may 

"not know all the love of wife and children". Jesus bless 

ed the little children. Celibacy of priests is said to 

have worked only harm. "Celibacy has filled the Church 

with foul rottenness; and these men of Bohemia do well to 

have married priests, as in the early days of the Church". 

It was not enforced by the Holy Church "until a thousand 

years after Christ died". The remarks against the pract

ice are reenforced in this novel by the pathos running 

through the story on account of the thwarted love of a 

noble couple, because the youth concerned had taken the 

105. Cloister And The Hearth, p. 775. 

106. True Heart, p. 398. 
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priestly vows and would not break them, though he believed 
107 

them wrong. Gathering Clouds also presents the idea that 

celibacy was not practiced in the early Church. "The Fath

ers of Nicae allowed you to retain your wives". They be-

liebed with Paul that all men are not able to bear celibacy -

?fthat this burden should not be laid on your shoulders and 

become a snare to you. The Council of Nice allowed 

you, if unmarried, to have your houses managed by a mother, 

a sister, or an aunt# —- You live in the same narrow walls 

with maidens who are no relation to you at all. —- It 

were far better than this that you should marry outright" -

so said St. Chrysostom in the fourth century according to 

Farrar. Jovinian never married, "but he held that it is 

only a false tradition which imposes celibacy on presbyters. 

In that he agreed with the Nicene Fathers. Surely marriage 

is in all respects as sacred as celibacy? Did not Clement 

of Alexandria say that to disparage marriage was to dis

parage the Apostles? Was not St. Peter married? Did not 

the holy Philip give his daughter in marriage? Does not St. 

Paul say that a bishop must be the husband of one wife? 

Did not Athanasius say that'nothing prevented the right of 
108 

a bishop to marry if he chose*1 Lancelot Smith exclaim-

107. Qp. cit., pp. 132, 148, 269, 338. 

108. Qp. cit., pp. 184, 337. 
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ed against the vicar who upheld the doctrine of celibacy -

"So 1 celibacy is the highest state1! end why? Because !it 

is the safest and easiest road to heaven!1 A pretty reason, 

Vicar! I should have thought that that was a sign of a 

lower state, and not a higher. And even if marriage was 

but a weed-field of temptation, it would be a greater 

deed to conquer its temptations than to flee from them in 
109 

cowardly longings after ease and safety". Mrs. Charles 

concretely illustrated how much more noble and useful were 

the lives of Fritz and Eva after they renounced their vows 

and established a home than they were before. Something 

of the same is also emphasized in connection with Luther 

and his family life. The fact that marriage vows are 

higher and holier than those of priests or nuns is dwelt 

uoon throughout the entire novel of The Sch&nberg-Cotta 
110 

Family. 

Charles Reade, in The Cloister And The Hearth has re

presented the unnaturalness and cruelty of celibacy in a 

most forceful manner. The story is of the parents of 

Erasmus, who were separated, through all of what should 

have been their married life, by the Church. The marriage 

109. Yeast, p. 153. 

110. Op. cit., pp. 134, 211, 212, 353, 245, 365, 374, 

360, 364, 380, 414, 420-



ceremony was broken off in the midst because Gerard's fath

er had determined that his son should be a priest* The youth 

was separated from Margaret and made to believe her dead, 

until after his priestly vows had been taken. The agony, 

the suffering of separation, the constrained life of friend

ship lived side by side, the suppressed affections, the 

unsatisfied longings of these two touch tho heart of any 

reader. On laying down the book, one feels how cruel and 

how needless it all was, - yet, through the teaching of the 
w 

Church, how real to the sufferers. The chapters on the 

Cloister and on the Hearth alternate; in which the nat

uralness of the one life and the unnaturalness of the oth

er are illustrated. As in Tennyson1s Princess, so here, 

the life of the little child figures largely in demonstrat

ing that the family life is the only normal one. Gerard 

and Margaret were thoroughly united in heart, but were se

parated by the Church. Therein lay the shame of it all -

that the Institution that should be for the highest devel

opment of man should sap his heart life, and that of the 

other one who was 'chained to' him !for life*. When at 

last it is all over and the broken-hearted Gerard sleeps 

in the same grave with Margaret - Reade fittingly closes 

the account with the comment, and "the grave, kinder to 

them than the Church, united them foreverl* What a ver

dict - "the grave11 - "kinder than the Church". Yet it Is 
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the average reader^ own verdict. If the novel was intended 

to discourage the spread of Catholic sentiments and sym

pathy, it has no doubt fulfilled its mission; and if it was 

not so intended by its author, but was written only as a 

story that would meet the approval of the public - it has 
111 

served the same purpose. 

A chapter of this kind would be incomplete if it took 

no account of the general feeling of hatred and contempt 

for the Society of the Jesuits, which found abundant ex

pression in fiction. A few citations will serve to illus

trate the general trend of feeling concerning the Jesuits. 

Kingsley stated It as his opinion that Jesuits are the 
112 

worst kind of Romanists. 1 Jesuit1,Jesuitical1, 1 Jesuit 

cunning1 are common expressions in Lothair, and Jesuit per

sistence, likewise. !tThe Jesuits are wise men'1; declared 

Disraeli, "they never lose their temper. They know when 
113 

to avoid scenes as well as when to make them"• Yeast Is 
114 

not free from thrusts at Jesuitical conduct, but John 

Inglesant gives far better expression to the feeling against 

111. dSb. cit., pp. 53, 62, 63, 563, 564, 587, 716, 719-725 

744, 743, 751, 774. 

112. Westward Hoi, p. 54. 

113. <gp. cit., pp. 149-152, 118, 128, 177. 

114. Op. cit., pp. 121, 166, 171• 
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the Order, Father Hall, or St. Glare, was a secret Jesuit. 

He was always engaged in political plots and concealing 

Church and government secrets. He taught John some Catho

lic uses, but would not allow him to enter the Roman com

munion, because he was more valuable to that Church if he 

remained nominally an Anglican. True Jesuit that he was, 

he did not have John1s welfare at heart, but that of the 

Church. And he would sanction any vice in order tib gain a 

desired end; being a firm believer in the doctrine that 'the 
m 

end justifies the means1. Inglesant had profited by his 

teaching, and when arrested and questioned concerning the 

King's warrant which he bore - though he had seen the King1 

sign it - followed his instructions, and repeatedly affirm

ed that the signature was not the King* s. Even on the 

scaffold, to save his own life, he would not confess the 

truth. A Jesuit lives not for his own advantage, - he is 
115 

dead to the world and lives but to serve his cause. 

Perhaps as intenqe a hater of Jesuits as any of his age, 

#as Charles Kingsley. His hostility comes out strongest in 

Westward Hoi In this story, Eustace Leigh is a character 

who is under training that he may become a member of the 

hated Order. The lad was a liar. The 'harpies' had chosen 

115. Q)pj> ci t., pp. 30, 33, 43, 52, 67, 158, 136-138, 141, 

143, 144, 146, 148, 149, 156, 158, "163. 
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him for training because they saw in him hysterical and sup

erstitious tendencies which would make it easy for him to 

become a rogue. The inference, that such men make good Je

suits, is not complimentary to the Order. Indeed, it is 

doubtful whether Kingsley could h6nestly pay a complimont 

to it. Eust&ce, he said, was always trying to be good by 

rule, whereas his cousin Amyas - the Protestant - was just 

good without thinking about it. The former was always en-* 

deavoring to appease his conscience, while doing underhand 

deeds. He had faith in the Jesuit cause in Ireland even w 

when he saw it failing, and he joined in the persecutions 

of the Inquisition with zeal. The author1s supreme con

tempt for the Society comes out in his account of the com

pletion of Eustace!s novitiate and his entrance into the 

Order. He does not know where Eustace went or what became 

of him after that. "This book is a history of men; of 

men1s virtues and sins, victories and defeats; and Eustace 

is a man no longer; he is become a thing, a tool, a Jesuit; 

which goes only where it is sent, and does good or evil 

indefferently as it is bid; which, by an act of moral sui

cide, has lost its soul, in the hope of saving it; without 

a will, a conscience, a responsibility (as it fancies), to 

God or man, but only to * The Society'. In a word, Eustace, 

as he says himself, is%!deadf. Twice dead, I fear. Let 

the dead bury their dead. We have no more concern with 
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116 
Eustace Leigh"• 

From all the foregoing citations it will appear that 

the Protestant controversialists had not called upon fiction 

for aid in vain. To what extent the representations^ the 

Catholic Church herein recorded are true - I am not prepared 

to say. One must always make some allowances for the zeal 

of controversy and for prejudices, when religious subjects 

are treated# Doubtless there is some foundation for much 

of the hostility expressed. But with that, this paper is 

in no way concerned# The fact that novelists held and ex

pressed extremely unfriendly views of Catholicism reveals 

the extent to v/hich the results of the Oxford Movement had 

effected the public mind# There can be no doubt that Pro

testants generally felt the revival of Catholicism to be a 

danger and an evil# To represent its evils, its shortcom

ings, and its idiosyncrasies in fiction was:one way of get

ting them before the minds of the people, and consequently 

of checking their spread. If one knew little more of the 

latter half of the nineteenth century than what he might 

learn from the novels referred to in this chapter, he could 

not fail to be aware that there was a Catholic Revival go

ing on during that period - for if there were no danger, 

there would not be so much alarm concerning the Catholics# 

116* QP» cit., pp. 52, 53, 288, 54, 56, 57, 225, 270, 275, 

395, 396. 
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CHAPTER VII 

NOVELS REPRESENTING A LIBERAL REACTION IN RELIGION 

Never was the natural law that reaction is equal to 

action but opposite to it in direction truer than in the 

realm of religion. We have already observed how the spir

it of the age lent itself to the Catholic Revival. It is 

also true that the spirit of the age, enhanced by the Cath

olic Revival, drove many in exactly the opposite direction 

from Rome. For it was the age of science, too, as well as 

of romance. Froude said, 11 By the side of the revival of 

Catholicism there was a corresponding phenomenon of an 

opposite and no less startling kind. While one set of 

men were bringing back mediaevalism> science and criticism 

were assailing with impunity the authority of the Bible; 

miracles were declared impossible; even Theism itself was 

treated as an open question, and subjects which in our 

fathers® time were approached only with the deepest rever

ence and solemnity were discussed among the present gener

ation with as much freedom as the common problems of natu

ral philosophy or politics. Both these movements began 

within a short distance of one another, and were evident

ly connected. I am convineed that they are roads 
1 

both of them which lead to the wrong place/1 There can be 

1. Short Studies on Great Subjects, Vol.IV, pp. 232,233. 
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little doubt but that Froude was right — the two move

ments "were evidently connected". It seems as if they 

acted upon and reacted against each other. The attempt 

of the Liberals to tear down the old landmarks of f aith 

caused the mediaeval minded to cling to tradition and an

tiquity the firmer, and drove them to the extremity of 

seeking !a certain authority1 the faster. While the Lib

erals, in their ttrrn, — disgusted with and repelled by 

romanticism, mysticism, tradition, love for antiquity, 

blind submission, extreme credulity, effusive ceremony, 

cramped intelligence, amd a desire for absolute author

ity on questions for which there could be no such author

ity were doubtless forced much farther away from or

thodoxy than they would otherwise have been. 

This chapter will be devoted to a brief discussion of 

a few of the novels giving expression to liberal tendencies. 

Some, as Kingsley1s novels, are only gently liberal, others 

, as Mrs. Ward's, are markedly, almost violently so. The 

ones under consideration are: The Infidel, Alton Locke, 

Yeast, David Grieve, Joshua Davidson, and Robert Elsmero* 

Even the mildest of these novels is far removed from the 

conservative idea that man has no business to think for 

himself, but should submit ifa all things to authority — 

the seat of whivh is the Church. Kingsley approaches near

er to the old type of religious sentiment than the others; 
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but a man who had studied science and German philosophy, 

and accepted them, could not be wholly orthodox for his 

generation. 

Mary Elizabeth Brqddon * s Infidel is not very pertinent 

to our subject. It is a rather distant reactionary echo 

of the Oxford Movement. It represents conditions in the 

Church of England a century previous to the Tractarian 

Movement, when the rise of Methodism was creating a dis

turbance in the Established Church. But its chief aim 

seems to have been to create sympathy for infidels and 

people of broad views of religion. The Infidel is more 

virtuous and noble in her life and character than her 

zealous Methodist cousin-in-law. Neither Anglicans nor 

Methodists receive the praise that this free-thinker does. 

Anglican prayers and proselyting are made light of, and 

Methodist zeal frequently appears either disgusting or 

ludicrous, while the Infidel's virtues are repeatedly 
2 

praised. Everything that is modernly termed * narrow-

minded' is denounced. The enthusiasm and rigidity of 

Wesley is everywhere spoken of as if it were a mistake. 

One of his ardent fellow workers even said to him on one 

occasion,— "Extremes meet, sir; and, I doubt, had you 

not been a High-church Methodist, you would have been a 

Roman Catholic of the most exalted type." John Wesley 

confessed to Antoni©, the infidel, what one can scarcely 

2.Op. cit.,pp. 88,95,43,127,137,167,306,199,200,300,105,134. 
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imagine Wesley ever could have said — that under different 

home and educational training, he might have been an in

fidel himself. !tI have sometimes thought11, he said, "with 

unspeakable fear, that, had I given my mind to the study 

of mathematics , 1 too might have been one of those 

nice philosophers who will accept no creed that cannot be 

demonstrated like a proposition in Euclid. I thank God 

that I learned to love Him, and to walk in His ways, before 
• 

I learnt to pry into the mysteries of His Being or to ques

tion His dealings with mankind." To which Antonia replied, 

— and the criticism of his remarks is implied in her an

swer — "No doubt that is happiest, sir, — (hot!!best,,t but' 

s?haopier!!J to shut one! s mind against facts and believe in 
3 

miracles." 

Antonia could not believe in miracle. She not only 

could not, hut her inability to doso is considered, by 

the author, as a mark of credit. From early childhood 

she was taught to regard the Christian religion as another 

one of the world1s superstitions, concerning which her 

father had carefully informed her. She said of herself, 

"I have never been a believer in Christianity as a creed, 

though I can admire Jesus of Nazareth as a philanthropist, 

and grieve for him as a martyr to the cruelty of man. I 

3. Ibid., pp. 305, 317. 
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was taught to reason where other children are taught to 

believe; to question and to think for myself, where other 
4 

children are taught to be dumb and to stifle thought.!? 

How similar was Antonia1s religious training to that of 

John Stuart Mill, Newman's contemporary. Mill tells us 

that while his father taught him that nothing could be 

certainly known about God and the universe, "He, at the 

same time took care that I should bo acquainted with what 

has been thought by mankind on these impenetrable prob

lems. I grew up in a negative state with regard to 

it ["religion^ . I looked upon the modern exactly as I did 

upon the ancient religion, as something which in no way 

concerned me. It did not seem to me more strange that 

English people should believe what I did not, than that 
5 

the men I read of in Herodotus should have done so.11 It 

was quite a thought of Miss Braddon's, this courting of 

favor for liberal religious opinions by representing the 

founder of Methodism as sanctioning them. Antonia1s 

change from infidelity to Christianity was slow and grad

ual. Even when her conversion was completed, she was a 

radical woman of the nineteenth century in her religious 

beliefs, not a Methodist of the eighteenth. "It was not 

4. Ibid., pp. 5, 126. 

5. John Stuart Mill's autobiography, pp. 42, 43. 
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of Christ the Sacrifice she thought, not of His atoning 

blood; but of Jesus the Great Exemplar, of Jesus who went 

about doing good. She would not question how it came to 

pass, but dhe believed that, in the dim long-ago, Divinity 

walked among mankind and wore the shape of man; to what 

end except to make men better, she knew not." However 

others might exalt him, "that earthly image was in her 

mind, Jesus, human and compassionate, the Comforter of 

human sorrows, the Sinless One who loved sinners. 

Wesley rejoiced with exceeding joy at her conversion." It 

is improbable that Wesley should have called a woman a 

1 convert1 who did not believe in miracle and emphasize 

the merits of the ' atonement'; but the writer's own age 

would have done so that is, one faction would have. 

John Stuart Mill did not call himself a convert or a 

Christian because he believed in'living right' and doing 

good to his fellow men. But said of himself rather, "I 

am thus one of the very few examples in this country, of 

one who has, not thrown off religious belief, but never 
6 

had it." Perhaps if Mill had lived a little later he 

would not have sroken of himself so severely. The Infidel 

came to call herself a Christian, though she believed 

little more than did Mill. 

6. Autobiography, p. 43. 
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More important than Miss Braddon* s novels, though 

not nearly as liberal, are the writings of Charles Kings-

ley, because he lived at the beginning of the Liberal reac

tion against mediaevalism, and because he saw its tenden

cies and effects whether he approved of them or not. He 

recognized that liberalism as well as mediaevalism were 

problems which the Church had to face and deal with. In the 

Preface to Yeast, he acknowledged that the times were per

ilous; and while he hoped to save the Faith and believed 

that the creeds and the Gospel would stand the test, yet he 

feared for the young pwoplo as individuals, whose beliefs 

were being unsettled, and who were being impelled by con

flicting beliefs — some to Rome, some to materialism, some 

to Epicureanism. The minds of young people were full of 

doubt, and an attempt must be made to save them to the 

Church, he declared. He believed that people of his day 

were losing the spirit of Christianity by clinging to the 

letter of it. "In the following pages," he said, !fI have 

attempted to show what some at least of the young people 
7 

in these days are really thinking and feeling." 

Kiggsley well understood that science was one of the 

great liberalizing forces. It attracted him also, and he 

would not condemn it, but proposed rather to face it. 

7. Op. cit., pp. III-V. 
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Alton Locke stated the difficulty of identifying the God of 

the Bible with the outside world arouftd; and thought that 

the truths- of Christianity must !fcontrive soon to get themp 

selves justified by the laws of science1' if they were to 
8 

keep their hold upon the people. And Lancelot Smith de

clared — -"I— say, that these spiritual laws must be in 

perfect harmony with every fresh physical law which is 

discovered; that they cannot be intended to compete self-

destructively with each other; that the spiritual cannot 

be intended to be perfected by ignoring or crushing the 

physical, unless God is a deceiver and his universe a 
9 

self-contradiction." 

The ignorance and indifference of the clergy were crit

icized as another oause for liberalism and free-thinking. 

The vicar who talked with Lancelot condemned scientifets, 

critics, philosophers and scholars indifferently, and 

showed by his comments that he had no fifcst hand acquain

tance with the books or men he criticized; but condemned 

them only because someone else had done so. And Alton 

Locke said of the pious chaplain who tried to convert him, 

"He had never read Strauss -- hardly even heard of 

him; and. till the clergymen make up their minds to do 

8. Alton Locke, p. 157. 

9. Yeast, p. 79. 
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that, and to answer Strauss also, they will, as he did, 
10 

leave the heretic artisan just where they found him." 

And, although Kingsley was himself a clergyman in the 

Established Church, he put forward the ppinion that cler

gymen were 1 too fond1 of the prayer-book, Tregarva sug

gested that workingmen were not drawn into the Church 

on account of the use made of the prayer-book, "Not that 

the Prayer-book ain!t a fine bfcbk enough, and a true one; 

but, don1t you see, sir, to understand the virtue of it, 

the poor fellows ought to be already just what you want to 

make them, *— they ought to be thorough Christians al
ii 

ready, to appreciate the spirituality of the liturgy." 

There is yet another charge made against the clergy, 

but this time against the Evangelicals. They made God a 

monster. Alton Locke was converted into a free-thinker 

by their preaching. He could not believe in 'election5 

and conversion, and all that." The doctrine of election 

is most severely condemned for driving men from the Church 

and turning them into free-thinkers. Once Alton broke 

out, "Clergymen, who anathematize us for wandering into 

Unitarianism — you, you have driven us there." 

10. Yeast, pp. 55, 56• Alton Locke, p. 269. 

11. Yeast, pp. 45, 46, 156. 
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Thus Kingsley showed himself to be not altogether or

thodox — to be tinged with liberalism -- in a word. He 

condoned scientists and sympathized with unbelievers. To 

strictly orthodox Churchmen of his time, he must havo seem

ed very liberal, but not so to men of our day. The extent 

of his liberalism was largely limited to his acceptance of 

science, together with his belief that science and the Bi^ 

blB would ultimately be found to be in agreement; and to 

his ardent preaching of the doctrine of Christian socialism. 

This latter doctrine he preached throughout Alton Locke arri. 
.12 

Yeast. A man who could do so was necessarily counted some

what radical. But compared with some others of his day he 

was Quite conservative, clinging to all the doctrines held 

by the Church to be fundamental. 

David Grieve illustrates more explicitly the steps by 

which people of certain types of mind, which were by nature 

opposed to mediaevalism, were made materialists, and fin

ally liberal Christians. In early youth David fell in with 

Evangelicals, and under the spexi. of their influence, he 

ardently ' sought religion.' The author says, "The tyran

nous power of another man's faith was upon hi#.ff But his 

was not the type of mind to receive the'great experience.1 

12. Alton Locke, pp. 78, 88, 97, 157, 222, 247-257, 287-344, 

360-367; Yeast, pp. 44, 47, 114-120, 156, 179-204. 
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He was of a reasoning, questioning disposition. He quer

ied, — "HOY/ on earth could anyone be so sure?11 ; "What is 

the use of pardon?" ;"Who could be sure that experience 

was not all moonshine?" He asked himself such questions, 

said the author, and because he did question, — "Therein 

lay the great difference between him and the true stuff of 
13 

Methodism." In the Preface, Mary A. Ward pleaded in favor 

of the subject matter of this book being included in a 

novel on the ground that it represented actual conditions 
14 

existing in the lives and thoughts of men. And it did. 

One has only to read a few of the works of Francis Newman 

(the Cardinalfs brother), of Theodore Parker, of James 

Anthony Froude even, and others of their kind — to be sure 

that the opinions advanced in such novels as David grieve, 

Robert Elsmere, or Joshua Davidson are no fictitious crea

tions cf their authors. 

After David1s reaction against Methodism he delved 

into the classic*, science, and philosophy; and came out 

an atheist, or perhaps better - an agnostic. We find him 

questioning (with many a historic character), "if there 

Is a God?" Then in after years he came to a sane belief 

in a good God. Lucy asked him how he could believe in a 

15. Mrs. Humphry Ward, David Grieve, pp. 100-110. 

14. Ibid., Preface, p. X. 
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God when he did not attend church often and thought Jesus 

—1 just a man1. Kis reply is worth quoting because it 

expresses the thought of so many real personages:— 
\ 

?,I can11 read Nature and life any other way# There 
seems to me something in myself, and in other human beings, 
which is beyond Nature — which instead of being made by 
Nature, is the condition of our knowing that there is a 
Nature at all. This something --reason, consciousness, 
soul, call it what you will — unites us to the world; for 
everywhere in the world reason is at home, and gradually 
finds itself; it makes us aware of a great order in which 
we move; itnbreaks down the barriers of sense between us 
and the absolute consciousness, the eternal life —* 1 not 
ourselves1, yet in us and akin to us I — whence, if there 
is any validity in human logic, that order must spring. 
And so, in its most perfect work, it carries us to God — 
it bids us claim our sonship — it givos us hope of immor
tality I 11 

"But what makes you think that God is good — that He 
cares anything about us?" asked Lucy. 

"Well — I look back on human life, and I ask what 
reason — which is the Divine Life communicated to us, 
striving to fulfill itself in us — has done, what light 
it throws upon its 1 Great Original1. And then X see that 
it has gradually learnt, under the pressure of something 
which is itself and not itself, that to be gained, life 
must be lost; that beauty, truth, love, are the realities 
which abide. Goodness has slowly proved itself in the 
world to be that to which reason tends, in which it 
realizes itself. And if so, goodness here, imperfect and 
struggling as wo see it always, must be the mere shadow 
and hint of that goodness which is in God! and the ut
most we can conceive of human tenderness, holiness, truth, 
though it tell us all we know, can yet suggest to us only 
the minutest fraction of what must be the Divine tender
ness,- holiness, - truth. But this is not to be 
proved by argument, though argument is necessary and in
evitable, the mind being what it is. It can only be proved 
by living, by taking it into our hearts, -Tgby every 
little victory we gain over the e vil self." 

Later in life David decided that by seeking, he had 

15. Ibid., pp. 199, 524. 
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found truth, that he had rediscovered the Christ, so to 

speak; and that he had a conception of Christianity 

whereby the Kingdom of Heaven was something which fitted 

and belonged to him in modern life• And lastly he learned 

that by losing himself in a life of service, he found out 

God. He followed the modern critics by interpreting cer

tain Biblical stories as accounts of psychic phenomena. 

For instance, after Lucyf s death he dreamed of her con

stantly, she was alive again and by his side. In his 

Journal he wrote — "It has often seemed to me lately 

that certain elements in the Resurrection stories may be 

traced to such experiences as these. I am irresistibly 

drawn to believe that the strange and mystical scene be

side the Lake in the appendix chapter to St. John, arose 

in some suvh way. There is the same mixture of elements -

of the familiar with the ghostly, the trivial with the paa> 

sionate and exalted. It is borne in upon me with 

extraordinary conviction that the whole of it sprang, to 

begin with, from the dream of griefl and exhaustion. Then 

in an age which attached a peculiar and mystical importance 

to dreams, the beautiful and thrilling fancy passed from 

mouth to mouth, (and} became almost immediately history 

instead of dream."16 

16• Ibid., pp. 455, 6, 445, 554, 555, 553. 
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Contrast a man of such a type of mind with one like 

Charles Reading and it ceases to be a wonder why there was 

a liberal reaction in religion. By the men who could be

lieve anything, so to speak, many were driven in disgust to 

the verge of a belief in nothing — from which some came 

back after the first rebound to a few sane, fundamental 

beliefs. 

The development of the spiritual history of Joshua 

Davidson is an interesting one, for it, too, illustrates 

instances in real life. In his boyhood he started with 

so much simplicity of faith and such credulity that at the 

first thought one is unprepared for what follows. Yet it 

was only natural. He became repelled in time by his own 

romantic and mediaeval tendencies just as others had been 

repelled and driven toward liberalism by the beliefs of 

their fellows instead of their own. 

In the beginning Joshua took the Bible in an absolute

ly literal sense. He prayed for the removal of a rock (in

stead of a mountain); ate poison berries and picked up a 

viper in the steadfast belief that the Lord would fulfill 

his promises. But the promises failed. The rock stood 

still in the first instance, and he became very ill in 

each of the other cases. Then he came to the conclusion 

that the Bible cannot be taken literally; that "The laws 
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of Nature are supreme, and even faith cannot change them"; 

that Christ was truly, as He said He was— 11 the cornerstone, 

but not the whole building11; and that "we have to carry, on 

the wprk in His spirit, but in our own way". This was a 

start toward Liberalism. Next he had a vision of the world 

as ruled by the two monarchs Ecclesiastical Christianity 

and Society. They bound the people and made abject slavos 

of them. Those who toeekly consented were praised by the 

monarchs for submitting to 1 absolute authority1. At the 

foot of the throne were three bound and persecuted cap

tives — "Truth, bearing in her amms her young child Science, 
„17 

Freedom, and Humanity. 

After Joshua went up to Loimdon he attended science lec

tures. Then his true liberalism began. His biographer 

says, "His religious experiences followed the natural course 

of such a mind as his, at once so earnest and so logical." 

He was "attracted by the self-sacrificing lives of so many 

of the Ritualist party, he threw himself with ardor into 

the congregation of<£noted city priest." But this exper

ience only repelled him all the more, and hurried him on. 

toward Liberalism. Some characters would have been power

fully captivated by it. Not so Joshua. He felt the appeal 

17• Eliza Lynn Linton, The True History of Joshua Davidson, 

pp. 17, 22, 28, 46-58. 
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of Ritualism, but it did not satisfy him. The asser

tions of Ritualistic priests were large, their proofs 

small; and he always had a feeling "that more lay behind 
)) 

their position than they acknowledged, and that they used 

their adherents as toold. They were devoted to the Church 

more than to Christianity. They absorbed the "human ex-

anple of Christ in His mystical character." They repre-

t! " sented Him as a 1 God with a halo around His hea$»; not as 

"a real man" fighting against the evils of His day. The 

symbolism of the Church seemed to him "a playing with spir

itual toys thfct had less1reality than ingenuity.1 The prie 

hood claimed unproved powers. To a Superior he said, "You 

have captivated my, heart — you charm my tastes — you 

delight my imagination; but you have not mastered my rea

son. Fairly reasoned out I do not think your position is 
18 

tenable." 

He continued to attend the science lectures, and be

gan work in the slums among the poor. All the time he was 

working out his new creed. Unitarianism would not do for 

the world in general he concluded, beacuse it demands 

respectability of life; and the Broad Church would not 

suffice, because it demands repentance — but the men 

and women Joshua had to do with were without a sense of 

18.- Ibid., pp. 65-68. 
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sin. At last Joshua announced his new creed. Because 

parts of it are so closely allied to the opinions of 

Critics who use the scientific and historical methods 

for studying the Bible, I shall quote lengthy extracts 

from it: 

$?I have at last cleared my mind and come to a Belief," 

he announced. ?fI have proved to myself the sole meaning 

of Christ; it is Humanity. I relinquish the miracles, the 

doctrine of the Atonement, the doctrine of the Divinity of 

Jesus, and the inelastic finality of his knowledge. He was 

the product of His time; and if He went beyond it in some 

things, He was only abreast of it in others•" If Jesus 

were here now, said Joshua, "He would accept the truths 

of science, and he would teach that a man saves his own 

soul best by helping his neighbour. That, indeed, He did 

teach; and that is the one solid foothold I have. Friends, 

Christianity according to Christ is the creed of human 

progress." And again he pleaded, "Let us then stri£ our 

Christianity of all the mythology, the fetishism that has 

grown about it. Let us abandon the idolatry with which 

we have obscured the meaning of the Life; lot us go back 

to the MAN, and carry on His work in its essential spir

it in the direction suited to our times and social con

ditions. Those of you who still cling to the mystical 

aspect of the creed, and who prefer to worship the God 
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19 
rather than imitate the Man, must here part company with me • 

Thus Joshua had traveled from the life of faith to a life of 

action; from an implicit belief in the literal interpreta

tion of Scripture to a rejection of miracle and the super

natural. 

One of the best examples in our period of the change 

from orthodoxy to Liberal Christianity is to be found in 

Robert Elsmere. Many of the religious beliefs and opin

ions expressed therein remind us strongly of those in Church-

hill's rather recent novel ̂ Inside Of The Cup. One type 

of liberal is represented by Squire Wendover, the irreli

gious religious-critic. Mrs. Ward says - "He had been think

ing and writing of religion, of the history of ideas all 

his life. Had he ever yet grasped the meaning of religion 

to the religious man? God and faith - what have these ven

erable ideas ever mattered to him personally, except as 

subjects of the most ingenious analysis, the most delicate 

historical inductions? Not only skeptical to the core, but 

constitutionally indifferent, the squire had always found 
! 

ehOUgh to make life amply worth living in the mere dissect-
20 

ion of other men1s beliefs"• 

Another type of liberal is Grey - a prominent Oxford 

19. Ibid., pp. 187, 79-84. 

20. Mrs. Humphry Ward, Robert Slsmere, p. 449. 
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tutor# Educated for the Christian ministry, "he had re

mained a layman because it had become impossible for him 

to accept miracle." The whole basis of his thought"was 

ardently idealist and Hegelian. He had broken with the 

popular Christianity, but for him, God, consciousness, duty, 

were the only realities.ff To Elsmere he discoursed elo

quently on both the anguish and the rewards of the change 

from orthodoxy to liberalism. The passage is rather long 

but I shall quote it, as it so adequately expresses what 

those who have been through such' an experience in real 

life confess to have felt. — 

n 1 It is hard, it is bitter1, he said, slowly, with 
a wonderful manly tenderness. 'I know it, I have gone 
through it. So has many and many a poor soul that you 
and I have knownI But there need be no sting ih the 
wound unless we ourselves envenom it. I know — ah! I 
know very well — the man of the world scoffs, but to him 
who has once been a Christian of the old sort, the part
ing with the Christian mythology is the rending asunder of 
bones and marrow. It means parting with half the confidence, 
half the joy, of life! But take heart.1, and the tone grew 
still more solemn, still more penetrating. 1 It is the 
education of God! Do not imagine it will put you further 
from Him! He 14 in criticism, in science, in doubt, so 
long as the doubt Is a pure and honest doubt, as yours is. 
He is In all life, in all thought. The thought of man, 
as it has shaped itself in institutions, In philosophies, 
in science, in patient critical work, or in the life of 
charity, is the one continuous revelation of God! Look 
for Him In it all; see how, little by little, the divine 
indwelling force, using as its tools — but merely as its 
tools! —-manfs physical appetites and conditions, has 
built up conscience and the moral life; think how every 
faculty of the mind has been trained in turn to take Its 
part in the great work of faith upon the visible world! 
Love and imagination built up religion — should reason 
destroy it? No! — reason is God1s, like the rest! Trust 
it trust Him. The leading-strings of the past are 
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dropping from you; they are dropping from the world, not 
wantonly, or "by chance, but in the providence of God. 
Learn the lesson of your own pain — learn to seek God, 
not in any single event of past history, but in your own 
soul — in the constant verification of experience, in the 
life of Christian love. Spiritually you have gone through 
the last wrench, I promise it you! You being what you are, 
nothing can cut this ground from under your feet. Whatever 
may have been the forms of human belief, faith, the faith 
which saves, has always been rooted here! TOT things change 

creeds and philosophies and outward systems but 
God remains!1 v 

And in the conclusion it is said of him — "if ever 

man was Gottbetrunken it was he — and yet not a word 

beyond what he felt to be true, beyond what the intellect 
21 

could grasp!" 

But the chief character of the novel, whose spiritual 

history is vital to us, is Robert Elsmere,himself. This 

young man started out tranquilly enough on his clerical 

life. At its beginning he told Grey that he had never 
V 

had any difficulty in believing all that the Chunch taught. 

Grey pronounced him a happy man. But his happiness was 

not to last. The trouble was, that he had never ques

tioned or thought about religion. When he began to think, 

problems arose of which he had never even heard. In the 

first place he admitted that his notions of the Old Tes

tament were all In chaos, and that he must take time to 

straighten them out. In the next place he was one of 

those men who did not give up his life of thought when 

he became a clergyman. To stimulate his thought life, 

21. Ibid., pp. 74, 414t416, 622. 
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he undertook to write a historical work on the origins of 

France, which carried him back into mediaevalism. But the 

mediaevals had precisely the opposite effect upon him that 

they had had upon Newmsn. Perhaps this may have been due 

in part to the fact that Longham and the Squire called 

Elsmere1s attention to something which never seriously 

entered into Newman1s reading of history — the impor

tance of being able to set a just estimate upon the value 
22 

of testimony. 

This topic of the value of testimony in history led 

him to a consideration of the value of testimony in the 

Scriptures • From the time he began that investigation 

his conversion to Liberal Christianity began, also, to

gether with a growing repugnance for mediaevalism. When 

he looked into Christian evidences in the light of science 

and history he did not find them to be what he had always 

supposed they were. Biblical criticism had been a closed 

field to him. When he entered it, all the flood-gates of 

doubt opened wide. His agony at being compelled to give 

up much that he had long held sacred was intense. It is 

always hard to leave orthodoxy whether the departure is 

toward mediaevalism, like Charles Reading1s or away from 

it,like Robert Elsmere1s. Yet honesty compelled the sac-

22. Ibid., pp. 77, 78, 325, 322, 371-373, 334. 
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rifice in each case, as it has in many another. Hey/come1 s 

recipe for quelling doubt was —"never think"-- pray, fast, 

scourge yourself, do anything else, but never think. But-

Robert could, not accept that good and Cathblic solution 

for his difficulty. He faced it like a man. "I must face 

it through," was his cry. To Catharine he confessed that 

for months,— or much longer — though he had not been 

aware of it earlier — he had been fighting with doubt —-

"doubt of orthodox Christianity — doubt of what the Church 

teaches — of what I have to say and preach every Sunday.— 

Many men, I suppose, in my position would have trampled 

on their doubts — would have regarded thorn as sin in them

selves, would have felt it their duty to ignore them as much 

as possible, trusting to time and God's help. I could not 

ignore them. I knew that I could no more go on liv

ing to any purpose, with a whole region of my mind shut up, 

as it were, barred away from the rest of me, than I could 

go on living with a secret between myself and you. I could 

not hold my faith by mere tenure of tyranny and fear. Faith 

that is not free' that is not the faith of the whole crea

ture, body, soul and intellect — seemed to me a faith 

worthless both to God and to manI" He could not have helped 

himself, had he wished, he concluded. The thing had al

ready gone too far to be checked before he was aware of its 
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"beginning. And doubtless he was right. 

After doubt there cane settled belief again. One day 

-—after long critical study and meditation-— he cate

chised himself with the following results: 

tf!D° I believe in God? Surely, surely®. "Though He 

slay mc yet will I trust in Him!" Do I believe in Christ? 

Yes —- in the teacher, the martyr, the symbol for us Wes

terns of all things heavenly and abiding, the image and 

pledge of the invisible life of the spirit — with all 

my soul and all my mind! 

!r!But in the Man-God, the Word from Eternity — in a 

wonder-workihg Christ, in a risen and ascended Jesus, in 

the living Intercessor and Mediator for the lives of His 

doomed brethren?1 

"He waited, conscious that it was the crisis of his 

history, and there arose in him, as if articulated one 

by one by an audible voice, words of irrevocable mean

ing. 

"* Every human soul in which the voice of God makes 

itself felt, enjoys, equally with Jesus of Nazareth, the 

divine worship, and miracles do not happen!! — It was 

done.11 His new belief had taken definite conscious 

shape• Some time later, to the working men, he stated 

23. Ibid., 327-30,357,371-73,375,377,378,386,387,421,422. 
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his belief thus: 

11 The man who is addressing you believes in God; and 

in Conscience, which is God!s witness in the soul; and in 

Experience, which is at once the record and the instrument 

of man's education, at God's hands. He places his whole 

trust, for life and death, 'in God the Father Almighty' — 

in that force at the root of things which is revealed to us 

whenever a man helps his neighbor, or a mother denies her

self to her for her child. .He believes in an Eternal 

Goodness — in an Eternal Mind — of which Nature and Man 

are the continuous and the only revelation.With such a 

creed, he felt it impossible for him to continue to be a 

clergyman in the Established Church, and resigned his liv

ing* But apart from the severing of tender ties — he felt 

that he had gained rather than lost by the change* His 

early declaration to Grey in regard to what the change 

had meant was — "I only know that the things I libved once 

I love still, and that — that — if I had the heart to 

think at all I should see more of God in the world than 

I ever saw before*" And he did regain the 'heart to think' 

by and by as he grew accustomed to his new viev/s. The Bib

le,-too , came to mean more to him than before. The real 

truth was still the same in its stories, whether they were 

literally true or not; and it was a relief to be no longer 

compelled to stretch his credulity in order to accept many 
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of them literally. 

In the latter three novels, Liberalism in religion 

has been carried to the farthest extreme to which it could 

be carried and stil3 remain within the limits of Christian

ity. In other words, the characters have gone as far from 

Catholicism and a certain authority as thoy could go. In 

each instance the character, who went so far, had someone 

near him, who tried to hold him to tradition and authority. 

But that very fact seems to have made the rebound all the 

more certain. 

26. Ibid., pp.-396, 572, 400, 412, 468. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

RELIGIOUS HISTORICAL NOVELS AND THEIR CONNECTION 

WITH THE CATHOLIC REVIVAL 

The historical novel is a recent literary development. 

It is easy to see why. There must first be genuine his

tory, before there can be a historical novel, The Middle 

Ages had no historical sense• Truth was not required or 

even desired from Mediaeval writers• Theirs was an age 

of romance. Not until the seventeenth and eighteenth cen

turies was there a desire for the truth, and an histor

ical spirit. There is yet another reason why the histor

ical novel came late. Stoddard defines and comments upon 

the historical novel thus:— 

"It is a record of individual life, of individual emo

tion, in circumstances and times of historical interest. 

For its making, two things arc requisite, — that there 

be a conception of, and a fondness for, the facts and 

spirit of history; and that there be a knowledge of, and 

an appreciation of. the importance of the individual life• 
1 

Now both these requisites are modern qualities of mind. " 

1. F. H. Stoddard, The Evolution of the English Novel, p.87. 
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With these facts in view, there is no longer any question 

as to why historical novels were first written in the nine

teenth century. They could not have originated earlier. 

Sir Walter Scott is justly called the father of the type. 

A few were written shortly before his works, but they are 

unimportant. He was the first great master in the art of 

historical fiction. And of his novels, Waverley in 1814 

was the first of a historical nature. 

It was not until some years later that the religious-

historical novel took its rise. Not that the earlier his

torical novels did not treat of religion. They did. But 

they did it in no purposeful way. Scott for example treats 

it only in an idealized and imaginative way. It adds to 

the romance of his stories, which are primarily not at all 

religious, and enhances their ornamentation. He makes no 

attempt to present any spiritual truths or to influence 

the lives of men by his treatment of religion. That he did 

so, we have already observed; but it was wholly unintentibn-

al. Stoddard has a theory that fiction tends to develop 

from"the external, the romantic, the objective, to the in-
2 

ternal, the actual, the subjective." By this theory he 

accounts for the fact that Scott's historical novels are 

objective rather than subjective, while Henry Esmond, for 

--- - 1  1 , 1  • "" 8 

2. Op. cit., p. 116. 
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example, coming later — is subjective. Probably ho is 

right. The trend does seem to bo in that direction. And 

this theory helps to account for the fact that the relig* 

ious-historical novel was a later development of the his

torical novel — though Stoddard does not mention it. But 

to my mind, there is a far stranger reason. The people 

of the early nineteenth century wore not especially in

terested in Church history. It was only after the rise 

of the Oxford Movement and the beginning of the Catholic 

Revival that there grew up an all-absorbing interest in 

that subject. It has already been remarked in former 

chapters, how the religious Controversy carried the mem

bers of all parties back in Church-history, from the ear

liest time on down to the Reformation, in order to sub

stantiate their positions in regard to the early Church, 

Apostolic Succession, Church Councils, the meaning and 

validity of the Reformation, and other contested points. 

Much forgotten history was then brought to life and light 

again. The history of the time when the Church and State 

were one was also vividly recalled. And when the Con

troversy was taken over into fiction, this latter con

dition of religious affairs was treated by the novelists 

as well as strictly Church-history. It is my opinion 

that without this revived interest in Church-history, to

ward the middle of the nineteenth century, the religious-
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historical novel would still he an undeveloped branch of 

fiction. The very nature of the subject matter of such 

novels has brought mc to that conclusion. Fifteen have 

been chosen as representatives. These may all be grouped 

under three headings, according to the nature of their 

religious subject matter; first, those in which the 

Church interfered or attempted to interfere with the 

politics of a given period; second, those which repre

sent the life and thought of the Reformation period; third , 

those which cluster about the life and tiifres of the early 

Christians and the Primitive Church. 

Under the first heading are Westward He ? Henry Esmond, 

Romola, John Inglesant, and Lothair. None of these novels 

favor the temporal power of the Church; each recognizes 

that the Church has had more power in the past than at the 

present; all are unfriendly to Catholicism; in each there 

is a 1 Popish plot1 for interfering with government affairs, 

which fails. As most of these novels have been spoken of 

in earlier chapters, they need not be considered again here.. 

They belong to the least important group of religious-his

torical novels. They might almost be classed simply as 

historical novels without the qualifying word 1 religious', 

but for the fact that all —, unless, perhaps, Romola 

might be excepted— register a bitterness of feeling a-

gainst Catholicism which was not expressed by novelists, 
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who treated religious subjects, before the time of the 

Oxford Movement. I have retained them, therefore, under 

the heading of religious-historical novels. 

Under the second group, or novels of the Reformation 

period, may be classed — The Cloister and the Hearth, True 

Heart, The Gleaming Dawn, The Chronicles of the SchBnberg-

Cotta Family. These show more distinctly than the former 

group the effect of the Catholic Revival. In the three hun

dred years since its occurrenpe, the Reformation had come 

to be looked upon as something finished, as a closed story, 

as an irrevocable event. There was no longer need for say

ing anything about it. But the Roman Controversy called 

its validity in question. It was affirmed tha t Apostolic 

Succession did not continue for the Established Church 

beyond the Reformation. The Anglican Church had always 

heId that it did continue, that the Established Church did 

not break from the Catholic Church and its line of Suc

cession, but only with the Pope• Through the influence 

of the Controversy, interest in the subject of the Refor

mation became almost as fresh and vigorous for many as it 

had been three centuries before. In consequence of this 

renewal of interest, novelists began choosing the Period 

as a setting for their stories, historic personages of the 

time for their characters, and Protestant doctrines for 

the theme of their subject matter. 
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The Cloister and the Hearth has its setting in the time 

of the early childhood of Erasmus just prior to the Re

formation* The life of the times, and some of the abuses 

and superstitions of the Church are represented* More 

than anything else — it shov/s the need of a reformation. 

The Catholics of the writer! day were maintaining that the 

Protestant Reformation need never, should never, have been. 

In the face of this assumption, Charles Reade brought out 

his Cloister and the Hearth, which in essence says on al

most every page — what a mistake Catholic Christianity is 
3 

in practically all of its phases. 

True Heart is a little different. It is not so decid

edly in favor of the Reformation. It represents conditions 

of peasant life at the beginning of that great Religious-

historical event. Driven to desperation by the oppression 

of the rich and the indifference of the priesthood, the 

poor were willing to welcome a change of any kind, just 

so it was a change; while Erasmus, Paracelsus, Luther and 

others were directing what the change should be; and bad 
4 

men,like Kerver, were using it to serve their own ends. 

3. Op. cit., pp. 192, 201-204, 506, 564, 587, 673,719-725. 

4. Op. cit., pp. 19, 85, 32-38, 40, 41, 103, 331, 251, 252 , 

264-266, 306, 307-, 357-360, 377, 404. 
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The Gleaming Pawn is more definitely doctrinal. It 

emphasizes the bad motives of the Church in trying to keep 

the Scripture from the people; its injustice of witholding 

the * ciip5 in communion; and its crue 1 tyranny in its en

deavor to crush out the beginnings of the Reformation in 

the works of Wycliff, Huss, and their followers. The 

Church is represented as being in a bad state,indeed ; 

ancl as having departed from the teachings of Jesus and 

the early Church in many respects. The Bible in the 

hands of the people would betray that fact — therefore 
5 

the priests tried to keep it from them. 

The SchBnberg-Cotta Family is the most doctrinal 

novel of the four. In it Lutherfs doctrine of justi

fication by faith1 is stressed throughout. Like The 

Gleaming Dawn, it repeatedly points out that the Bible 

in the hands of the people reveals to them wherein Church 

doctrines and customs have been deceiving them. Convents 

together with the priesthood are again and again con

demned, as are also the mediaeval idea of God and what 

constituted a holy life. And always Luther1s doctrines 

and councils are more satisfying and more righteous than 

those of the Church. The events of the great Reformer1s 

5' OP* cit., pp. 30, 52, 54, 65, 88, 106, 118-120, 126-

128, 141, 146, 156-158, 249, 254, Gh. 18. 
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life and the account of his spiritual struggles follow 

history quite closely. They are recounted for the express 

purpose of accentuating the errors and shortcomings of 
6 

the Church. 

It seems quite evident that none of these novels 

in defense of Protestantism and the Reformation would have 

been written had not Protestantism just then been on the 

defensive. The period furnishes splendid material, and a 

good setting for fiction; yet if there had been no especial 

religious interest in it just at the time —- it is at least 

doubtful whether novelists would have chosen to write upon 

it. 

Within the third group may be included the novels 

portraying the life and times of the early Christians and 

the primitive Church. Such are — Darkness and Dawn, 

Callista, Fabiola, Gathering Clouds, and Hypatia. There 

seems no more reasonable way of accounting for the settings 

and subject matter of these novels than through the influ

ence of the religious Controversy which immediately pre

ceded them. As has been shown, each Church party claimed 

that its origin was in the time of Jesus, and searched 

6• Op. cit., pp. 17, IS, 79, 91, 105-109, 112, 118, 119, 

123, }24, 131-134, 157, 190, 175, 3 02, 303, 315, 324, 

370, 359, 358. 
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Church history in order to .prove such an origin for itself# 

V7e owe the novels just mentioned to the airing Church 

history received in this way# 

One other novel, not included within this list, which 

touches upon early Church history, should be noted in pass

ing. It is Bulwer-Lytton1s Last Days of Pompeii. It has : 

not been included because, written as it was in 1834, —a 

year after the Oxford Movement started, — it does not seem 

reasonable to believe that it was seriously influenced by 

the antiquarian tendencies of that Movement. I take rather 

the authors' own explanation of his reason for introducing 

the primitive Church. In the time and scene he has chosen 

he says, "much may be found to arouse the curiosity of the 

reader, and enlist his interest in the descriptions of the 

author. It was in the first century of our religion; it 

was in the most civiiized period of Rome,,f and-so-on. 

Again, in accounting for the creation of the characters 

introduced, he confides — "The early struggles of Christ

ianity with the heathen superstition suggested then crea-
7 

tion of 01inthusFrom these comments upon the historic

al setting of his story, it would appear that, since the 

catastrophe of Pompeii occurred during the early history 

and spread of the Christian religion, he felt that Relig-

7. Op. cit., Preface, pp. VIII, X. 
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ion must be taken into account in his work. He did not 

write his entire novel in order to expose the early Church, 

as did the other waiters, but put in the Church and des

cribed it now and then because he believed that it should 

be present in order to make his representation of the age 

ring true• 

The novels chosen as representatives of this type of 

religious-historical novel succeed each other well in point; 

of time. Darkness And Dawn treats of the history of the 

Church in the middle of the first century; Callista as its 

subtitle indicates is 1A Tale of the Third Century1; Fab-

tola recounts the history of the Church and of the saints 

of the early part, and Gathering Clouds of the latter por

tion of the fourth century; while Hypatla has to do with 

the African Church in the early years of the fifth century. 

Darkness And Dawn can scarcely be said to be controver

sial in its nature; but it does discuss the nature and char

acter of early Christianity, which were important topics 

to the controversialists. In the Preface, Farrar explains 

his purpose and to some extent his method. "The Darkness 

of which I speak is the darkness of decadent Paganism; the 

!Dawn* is the dawn of Christianity"• The novel was written 

to illustrate the problem, - "why av religion so humble in 

its origin and so feeble in its earthly resources as Christ

ianity, won so majestic a victory over the power, the glory, 
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and the intellect of the civilized world," And of the 

churchmen introduced into the story, he affirms - "Scarce

ly in one instance have I touched the Preachers of early 
8 

Christianity with the finger of fiction". Several scrip

tural characters are introduced* Onesimus - the slave 

concerning whom Paul wrote the letter to Philemon - fig

ures largely as a representative of slave life* Paul, his 

life as a prisoner, his teachings, his trial, and his ex

ecution are described. The banishment of John and the cru

cifixion of Peter are also recounted. The persecution of 

the Christians under Nero and the triumph of their faith 

enters .largely .into the story. As would be expected - all 

Church doctrines and customs represented are Protestant, 

The.^youth Aulus died unbaptised, but Paul banished the fear 

from his mother!s heart that the boy was 1 doomed to perish1 

on that account. In speaking of Jesus and his crucifixion, 

Pomponia simply bowed her head in reverence at the mention 

of the event, whereas, a Catholic would have been sure to 

make the sign of the cross. Every time a christian service 

is described, its simplicity is pronounced. The accounts 

do not resemble those of Callista and Fabiola in which 

services filled with form and altar and chapel decorations 

are described. Farrar says through Clemens - Christian 

8. VI. P. Farrar, Darkness And Dawn, Preface, pp. VII, IX. 
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"symbols are the simplest things in the world". In other 

words, the Primitive Church was decidedly Protestant in 

its nature, according to the history reproduced in this 

novel. 

In Callista the decision is revorsed. The Church, as 

therein represented, at the beginning of the third century 

would never be mistaken for a Protestant organization. 

Every thing Christian is expressed in Catholic phraseology. 

History substantiates the fact that the Church was then be

ginning to take on the forms which later developed into 

full fledged Catholicism. The author, with his Lives of the 

Saints and Fathers knew something of the period of which 

he wrote. The Catholicism of this novel has already been 

discussed in Chapter V, and need not be dwelt on here. The 

story represents the history of the Church during the time 

of the persecution of Dacius. Callista and Agellius are 

taken from the Calendar of the Saints• The one suffered 

martyrdom early, the other lived to be a Bishop before that 

coveted fate befell him. Except for the edicts of perse

cution and the casual naming of a few historic personages, 

there is little profane history either in Callista or in 

its companion piece - Fabiola. 

The two novels should by rights be discussed together. 

9. Op.cit., pp. 93, 42, 43, 367, 370, 530, 557, 405-409, 

200, 478, 474, 437-460, 409, 75, 165, 140. 
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Both portray the Church in times of persecution; both repre

sent the early Church as decidedly Catholic* The authors 

seem to have taken care not to go back so near to the begin

ning of the Church that there would be need for taking up 

its history before it was markedly Catholic. The persecu

tion described in Fabiola is that of the emperor Maximian. 

This was one of the periods during which the Christians 

took refuge in the Catacombs. Several chapters are devoted 

to an interesting and instructive description of the cata

combs. Christian communism of the early Church is also 

broughtinto the story, and many of the sayings of St. Agnes, 

as found in the Roman Breviary, are employed in describing 

her life and character, e.g. dove-like innocence dwelt in 

her eyes1; she referred to Jesus as "one who has already 

pledged me to Him by His betrothal ring, and has adorned me 

with immense jewels"; "'He has girded my hand and neck with 

precious gems, and has set in my ears rings of peerless 

pearls"; "He whose beauty sun and moon in their lofty firm

ament gaze on and adore, to Him is pledged my service and 

my love". But the chief aim of Fabiola as of Callista is 
- 1Q 

to show how thoroughly Catholic the early Church was. 

In the latter part of the same century - at the begin

ning of which T/iseman found so much that was praiseworthy 

10. Cardinal Wiseman, Fabiola, pp. 274, 65, 36, 44, 45, 139, 

Chs. II, III, IV, XIV, XVII. 
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in Catholic Christianity - is placed the setting of FarrarTs 

Gathering Clouds. In the Preface to the lattor work, the 

author asserts that in it he has been true to the history 

of the period in all essential points. Such an affirmation 

causes the state of the Church to appear the darker. If 

the spirit of Christianity, as represented by the Church, 

was as sweet and pure in the early part of the fourth cen

tury as Wiseman represented it - it had greatly changed by 

the last quarter of the century, if Farrar * s statement in 

regard to the historical accuracy of his novel is true. 

The difference between the estimate* of the two men may 

have arisen partly from the fact that Wiseman wrote about 

the main body of the Christians while Farrar wrote mostly 

of Bishops and high churchmen. The people of Antioch were 

simple and sincere in their religion, but Farrar did not 

dwell long upon them• The fact that he chose to represent 

the corruption of the priesthood, whereas Wiseman chose to 

represent the purity of both people and priests is note

worthy. Gathering Clouds has much to say concerning un

christian practices in the Church, illegal councils, wick

ed , diabolical Bishops, and above all of the persecutions 

endured by John of Antioch, Patriarch of Constantinople, 

later St. Chrysostom. The sentiment of the whole is sum

med up in 8 lengthy paragraph on church corruption. The 

accusations are against persecutions of the Church in ail 

ages: 
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"The first persecution turned nominally on tho charge 
of incendiarism against 'the Johanriitesf (/the disciples of 
St. Chrysostom], and to equal its cruel infamy we have to 
come down to tho darkest days which ever brought down the 
wrath of Heaven on a guilty Church: the dark and horrible 
days of religious persecution in its most baleful guise, 
when devils wore the garb of 1 the Holy Office1; the days 
when 'Saint1 Pope Pious V., that 1 perfect priest1, sent, 
with his blessing, a jeweled sword to Alva, the coldblood
ed butcher of the Netherlands; the days when Torquemada and 
his successors daily filled the prisons of Spain with the 
shrieks of those whom, in the name of the merciful Jesus, 
they tortured with rack and thumbscrews, - blackened the 
blue heavens of Spain with the Tophet-smoke of their bale
fires, and laded the winds with the ashes of God's faith
ful worshipers; the days 

T/hen persecuting zeal made ro^al sport 
Of murdered innocence at Mary's Court; 

the days when Pope Gregory XIII. consecrated the vilest 
form of assassination by singing Hallelujahs and striking 
medals in honor of the Massacre of St. Bartholomew. That 
such deeds of hell were possible as early as the fourth cen
tury is alone a sufficient proof of the hideous corruption 
of the Church caused by the usurpation, half-Pagan, half-
Jewish, which had polluted with turbid influences the pure 
river of the Water* of Life; of the unspeakable degeneration 
from the religion of Him Whose name was Love, and who placed 
In love the fulfilling of the law. The early Church, in tte 
days of her simplicity and sincerity, would have revolted 
in unspeakable loathing from such devilish cruelties, born 
of ambition and intolerance which for so many subsequent 
centuries were committed in her name. Her doctrine, taught 
with absolute firmness by her early saints, was, 1 Violence 
is hateful to God.1 Could the Angel of the Church of the 
first and second centuries have witnessed the horrors per
petrated in later days by those who called themselves her 
champions, would they not have appealed to her Lord,and 
cried: 

Face, loved of little children long ago, 
Head hated of the Scribes and teachers then— 
Say, was not this Thy passion --to foreknow 11 
In Thy death1 s hour the deeds of Christian men?11 

11. F. "II.f Farrar, Gathering Clouds, pp. 153, 172, 176, 184, 

308, 333, 432, 392, 436, 161-163, 311, 393, 455, Ch.XIX. 
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Hyp at, la, describing donditions at the beginning of the 

next century, does not make them bettor than Farrar did. 

But perhaps sufficient has already been said under the var

ious headings in Chapter VI in regard to Church corruption 

as represented by Hypatia. The corruption of the priest

hood, the pillaging of the Jews, the murder of Hypatia all 

stand out glaringly, while minor faults are mingled with 
12 

the others throughout the course of the story. 

"Tiat but the Roman Controversy could have sent these 

novelists back to the very periods in Church history over 

which that conflict was waged? Earlier v/riters, even ear

lier historical novelists, had felt no interest in this 

period of history. Their settings had clustered around 

either Mediaeval or Modern history,— the centuries of 

the primitive Church and the century of the Lutheran Refor

mation were neglected. But when a vital interest came to 

be felt in those centuries, what was more natural than that 

the novelist should utilize that interest in fiction? 

Hence, I believe, we are justified in tracing the origin 

of the religious-historical novel to the influence of the 

Oxford Movement or Catholic Revival. 

12.- Op. cit., pp. 5-7, 53, 62, 65, 72, 74T80, 116-118, 

322, 323. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A 

Notes Referred To In The Footnotes. 

Note I, p. 4. 

John Oman, in The Problem of Faith and Freedom in the 
Last Two Centuries, connects our Movement with the general 
reaction of the English Liberals against the Radicalism of 
the French Revolution. A few quotations from his discus
sion will illustrate his trend of thought; 

15The Revolution formed for Romanticism an intellectual 
and spiritual watershed which made one stream travel like 
the Danube, to the Bast, and the other, like the Rhine, to 
the West. What determined the direction was the way in 
which quiet was to be sought. This deponded on the inter
pretation of the Revolution.11 If it were anarchy, nurtured 
by an excess of liberty, the outcome was defiance to God 
and all authority; If caused by oppression - more freedom 
was demanded. Some of the Churchmen thought "the first 
need, manifestly, was to revive the power of the Visible 
Church, the supreme bulwark against anarchy. That would 
guarantee the substance, whatever it might do for the 
form of freedom. That this movement was due to a general 
and not to a;, local cause, appears from the fact that it 
sprang up even earlier in Germany than in England." There 
grew up a feeling that - "If the Revolution was a mere 
chaotic upheaval, why not the whole commotion since the 
Reformation? Before that event divided the German people 
Into two camps, the Church was the bond of society, and 
the Holy Roman Empire the pillar of unity and strength. 
Had not the substance of freedom all these years been sac
rificed to the form of it? TThy not go back, by one bold 
leap, to those days of greatness." The Tractarians lived 
under the shadow of the Revolution. ?,To confirm authority 
and beat down Liberalism in every form was their sole rem
edy. Liberalism was Rationalism, and Rationalism, as the 
universal solvent, was Revolution. Liberalism was Antichrist, 
because it exalted self above the yoke of religion and law; 
and the spirit of lawlessness, of which Liberalism is the 
offspring, came in with the Reformation." 

Note I, Oman, pp. 255-259 
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Note II, p. 18. 

It is interesting to note what Matthew Arnold said, 
in Culture and Anarchy,(p. 29) in regard to the cause of 
the decline of the Movement• 

"But what was it, this liberalism, as Dr. Newmnn saw 
it, and as it really brolco the Oxford Movement? It was 
the great middle-class liberalism, which had for the car
dinal points of its belief the Reform Bill of 1852, and 
local self government in politics; in the social sphere, 
free-trade, unrestrained competition, and the making of 
large industrial fortunes; in the religious sphere, the 
Dissidence of Dissent and the Protestantism of the Pro
testant religion. I do not say that other and more in
telligent forces than this were not opposed to the Ox
ford Movement; but this was the force which really beat it; 
this was the force which Dr. Newman felt himself fight
ing with." --

Note III, p. 42. 

The following extract from one of Cha rles Nortonfs 
letters to J. R. Lowell in 1857 reveals something of the 
Catholic proselyting at Rome during that winter as Nor
ton saw it: 

"The Fields ard living on the corner of the Piazza 
Mignanelli and Piazza di Spagna; and are just undergoing 
a tremendous bombardment from a strong force of Catholic 
converts who are trying to compel them to yield to the 
claims of the true Church. Aubrey de Vere, with whom 
Field fell in on his way to Rome, leads on the attack.--
-- He is followed by the Right Honorable Maunsell, Clerk 
of the Ordinance, a good, stout, awkward Englishman, who 
brings up heavy batteries which he does not understand 
how to manage. And behind him comes a vigorous, simple, 
Jesuitical German Baron, Schroeder, who skirmishes in 
the most independent and original manner, watches every 
opportunity, seizes the least symptom of giving out, and 
spreads before the eyes of the beseiged, the great map 
of the Church militant in the background. To complete 
the conquest the Reverend General Dr. Manning has been 
brought on to the field, and a novena is going on for 
the conversion of our friends. But as yet they are not 
reduced to extremities, and they will hold out sometime 
longer. But the attempt, which was amusing at first, 
is becoming tiresome. One can not go to their rooms of 
an evening without finding them already invested by the 
converts. Dr. Vere comes in to take a* cup of tea and to 
sweeten it with poetic theology. There is a splendid pre-
sumptuousness on the part of these new Catholics; they 
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fancy that there is no truth but theirs, and that the 
Almighty looks with compassion, which thoy benignantly 
try to imitate, on the lost sheep who are not in the fold 
of Romanism. Then comes Maunsell to talk about Montelm-
bent and modern miracles. Then the Baron assures his 
friends that he feels to them like a Father, to tell them 
of his adventures and good deeds in America and Africa 
and of the conversions that are going on; and to say that 
he has an inmost feeling that his dear friends will be
come 'Catalik1. Dr. Manning is reserved for solemn occa
sions; and if he fails (but how many converts has ho not 
made and received!) there is a Bishop in reserve. It is 
a thoroughly amusing scene. Mrs. Field is becoming indig
nant that these men should suppose she has been without 
religion so long, — Field smiles and says, ' But now, Bar* 
on, I don11 care one jot about your apostolic succession. 
I don!t know any thing about such matters, but what I do 
know is that your Popes are not much like the Apostlos •1 
And after the Baron and the rest have gone he takes his Hew 
Testament and finds confirmation of his opinion. Meanwhile 
many conversions are going on as usual, especially among 
the English, and the Church is growing stronger every day 
throughout Europe. There is a great wave of superstition 
passing over the continent, - a secular reaction, - and 
we have no reformers to breast it." 

Note III, Letters of Chas» Eliot Norton, Vol. I, p. 159. 

Note IV, p. 80. 

After losing both women he had loved, Santley gave 
himself up to celibacy and a life of penance, to atone 
for the past -- it is inferred, but the author does not 
say so. It is interesting to contrast, with Buchanan1s 
failure actively to denounce Catholicism, Walsh's account 
of Loyola, the founder of the Jesuit order, who, he says, 
waited tc become a monk until he had given up all hope 
of ever being able to marry the woman he loved. 

"There is no reason to doubt that Loyola's decision, 
formed while recovering from the severe illness brought on 
by his wounds, to devote himself to Monastic life, was 
caused by despair of gaining the hand of the lady on whom 
he had bestowed his affections. Monasteries and Convents 
are very much indebted to the same cause for an increase 
in the number of their inmates 

Note IV, 77alter 7/alsh, The Jesuits In Great Britain, p. 279. 
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Note V, p. 89. 

If Walsh - and the numerous documents he has brought 
together in The Secret History of the Oxford Movement to 
prove his points - can be trusted, the desire for reunion 
among a large percent of High Churchmen, after the begin
ning of the Oxford Movement, was strong. His assertions 
that the Movement was intentionally Homeward from the first 
may not be true (pp. 311, 266, 267); but that it was so in 
fact, no one can doubt. Rev. VJm. Mask© 11, before going to 
Rome in 1850, in a published letter, denounced the secrecy 
with which Roman doctrines were being held by his fellow 
Tractarians in the Established Church: ftTake, for example, 
the doctrine of Invocation of Saints; or, of Prayer for the 
Dead; or, of Justification by Faith only; or, of the merits 
of good works; or, of the necessity of regular and obedient 
Fasting; or, of the reverence due to the blessed Virgin 
Mary; or, of the propitiatory Sacrifice of the Blessed 
Eucharist; or, of the almost necessity of the Auricular 
Confession and Absolution, in order to the remission of 
mortal sin; - and more might be mentioned than these. 
Now, let me ask you; do wo speak of theso doctrines from 
our pulpits in the same manner, or to the same allowed ex
tent as we speak of them one to another, or think of them 
in our closets? Let me not be understood as if sup- * 
posing that any motive, except prudonce and caution, has ,'t-
caused this reserve; but there are limits beyond which 
Christian caution degenerates into deceit.11 (p. 44.) 

Such a letter, if it did nothing more, showed that 
Tractarians held many doctrines in common with the Roman 
Catholics. That being the case, it was only natural that 
they should desire communion with them; and agitatifim for 
reunion was almost inevitable. But since the High Church 
was only one party, and since not all.of its members were 
Tractarians in sympathy - it was necessary for Reunionists 
to work their way slowly and cautiously. In order to 
spread their doctrines throughout the Church, numerous 
societies of a secret nat\ire were organized within the 
Church of England. They were composed of persons who did 
not wish to leave the Church, but only desired to be con
sidered a part of the great, universal Christian Church. 
They seemed to believe that the Catholic Church would ad
mit the Anglican Church into its communion on the ground 
of Catholicity if it would accept certain fundamental 
Catholic doctrines. Various societies laid special em
phasis on different doctrines, but all tended toward a 
reunion with Rome. The object of the Society of the Holy 
Cross, founded in 1855, was to maintain and "extend the 
Catholic Faith and Doctrines, and to form a special Bond 
of Unidn between Catholic Priests, (p. 49) The Order of 
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Corporate Reunion went further. It acknowledged the Pope 
as the lawful Head of the whole visible Church on earth, 
but did not favor joining the Church of Rome, (p. 145) In 
1872 was founded a Purgatorial Society within the Church 
of England - to spread the doctrine of purgatory and to 
offer prayers for the dead, that they might be delivered 
from the flames of purgatory, (p, 227) Such were the con
ditions in the Established Church at the time Shorthouse 
wrote John Inglesant, 

Note VI, p. 109, 

Mrs. Linton and Walsh were of much tho same opinion re
garding the power and influence of the confessional. I can
not forbear quoting a few of his remarks on the subject: 
"Auricular confession is always a secret thing. 
Were it a public transaction it would lose its attraction 
to a certain class of minds and the power of the priest 
would cease to exist. It gives to tho priest a power 
over the penitent which nothing can destroy but the Grace 
of God. - The confessional frequently interferes with 
the confidence which should exist between husband and wife. 

The wife will tell her Father Confessor things which 
she would not dare to mention to her husband; nor would 
she be expected ever to repeat to him the secret conver
sations between herself and her Confessor.11 

Walsh, Secret Hist, of the 0. M., pp. 80-81. 

Note VII, p. 120. 

Oman SPJS of Newman: "He found no obligation to 
study the other side; a hint was sufficient to lead him 
on, and he passed by everything else to find what com
pleted his view in the most unlikely quarters. —- He 
follows a kind of aesthetic intuition, and builds up a 
scheme which draws him by its completeness; and he never 
seems to experience the need of falling back on the ques
tion whether it had actuality behind it or not. Everything 
congenial to his views, everything that rendered his scheme 
more artistically complete, he readily assimilated, and the 
rest he could pass by as though it were not." — 

Oman, The Problem of Faith and Freedom, pp. 261, 262. 
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Note VIII, p. 130. 

It is interesting in this connection to recall the 
view of celibacy expressed by Tolstoy. Take for example 
The Epilogue to the Kreutzer Sonata, (It is not evident 
of course that the "opinions set forth are entirely Tol
stoy1 s own.) To illustrate the general trend of the 
doctrine in this story, one of the characters said: 

1!The Christian1 s ideal is love to God and his neighbor ; 
self-renunciation in< order to serve God and his neighbor; 
carnal love, marriage, means serving oneself, and therefore 
is, in any case, a hindrance in the service of God and men, 
and, consequently, from the Christian point of view, a 
fall, a sin. The Gospel says clearly and without any 
possibility of misinterpretation, in the first place, that 
a married man must not be divorced from his ivifu, in or
der to take another, and that he must live with the one 
with whom he has come together (Matt. 5,31,32; 19:8); in 
the second place, that for man in general, both married 
and unmarried man, it is sinful to look upon woman as an 
object of enjoyment (Matt. 5:28,29), and in the third place 
that for an unmarried man it is better not to marry at all, 
that is, to be absolutely chaste (Matt. 19:10-12).11 

Count Leo Tolstoy, The Kreutzer Sonata, Vol. IX, pp.429,430. 

Note IX, p. 146. 

James Anthony Froude5 s opinion of the Revival of Ro
manism is worthy of repetition here: 

"The proverb which says that nothing is certain but 
the unforeseen was never better verified than in the resur- * 
rection, as it were out of the grave, during the last forty 
years, of the Roman Catholic religion. In my own boyhood 
It hung about some"few ancient English families like a 
ghost of the past. They preserved their creeds as an 
heirloom which tradition rather than conviction made sa
cred to them. A convert from Protestantism to Popery 
would have been as grefct a monster as a convert to Bud
dhism or Odin worship. The singular change which we 
have witnessed and are still witnessing is not due to 
freshly discovered evidence of the truth of what had been 
abandoned as superstition. The intellect which saw the 
falsehood of the papal pretensions in the sixteenth cen
tury, sees it only more clearly in the nineteenth. More 
than ever the assumptions of the Holy See are perceived 
to rest on error or on fraud. The doctrines of the Gath-
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olic Church have gained only i21 creased improbability 
from the advance of knowledge. Her History in the light of 
critical science is a tissue of legend woven by the devout 
imagination." The modern spirit of Liberty has 
taken from the Pope all of his temporal power. 

"The tide of knowledge and the tide of outward events 
have set with equal force in the direction opposite to Ro
manism; yet in spite of it, perhaps by means of it, as a 
kite rises against the wind, the Roman Church has once 
more shot up its visible and practical consequence," 
While she is losing ground in the nations long exclusively 
her own, she is gaining converts abroad. 

"What is the meaning of so strange a phenomenon? Is 
the progress of which we hear so much, less real than we 
thought? Does knowledge grow more shallow as the surface 
widens?" 

"Many causes have united to bring about such a stato 
of things. Many and even contradictory tendencies can be 
seen to have combined in the results.11 The Whigs believed 
the Catholics were becoming liberal and should be emanci
pated. The Tractarians believed that it devolved upon thorp 
to check liberalism and Popery by asserting tho authority 
of the Anglican Church."Both, Whigs and Tractarians were de
ceiving themselves. The Catholic Church is unchangeable 
as the"Ethiopian1s skin, and remains, for good or evil, the 
same today as yesterday. The Tractarians1 principles led 
the ablest of them into that very fold against which they 
had imagined themselves the most effective barriers. From 
the day in which they established their party in the Angli
can communion, a steady stream of converts has passed 
through it into the Catholic ranks; while the Whigs, in 
carrying emancipation, gave the Catholics political power• 

"Pio Nono, in the midst of his calamities, declares 
himself infallible." Some answer with contempt. 
"As the rdality of his power passes from him, the Pope* s 
pretensions shine larger than ever. In spite of reason, 
in spite of history, each day he finds his dominion extend
ing. Each day he has a firmer grasp upon the public press, 
the education, and the government of the countries which 
had revolted against him with greatest fierceness." 

Short Studies of Great Subjects, Vol. Ill, pp. 130-137. 
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Note X, p. 151• 

J. A. Proude was invited by Newman to assist in 
bringing out a series of biographies of distinguished 
English saints, from the earliest history of the Christian 
Church in England on. Froude has given us his own impres
sions and conclusions in regard to those Lives as far as 
he found them already recorded: 

"I knew that I was entering a strange scene, but an
ticipation is not sensation, nor had anything which I had 
hitherto read prepared me completely for what I should 
find. The order of nature, whether always unbroken or not, 
is generally uniform. In the lives of the Christian saints 
the order of nature seems only to have existed to give 
holy men an opportunity of showing their superiority to 
material conditions. The evidence is commonly respectable. 
The biographer may be a personal friend, or at least a friend 
of a friend; yet not 1 Jack the Giant-killer1 on the1Arabian 
Nights1 introduces one more entirely into a supernatural 
world. When a miracle occurs, the unbeliever is aston
ished; the believer, who records the story, sees no more 
than he expects. He looks only to the object, and if the 
motive is sufficient, the more marvelous the evont, the 
more likely it is to have occurred, and the less it re
quires proof or critical examination. If a skeptic dares 
to doubt, it is only that ho may be the more utterly con
founded. The accounts are given gravely, as if they were 
of real facts, without grace, without imagination, without 
any of the ornamental work of acknowledged invention — 
the sublime and ridiculous mixed together indiscriminately 
with the ridiculous largely predominating. Was it possible 
that such stuff could be true? or even intended to be 
taken for truth? Was it not rather more edifying reading 
for monks1 refectories; the puerile absurdities thrown in 
to amuse innocently their dreary hours? Was it not as idle 
to look for historical truth in the lives of the saints 
as in 1 Amadi s de Gaul1 or 1 Orlando Furioso1?11 

"It seemed so, and yet it seemed not so. For the groat 
saints there were special commemorative services, In 
which their most grotesque performances were not forgotten. 
It was not easy to believe that men especially called re
ligious, and who considered truth to be one of the duties 
that religion proscribed, could thus deliberately con
secrate what they knew, and would admit, to be lies. 
There is a class of composition which is not history, and 
is not conscious fiction — it was produced in old times; 
it is produced in our times; it will be produced whenever 
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and as long as human society exists — something which 
honestly believes itself to be fact, and is created, never
theless, by the imagination. The stories of the Edda were 
not felt to be false when they were sung in old Danish 
halls. The genuine myth is not invented - is not written -
but grows. It begins from a small seed, and unfolds into 
form as it passes from lip to lip. It is then assigned 
by tradition to a particular person. 'The story I tell you 
came from So-andf-So1 , says someone, wishing to give it cred
ibility. 1 He was on the spot and saw or heard it1 • 'So-
and-So' may never have heard it; but the story may still 
survive and carry his name along with It as a further 
legend. Now, and always, remarkable persons become mys
tical. Anecdotes are told of them, almost always inaccurate; 
words are assigned to them which they never spoke. 
We, in the days of equality, disbelieve in exceptional 
heroes, as the Middle Ages believed in them. Disbelief 
shows itself in scandal. There is a pleasure in finding 
that an eminent man is but a mortal after all. ---
Great qualities, on the other hand, are magnetic, and every 
report, good or evil, true or false, about persons posessed 
of them is likely to stick. Ilero-worship and saint-wor
ship are honourable forms of a universal tendency; but 
it is idle to expect from worshipers an accurate inves
tigation into fact.11 

Froude, Short Studies on Great Subjects, Vol. IV, pp. 216-

220. 
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APPENDIX B 

Chronological Tabulation Of Novels Used. 

1847 Grantly Manor 

1848 Loss and Gain 

1850 Alton Locke 

1851 Yeast 

1852 Henry Esmond 

1853 The Heir of Redcliffe 

1853 Hypatia; or, New Foes With An Old Face 

1855 Fabiola; or, The Church of the Catacombs 

1855 Westward Hoi 

1855 The Warden 

1856 Callista 

1857 Barchester Towers 

1858 Amos Barton 

1861 The Cloister And The Hearth; or, A Tale Of The 

Middle Ages 

1863 Chronicles Of The Schdnberg-Cotta Family 

1863 Romola 

1370 Lothair 

1872 The True History Cf Joshua Davidson 

1879 Under Which Lord? 

1881 John Inglesant 



1884 

1888 

1892 

1892 

1896 

1896 

1898 

1898 

1899 

1900 

1900 

1901 

264 

Foxglove Manor 

Robert Elsmcre 

The History Of David Grieve 

Darkness And Dawn 

Gathering Clouds; or, A Tale Of The Days Of St. 

Chrysostom 

The Gleaming Dawn; or, A Roman Of The Middle Ages 

Helbeck Of Bannisdale 

True Heart 

A Roman Mystery 

The Master Christian 

The Infidel 

Tho Vicar of St. Luke's 
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APPENDIX C 

List of Bibliographical Works Examined. 

I Novels Employed As The Basis For This Thesis: 

Bagot, Richard: A Roman Mystery. London, Methuen and 

Co., 1903. 

Baker, James: The Gleaming Dawn. London, Chapman 

"and Hall, n.d. 

Beaconsfield, Earl of. (Benjamin Disraeli): Lothair• 

London, Longmans, Green and Go., 1881. 

Braddon, Mary Elizabeth: The Infidel; or, The Story 

of The Great Revival. London, Simpkin, Marshall, 
i 

Hamilton, Kent, and Go., n.d. 

Breton, Frederic: True Heart. London, Grant Richards, 

1898. 

Buchanan, Robert: Foxglove Manor, London, Chatto and 

Windus, Piccadilly, 1895. 

Bulwer, Edward (Lord Lytton): The Last Days Of Pom

peii. New York, Geo. Rutledge and Sons, n.d. 

Charles, Elizabeth: Chronicles Of The SchBnberg-Cotta 

Family. New York, A. L. Burt Company Publishers, 

n.d. 

Corelli, Marie: The Master Christian. New York, 

Grosset and Dunlap, n.d. 

Creed, Sibyl: The Vicar Of St. Luke1s• New York, 

Longmans, Green, and Go., 1901. 
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Eliot, George: Romola• New York, Harper and Bros•, 

Publishers, n.d. 

Scenes of Clerical Life, Vol, I, - Amos Barton. 

London, Wm. Blackwood and Sons (Standard 

Edition), n.d. 

Farrar, Frederic Vim.: Darlmess And Dawn,* or, Scones 

In The Days Of Nero. New York, Longmans, Green 

and Co., 1914. 

Gathering Clouds; or, A Tale Of The Days Of St. 

Chrysostom. New York, Longmans, Green and Co., 

1895. 

Fullerton, Lady Georgians: Grantly Manor. London, 

Burns end Otes, Ld., n.d. 

Kingsley, Charles: Alton Locke. New York, A. I»* Burt 

Company, n.d. 

Hypatia; or, New Foes With An Old Face. New York, 

The Macmillan Company, 1906. 

Westward Hoi New York, Macmillan Company, 1905. 

Yeast. New York, Harper and Bros., Publishers, n. d. 

Linton, Eliza Lynn: The True History Of Joshua David

son. London, Chatto. and V/indus, Piccadilly, 1874. 

Under Which Lord? London, Chatto and Windus, 1901. 

Newman, John Henry (Cardinal): Callista. London, 

Longmans, Green and Go., 1891. 

Loss And Gain. New York, Longmans, Green, and Go., 

1896. 
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Reade, Charles: The Cloister Arid The He arth; or, A 

Tale Of The Middle Ages. London, Chatto and 

Tv Indus, 1903. 

Shorthouse, Joseph Henry: John Inglesant. New York, 

Macmillan and Co., 1893. 

Thackeray, ?<m. Makepeace: Henry Esmond. New York, 

Harper, and Bros., Publishers, 1899. 

Trollope, Anthony: Barchester Towers. New York, 

John Lane, 1902. 

The Warden. Everyman1s Library. 

Ward, Mrs. Humphry: History Of David Griovo, The. 

New York, The Macmillan Co., 1908. 

Helbeck Of Bannisdale• 2 Vols. New York, The 

Macmillan company, 1908. 

Robert Elsmere, New York, John B. Alden, 1888. 

Wiseman, Nicholas Patrick (Cardinal): Pabiola; or, 

The Church Of The Catacombs. New York, P. J. 

Kenedy and Sons, n.d. 

Yonge, Charlotte Mary: The Heir Of Redcliffe. Now 

York, A. L. Burt Co., n.d. 

Historical, Critical, Biographical, and Theological Works. 

Adney, W. F.: A Centuries Progress - esp., ch. 3. 

London, Jas. Clarke and Co., 1901. 

Arnold, Matthew: Culture And Anarchy. New York, Mac

millan and Co., 1883. 
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St. Paul And Protestantism, With An Essay On 

Puritanism And The Church Of England. London, 

Smith, Elder, and Oo., 1875. 

Azarias, Brother: Phases Of Thought And Criticism -

Ch. 3, Emerson And Newman As Types. New York, 

Houghton, Mifflin and Co., 1893. 

Balmforth, Ramsden: The Ethical And Religious Value 

Of The Novel. London, Geo. Allen and Co., 1912. 

Bayne, Peter: Essays In Biography And Criticism. 

Boston, Gould and Lincoln, 1858. 

Brandes, George; Tr. "by Thurge, Mrs. Geo.: Lord 

Beaconsfield. Nov; York, Chas Scribner? s Sons, 1880. 

Browne11, W. C.: Victorian Prose Masters. New York, 

Chas. Scribners Sons, 1902. 

Carlyle, Thomas: Sartor Resartus; or, The Life And 

Opinions Of Kerr- TeufelsdrBckh• London, Chapman 

and Hall, 1901. 

Church, R. W.: The Oxford Movement. London, Macmil-

lan and Co., 1900. 

Cooke, George ¥.: George Eliot, - A Character Study. 

New York, Houghton Mifflin CO., n.d. 

Cornish, Francis Warre: The English Church In The 

Nineteenth Century, Part I, London, Macmillan 

and Go•, 1910• 

Cross, Wilbur L.: The Development Of The English 
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Novel. New York, Macmillan and Co., 1899. 

Cutts, Rev. Edward L.: History Of The Church Of Eng

land, esp., pp. 207-223. New York, Longmans, 

Green and Co., 1895. 

Dawson, 7/. J.: The Makers Of English Fiction, esp., 

C-h• 18 - Religion In Fiction. London, Hodder and 

Stoughton, 1905. 

Dictionary Of Philosophy And Psychology. Edited by 

James Mark Baldwin, 3 Vols. New York, The Mac

millan Co., 1905. 

Donaldson, A. B.: Five Great Oxford Leaders. Riving-

tons, 1900. 

Fairbairn, A. M.: Catholicism: Roman and Anglican. 

London, Chas. Scribner1s Sons, 1899. 

Frothingham, 0. B.: Transcendentalism. G. P. Putnam1s 

1886. 

Froude, James Anthony: Short Studies On Great Sub

jects. 4 Vols. London, Longmans, Green, and Go., 

1891. 

Hall, Sir Samuel: A Short History Of The Oxford 

Movement. London, Longmans, Green, and Oo., 1906. 

Hodgkins, L. M.: A Guide To The Study Of Nineteenth 

Century Authors. D. C. Heath and Co., 1904. 

Hutton, Richard Holt: Criticisms On Contemporary 

Thought And Thinking - Theology Of Robert Elsmere, 
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pp. 263-270; Cardinal Newman, pp. 270-279. New 

York, Macmillan Company, 1694. 

Keble, John: The Christian Year. New York, The Mac

millan Company, 1894. 

Kingsley, Mrs. Chas.: Chas. Kingsley - His Life And 

Letters. 2 Vols. New Norlc, Macmillan and Co., 1891. 

Knight, William* Retrospects - esp., Shorthouse, 

pp. 294-311. New York, Chas. Scribner's Sons, 1904. 

Marriott, J. A. R.: England Since Waterloo. Vol. 7. 

New York, Putnam's Sons. 1913. 

Martineau, James: A Study Of Religion. 2 Vols. Oxford, 

Clarendon Press, 1889. 

Essays, Reviews And Addresses, Personal Influence 

On Present Theology. 2 Vols. New York, Longmans, 

Green, and Co., 1890. 

Studies Of Christianity. Boston, American Uni

tarian Association, 1891. 

The Secret of Authority In Religion. New York, 

Longmans, Green, and Oo., 1891. 

Masson, David: British Novelists. New York, Gould 

and Lincoln, 1859. 

Matthews, Brander: The Historical Novel. New York, 

Charles Scribner1s Sons, 1901. 

Maude, Aylmer: The Life Of Tolstoy. 2 Vols. London, 

Constable and Co., Limited, 1910. 
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Maurice, Frederick Denison: Sermons. 4 Vols. New 

York, Macmillan and Go., 1891. 

Social Morality. London, Macmillan and Co., 1872. 

MeHone, Sydney Herbert: Leaders Of Religious 

Thought In The Nineteenth Century. London, Wm# 

Blackwood and Sons, 1902. 

Melville, Lewis: Victorian Novelists. London, Archi

bald Constable end Co., 1906. 

Meynell, Wilfrid: Benjamin Disraeli. New York, 

D, Apploton and Co., 1903. 

Mill, John Stuart: Autobiography, New York, Henry 

Holt and Go., 1873. 

Monypenny, Wm. F., and Buckle, Geo. E•: The Life Of 

Benjamin Disraeli. 3 Vols. London, John Murray, 

1914. 

More, Paul Elmer: Shelburne Essays, Vol. 8 - The 

Drift Of Romanticism, esp. Preface, and Cardinal 

Newman, pp. 37-80. New York, Houghton Mifflin, 

and Co., 1913. 

Shelburne Essays, Vol. 3, esp. Shorthouse, pp. 

213-244. New York, G. P. Putnam1s Sons, 1906. 

Mozley, Rev. Thos.: Reminiscences Chiefly Of Oriel 

College And The Oxford Movement. 2 Vols. Boston, 

Houghton, Mifflin and Co., 1882. 

Nevins, Wm.: Thoughts On Popery. Amer. Tract Society, 

1836. 
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Newman, John Henry: Apologia Pro Vita Sua* New York, 

Longmans, Green and Co., 1900. 

Letters And Correspondence. 2 Vols. London, 

Longmans, Groen and Co., 1890. 

Parochial And Plain Sermons. London, Longmans, 

Green and Co., 1891. 

Norton, Chas. Eliot: Letters Of Charles Eliot Norton. 

Boston, Houghton, Mifflin and Co., 1913. 

Oman, John: The Problem Of Faith And Freedom In The 

Last Two Centuries. New York, A. C. Armstrong 

and Son, 1906. 

Overton, J. H.: The Anglican Revival. Herbert Stone 

and Co., 1898. 

Rickett, Arthur: Personal Forces In Modern Liter

ature • New York, E. P. Button and Co., 1906. 

Royce, Josiah: The Spirit of Modern Philosophy. New 

York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co., 1892. 

Schaff, Philip: The History Of The Christian Church. 

7 Vols. New York, Chas. Scribner1s Sons, 1910. 

Shairp, J. C.: Studies In Poetry And Philosophy, esp., 

Cardinal Newman, pp. 204-268. Boston, Houghton 

Mifflin andC'o., 1889. 

Sedgwick, Dwight Jr.: Essays On Great Writers. New 

York, Houghton Mifflin and Co., 1903. 

Stephen, Leslie: An Agnostics Apology And Other 
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Essays. London, Smith, Eldor and Co., 1893, 

Studies Of A Biographer, London, Duckworth and 

Co., 1902. 

Stoddard, Francis Hovey: The Evolution Of The Eng

lish Novel, esp. Ch. 3, The Historical Novel, and 

Ch. 5, The Novel Of Purpose. New York, The Mac-

millan Co., 1902. 

Subject Index of the Modern Works Addressed to the 

Library of the British Museum in the years 1881-

1900. Edited by G. K. Fortescue, British Museum, 

1903. 

Tolstoy, Count Leo: The Kreutzer Sonata, Vol. 9, Tr. 

by Prof. Leo wiener. Boston, Dana Ectes and Co., 

1904. 

My Confession, Dogmatic Theology, My Roligion, 

Vol. 7, Tr. by Prof. Leo Wiener. Boston, Dana 
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